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INTRODUCTION
Several articles in Root 8 Branch 9 address issues

raised in previous numbers. Developments in post-Mao
China continue inscrutable, even to the American left: for
example. the discussion which extended over several
recent numbers of Monthly Review; contained little sub-
stantial analysis and a disturbing quantity of apologetics.
ln th.is issue. Bill Russell continues his analysis. begun in
Root & Branch B. of conflicts within the Chinese ruling
class. Russell examines the period 1976-79. arguing that
the "BulihariniQ" or anti-Maoist faction within the
bureaucracy attempted to use the dissident movement as
part of its offensive against the "Stalinist"/Maoist/Hun
faction. But the bureaucracy closed ranks and successfully
clamped down when posters and demonstrations esca-
lated. attacking political repression and even questioning
Party rule. The episode revealed. if only briefly. sharp
class tensions within China, tensions which have yet to
find large-scale expression.

The continuing decline of the world economy has
reached a point where whole industries seem called into
question. on an international scale. The crisis appears as a
crisis of the automobile, of steel. of rubber. Bach industry
attempts to explain its difficulties as due to its particular
circumstances, just as each nation axribes its problems to
the unfair competition of other national capitals. ln their
article on the steel industry. in contrast. Caitlin Manning
and Chris Carlson analyze the crisis of this basic industry
and workers‘ responses to it in terms of the general eco-
nomic downturn.

Although the Italian police have apparently finally
succeeded in penetrating the Red Brigades. the organiza-
tion is far from out of commission. In comparison with
analogous attempts at urban guerilla organization in Ger-
many or the U.S.. the Brigades have been uniquely effec-
tive and organizationally coherent. What are the origins of
this organization, and what is its political meaning? These
questions. which point both to the nature of Italian politics
in particular and to the problem of armed struggle in gen-
eral, are addressed by an article written by a Turin/Paris
collective. It has been translated and edited from a book
edited by C. Orsoni and C. Reeve, Pour une discussion
polilique sur Ia lune armee, published in I979 in Paris
(available from Spartacus, 5 rue St. Croi.x-de-la-Breton-
nerie, 75004 Paris).

In the current strenuous debate on classes in capital-
ism between culturalist/humanist Marxists and structural-
ist/Althusserian Marxists. there is a lack of discussion
about the nature of abstraction. its use in defming the con-
cept of class. and the function of "class" in explaining
historical change. Steve Soldz's article modestly proposes
that Marx's class concept is not immediately. but only
mediately. relevant to empirical social analysis.

Two articles promised for this issue—the second
installment of Paul Mattick. Jr.'s introduction to marxian
theory and Charles Reeve's analysis of the development of
the working class movement in Spain during the last two
years—will be inRoo| & Brunch 10. with other articles and
reviews. Subscribe!
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_ Maréli 23. I979»-—Paris: -Aldemonstration-called by the
(KIT is attended by l00.000 worlierri_,'V_!I1\'-#51313.’ fi'°m ‘steel;
Toward tin: |:|||.l of tho. lIlil\'l'V\ 1;.-t~ 1,.r'derly event. in which
|,|-re typical slogans ‘.‘Save Our Jobs"_ and "$ave Steel"
dominate. 150-200 young participants. mostly ‘;;nargin-
als" rm.‘Paris. attack the police and begin Iootirig. break-
ing windows‘. etc. The police are slowto crack down on the
looters. lending evidence iojthe later ‘claim that the grai-
eraament allowed the riot to go on_'so as to create ‘a climate
of ft-ar and desire for law and -order. which would leadtti
support for D'Est;ing's decree (later revoked) prohibiting
large demonstrations in bigcities. J '- I -

May I. I979: The .QGT\declares it will not supporta
plan to attack police. When police attempt to disrupt
broadcasts by a QGT radio station. the union calls for a
strike. l ' e ' ,

May 23. 1979: Negotiations begin again with the sub-
stance of discussions consisting of early pensions, retrain-_
ing. and severance pay. ‘ - -_ .~

" Jain:-July 1979: Direct ,ac_l-ion by steelworliers has
diminished. the unions‘have proved relatively'suocessful
in containing the fight and channeling militancy into tradi-
tional demonstrations and fairs. Local support is also on-
the wane. Some workers. especially the younger ones. are
{quietly accepting the 50.000 franc 'l$l0.000l severance pay
filtered by the govemmentl industry plan. I _. '_

As one of them put it: . - “ . vi. V .~ -'
"What's the point of fighting. when our backs are

against the wall, just for the right to bust your ass ih front
of a machine eight hours a d_ay?"(l] " '

‘g October. I978: The two largest French 5199] pmd|'|¢_
"3' Sung’ and U5in°'- émnlerins 53-QOQ Workers, de-
fllrfl they are on the brink oi‘-'ban_krup,t4':y. The French gov-
ernment agrees to bail them out.~»but ohly on tliecondition
FM they fvduse nroduetien by 20-"2_3,'mu1ian was ii year.

_ Months later. while the union leatlerspbusy nego.
tiating terms with governmeht and industry f.q,,-,',se,,u.-
t1ves.,the rank and file take to the streets. in Lorigw-y,
workers into small g'roupg_ qjlql --comnmndosr.

!’°°=‘¥’°L:?; ‘PW swrifle-type ladies. Their activities
“"{|“"],e _. R"\8=9l1lPIIl9nt' ol_"lron ore to steel plants. occu-
W'"8- "=1-i Wiwhvvds and wurlrwms;-settmg up ille-
3_“| ""1i° $"¢5°I1=- Ind tnl_l.ing‘over ‘a’ local teleyision sta-
tion. 'l‘he steeiworkers enjoy widespread sqppon ‘iv;-'o'm the

, _

v/
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local population. whose livelihood is also threatened by the
shutdown plans.‘ -

' February 25. 1979—Longwy: The daily France-Soir
headlines “‘Longwy Under Siege." When the police force
workers out of the occupied television station. the workers
respond by attacking the police station with a bulldozer
andlmolotov cocktails. By evening they have reoccupied
the studios . .'l‘he struggle escalates in response to police
rep‘ression— managers are locked in. their oflices sacked

March 6-8. 1979—Deruu'n: The unions call for a deml
oustrationvon the highway to protest police harassment.
The stpelworlrers, tired of the traditional, ineffective dem-
onstrations and strikes. choose instead to attack both local
and special riot-control police. They\irnitate the successful
commando fonn used in Longwy. Before long the city of
Denain is ablaze with rioting. Police use clubs. gas. and
rubber bullets while the workers erect barricades and fight
back with rnolotov cocktails and rocks. In the course of the
fighting one workerloses a hand. mother a foot. . . - '

When the __ lCommunity Party-dominated) CGT,
France's largest union, hears of the riots in Denain. it
retreats from the negotiating sessions. In their press and
speeches to workers they call for "realism and responsi-
bility." an end to violence, and for occupying the plant!
instead. Fighting continues for a while, with steelworkotfl
°ita°|_5n8»tlI6 police station. Thirty “workers are wounded.
as well as fifteen cops. seven of these by bullets. Even-
""a“Y l-he P°li.te retreat and most workers go to the fac-
WW-‘M1058 are temporarily halted, though the govern-
ment vim ‘is not called into question. _

-Afiftér three months of workers‘ action, often in oppo-
sition to their unions’ attempts to control the purpose ll!!!
l-°mP0£'e1:lf Eotigins, the steelworliers of northern “Frizz;
a°°°P .. 1 9 Jilitr of their soli st le and set
with the government fo':?lucrm:t§ve. severancél
pension deal‘. \

I “What are the circumstances surrounding this surgo Of
“'°-'k°.'f" mmkmq Ind why did it prove futile despill? 31°
°l11_flF59H¢e_'of autonomou actions many workers ill
“_.““°°- Yifllem lgainst the state. occupations of comm"'
mb'm°'“ l"m"i¢5- KM! widespread community su1-poi‘?
T° F“-“Yelf these questions it is n to conlidfif
me?‘ even‘? in light of the changing firucture of the 9'89‘



industry worldwide: the introduction of new technology
and its effects on employment, productivity, international
competition, and profits; the increasing concentration and
centralization of steel production and the tendency of the
state to intervene in this process; and a new international
division of labor resulting from a gradual shift of steel
production from the advanced industrial countries to the
Third World.

The crisis and restructuring of the steel industry can-
not be understood in isolation from the crisis in the world
economy as a whole. The developments in steel are a
microcom—on the scale of a single industry—of the
process of capitalist economic growth in general and its
necessary culmination in crisis. The fundamental causes of
the crisis in steel and the measures being taken to over-
come them are not specific to steel. They offer particular
illustrations of the global tendencies of capitalist economic
development and crisis.

I I U

In the early 1970s, when production of steel reached
record heights, steelowners throughout the world were
busily engaged in expanding capacity to meet projections
of increased demand based on past growth pattems. The
dramatic turnaround in the steel scenario since then sup-
posedly began with the general recession of 1974-75. In
one year, the production of steel plummeted by 19 percent
in the European Economic Community (EEC), 13 percent
in Japan, and 20 percent in the US.(2)

As late as 1974, at a meeting of the International Iron
and Steel Institute (IISI) in Munich, "virtually all of the
nations, both from the industrialized world and the devel-
oping world, revealed ambitious plans for steel growth.’ ' (3)
However, as years went by without substantial recovery of
profit and production levels, it became increasingly evi-
dent to the myopic leaders of industry that this was no
mere cyclical swing. By 1977, August Thyssen-Hutte, the
largest German steel company, reported that these were
the worst years in the history of the industry. Another
German producer, Roehling-Busch, lost 100 million DM in
1976-77, and in 1979, Herbert Koehler, head of the Ger-
man steel producers’ association, claimed that, although

improved, the profits in steel were “still not satisfac-
tory."(4)

In the US, Bethlehem Steel's 20 percent decline in
profits in 1976 was followed by a loss of nearly half a bil-
lion dollars in 1977, at the time a record loss for a single
company. The state-owned British Steel Corporation
(BSC) broke this record with a loss of nearly a billion dol-
lars in 1977, followed by further losses in 1978, and at least
$657 million in losses in l979.(5) Significant losses have
been the pattern throughout the EEC, and now it's US
Steel that is taking A bath. At the onset of recession, pro-
duction in most of the advanced industrial countries
remained substantially below 1978-74 highs, despite three
years of "recovery."

Leading economists of the left and right generally
explain the steel crisis in terms of a “lack of demand."
Blaming “excess capacity” or "overproduction," the
right-wing defenders of industry call for the reduction of
productive capacity and higher prices in order to adjust
supply to demand and restore profitability. Many govern-
ment economists of the Keynesian school (as well as some
self-proclaimed “Marxists") see the crisis as a conse-
quence of inadequate aggregate demand, or “undercon-
sumption," and call for state control of the economy in
order to restore demand by increasing the purchasing
power of consumers (adjust demand to supply).(6)

But "excess capacity" is only excess in relation to the
needs of capita|i_sts to realize the value of their product
(sell it on the market) and so ensure an adequate rate of
return. Lack of demand, or “underconsu.mption," means
that not enough value is being produced in the economy as
a whole to ensure an orderly continuation of production.
This is manifested by a drop in sales, since people no
longer have money to buy things, and a halt or decline in
production, since capital is unavailable for investment.

The idling of productive facilities and "saturated mar-
kets" do not reflect fulfilled needs, even in the advanced
industrialized countries (in the US, for instance, 110,000
out of 750,000 steel bridges are in need of repair or
replacement). This is to say nothing of the developing
countries, many of which still lack basic infrastructure.
The onset of crisis clearly reveals that the needs and con-
straints of capitalist production are at odds with the inter-
ests of most people.

As a key economic sector, both because of its use-
value (as a basic ingredient of industrial production and
military hardware) and because of the enormous mass of
capital tied up in its production, steel's advanced signs of
crisis are foreboding. The severe disniption of accumula-
tion in steel may well be the lightning before the storm.
The dynamic underlying the crisis and reorganization of
the steel industry worldwide offers a compelling example
of the marxian schema of capitalist accumulation and its
necessary culmination in crisis.

The growth and survival of capitalist production relies
primarily on continual investment in new technolog.
Capitalists seek advances in technology which increase the
productivity of labor and lower their production costs. An
increase in productivity corresponds to an increase in the
proportion of wealth (in the form of goods produced or of
money earned in selling them) which falls to the capitalist
(i.e., surplus-value), in relation to that which falls to work-



1-rs in the form of wages. In marxian terms, increases I"
the productivity of labor, by increasing the rate of §\l!‘Pl"5‘
value, form the basis of capitalist aocumulat-_|o_n (1-e-. BX-
panded production). ' ' _

By increasing productivity before their competttorfl.
some capitalists can sell their products at lower prices,
capture larger shares of their markets, and so gain a tell!-
porgry gdge in profitability until others follow suit. Those‘
who lag behind in implernenting new production tech-
niques not only lose their competitive market 0091'-wvlwbvl

suffer a devaluation of their accumulated capital (Sur-
plus-value invested in Pl!-I'll.’ fllld l'|l3¢hil'l9|7— Whit Man
called constant capital). As new, more productive facilities
come on line, they reduce the “socially necessary labor-
time” (i.e., value) required for the production of a specific
amount of goods. On a free market. the more productive
capitalist can charge less‘ for each good, reflecting the
smaller amount of labor-time embodied in it..The ow-ners
of the less-productive plants are then forced to reduce
their prices accordingly, or permanently lose a share of the
market. But the reduced price does not reflect the labor
embodied in their product, which means they lose this his-‘A
toric value (because it no longer corresponds-to
necessary labor-time).

Rising productivity, however, has contradictory" ef-
fects. lt generally involves a displacement of workers by
rachines (described by Marx as a growing proportion of
"dead" to "living labor"); the degree to which a machine
"saves labor" is considered then a measure of its'produc-
tivity. The resulting investments for machinery and raw
materials relative to investments for labor-power (a rise in
Uh‘ "nrgnni<' composition of capital." in marxian terms)
fl\l‘ill‘l§ that loss value is extract:-d from tho labor force for
any given amount of capital invested. This, in turn, means
that the benefits seeming to particular capitalists from a
rise in productivity bring simultaneously a relative decline
in the source of profit for the capitalist system: av relative
decline, that is, in capital invested in wages of workers
that produce surpluswalue (variable capital). As long as
these contradictory effects of increased productivity (§e-"
cline in the rate of profit vs. increase in theyrate of sur-
plus-value) are resolved in'f_avor of profitability—i.e., as
long as the total increase in the mass of surplus-value, is
sufficient to offset the relative decline of variable capital
(that portion of invested capital that produces surplus-
valuel. accumulation can continue. .. g

'l‘his favorable prefit~situation occurs in times of rapid
growth in overall investments. In these periods, a growing
productive base incorporates a sufficient increase in the
labor-force to offsetthe relative decline of variable capital
that results from the increasing mechanization of produc-
l’-l0l1. Such an expansion of the productive base both gen-
erates an increase in productivity [since it provides Cflpitgl-
'5'-9 "ill the Pfvfits necessary to further modernize thoir
Plflmsl and Pfesllpposes it (Since. as we have seen, profit;
yielded by incensed Productivity provide the bun for fur-
ther capital accumulation). As an industry grows, how.
ever, more and more surplus-‘value is required»"fer_rein-
vestrnent and expansion. lf the decline of value produced,
"°lall"_'@ l-° fflllflal IHYPSWJ 609$ not allow. for a sufficient
9°‘? “ma” m the ""155 °f 9"1'Plus-value to cover the ris-
"18 time of expansion. then continued accumulation is

: - te d' I ' ' u .threaonréeway that an individual capitalist with a Oflpjtgj

‘ " due to insufficient profits) can amuse the sur-
Zlzxfiie heeded to modernize. is l-FY m°'8iI18 with otherente,p,i,es_ By their surplus-value; merging com.»
pdnies may have enough 00 elllllld Ind 1_n°d9mlle- If this
igto be successful: the advantages of an increased scale of-
"p,l¢',du¢1jon and centralization of management must lead to
siifficient increases in Pmduaivify w “vet” me sit‘m'l°“'
which brought on theprofit-crisis (i.e. , they must allow the
mass of surplus-value to increase enough to offset the rela-‘
've decline in living labor). Thus; mergers between pro-

sucers allow the concentration of capital into larger units,
more capable of absorbing a devaluation of noncompeti-
tive facilities, and of attracti!l8 ¢"°\18h lddil~i°"5l "Phil
investment to render them competitive ‘Bill In l-hi! WI!-
mlargers reduce the threat whichvdevaluation (of old
investments by more modem comP9fi5°"l 13°!“ l-° smll-l-
er companies. Merging is one of the first moves taken in
cnpitalistlfl to avert uncontrolled devaluation (i.e., bank-
ruptcies) and to reestablish the basis for accumulation.
Because a newly merged bloc of capital must continue to
accumulate and invest in new labor-saving technology, it
still is subject to the recurrence of‘the same contradictions‘
in the long run. When the disruption of the accumulation
process becomes generalized, widespread crisis ensues:
companies fail. plants lay idle, masses of workers are
thrown out of work.

Various measures (called by Marx "counter-tender
cies" to the tendency. of the rate of profit to fall) can coun-
teract and delay the severe crises that result from the
decline in surplus-value extraction. For example. labor
costs can be reduced by lowering wages (an increase in the
rate of exploitation). Like productivity increases, this has
the effect of augmenting the proportion of value that falls
to the capitalist. A rise in the rate of surplus-value can also
be obtained by an intensificatioh of labor. commollli
known as speedups.

All such measures, however, have their limits--worlr
ers can only be paid so much less, and made to work so
much more, before their willingness and/or ability to pro-
duce is jeopardized. The counter-tendencies are brakes
that capitalists apply to their enterprises to stall tllfl
"natural" progression of the boom/bust cycle. The lim-
ited success of these "brakes" is born out by history. ifl
which capitalism has repeatedly entered crises. i

V. Once incrisis, the actual for capitalist prollllfi‘
5°" can 0111! occur whens sufficient increase in the crea-
tion of surplus-value has restored profitability and enabled
'1 lfeflewal of accumulation on an increased scale. T110
"classical" way out of a generalized capitalist criflil i9
°°°°mPli5h°d by the massive devaluatidn or destruction of
|°s5'Pl’oductive capital in favor of the increased concentri-
tion arid centralization of the strongest (i.e_, most-produv
tivel. °aPil~ll8- This means that investments in Oflllmll
“Dita! are liquidated, and their former value lost, as. f0!’
efllllplf. when firms go bankrupt.‘ The greater the eon-
senlrqhm and centralization of capital already exist-in! 1' l
“Fe “mt? ‘if <=l'ifli8. the more devastafing are the come-
quences-of devaluation for the economy as a whole: Sill”

‘__“'° firm t° 5° liquidated are already huge their failure!
have severe repercussions throughout socidty. ,



The companies that survive can acquire the assets of
ruined firms below their value, and/or gain increased
shares of the market. The new structure of capital that
emerges from this process has a reduced composition,
since the plant acquired costs less, while the number of
workers, and the value they produce, remain the same. In
other words, for the given amount of capital needed to
resume the accumulation process, there is a relative
decline in investment costs for plant and raw material in
proportion to investments for labor-power. Survivors thus
benefit from an increased rate of profit. The resulting
increase of surplus-value at the disposal of fewer capital-
ists must be reinvested in new productive technology and
a renewed cycle of accumulation can begin.

in terms of the actual production of surplus-value,
those industries with the highest composition of capital are
the least profitable. In a free-market context, however,
varying profit-rates are "averaged" through competition,
with the proportion of surplus-value falling to each partic-
ular capital determined by its volume in relation to the
total social capital. The imbalance between sectors of vary-
ing compositions is also offset by such mechanisms as
monopoly pricing a.nd state-intervention, which transfer
surplus-value from greater- to lesser- or even unprofitable
sectors. Monopoly pricing enables producers to sell their
products at prices above their values, thereby obtaining a
satisfactory rate of return, regardless of the efficiency of
their production. But the surplus-value gained in this
fashion is not created by the monopolists; it is drawn indi-
rectly (through the market) from other sectors of produc-
tion.

The state (which does not create value, since that is
only done in production) transfers value by taxing profits
from one sector and passing it on by means of various
direct or indirect subsidies. In the era of state-interven-
tion, the "natural" tendency toward crisis is thus con-
tained-by a redistribution of the surplus-value available in
the economy as a whole (the total social surplus-value).
The transfer of value to ailing sectors, however, does not
reverse the crisis tendency. In itself, state management of
the economy ca.n.not create the surplus-value needed for a
renewal of accumulation.

State regulation 'of the total pool of surplus-value, like
debt expansion, merely buys time for capitalists to reor-
ganize their industry in such a way as to increase surplus-
value sufficiently—the only capitalist solution to the crisis
(and a temporary one, at that). When the economy as a
whole is afflicted by crisis (i.e., when the total pool of sur-
plus-value is unsufficient for continued accumulation),
redistribution becomes increasingly difficult to manage,
and state-intervention as even a temporary recourse for
capital becomes increasingly imtenable.

O I I

The organic composition in the steel industry ranks
gmong the highest (along with such industries as oil,
chemicals, and nuclear power), and is continually increas-
ing. Dur-ing the decade 1968-78, total assets per employee
(an indication of organic composition, though not a precise
equivalent) in the steel industry more than doubled (from
$40,010 to $84,320 in assets per employee), for a real
increase afier inflation of 21 percent.(7)

At this juncture in the history of world steel produc-
tion, the industry has proven unable to generate enough
net profits to meet its own modernization needs (estimated
to be an annual $4 billion in the US alone),(8) and has been
unable to attract adequate investment capital from other
profitable sectors to continue expansion. In the US,
despite "the government's program for steel—the so-
called Soloman plan—which has contributed substantially
to the economic recovery of the steel industry,. . .the
industry's earnings are still far short of the amount of capi-
tal necessary to modernize existing facilities, much less to
expand capacity."(9)

A new plant costs $1,000 a ton, and "the investment
contemplated is so massive and the risk on the total finan-
cial viability of that company so great that it would require
prudent judgment before proceeding," said David Roder-
ick, Chairman of US Steel Corporation.(10) A "greenfield"
plant (built from scratch) in the US can cost up to 80 per-
cent of the net worth of a “Top Ten" steel producer. US
Steel's recently scrapped plan to build a new integrated
plant at Conneaut, Ohio was expected to cost approxi-
mately SG billion.(1ll

According to a recent study by the President's Coun-
cil on Wage and Price Stability. the heavy capital charges
at a greenfield plant would now exceed whatever savings
in production costs are possible.(12) In other words, the
lowering of production costs made possible by the latest
technology no longer provides enough additional profit to
pay invested capital at a rate competitive with other invest-
ments.

This problem in the US led to a 3 percent reduction in
steel plant capacity in 1971, after which the largest Amer-
ican producer, US Steel, announced a 10 percent reduction
of its steel operations in 1979, entailing layoffs of
l3,000.( 13) In Great Britain, where 60 plants have already
been closed over the past two years, the British Steel Cor-
poration announced additional closures resulting in layoffs
in 1979 of 15,000.(l4)

In the Third World steel production has found lower
labor costs, no environmental controls, close raw mate-
rials. and access to water transportation. Despite these
favorable conditions and the fact that recent expansion has
been rapid, “developing countries are becoming hesitant
about starting major steel projects now;. . .tha cost of a
greenfield steel project is so big that it makes the country
planning it think twice," said William Jaffe of the World
Banlr.(l6) This has resulted in signifimnt cutbacks in
planned capacity additions. Clearly then, the steel indus-
try worldwide has reached a threshold where its ability to
accumulate capital as a sector has been seriously dis-
rupted.

Although steel industry profits and production levels
as a whole have suffered, the consequences have been
particularly severe for US and EEC companies with the
most obsolete plants. The steel industry is composed of
various blocs of capital, both privately held and national-
ized, that compete for shares of the worH steel market.
Steel ownership is largely concentrated within each
nation, so that competition in general coincides with eco-
nomic competition between nation-states, although in the
1-aseofthe EEC, steelproducingnationa havsjoinedto
form a regional economic bloc. The level of competition



hinges primarily on the relative cost-efficiency _and
ductivity of individual steel companies and nationalized
flee] i_ndugtfieg_ whose p08ll-l0I\S reflect their labpr costs.
costs of raw materials and transportation, and d_eBY°°5 °f
technical modernity. While labor, raw materials, _an_d
transportation costs affect relative competitiveness, it is
the drive for technological advaniile ‘hat ll" Plll'°fl_l-he
most fundamental role in intemational steel competition-
This is particularly true since the most modern, technolog-
ically advanced facilities have also been constructed"w|th
greater consideration for changes in transportation Ind
pollution-control coats. Thus. for example. new Jeane”
steel complexes are more productive, closer to cheaper
water transportation, and designed with anti-pollution
equipment.

e_ 0, 0

The dynamics of competition and the role of modemi-
zation can be seen more clearly in a brief history of steel
production since WWII. Based on the long-used technol-
ogy of the open-hearth fumace (some US firms still use
open-hearth fumaces, though these comprise the majority
ol recent and impending shutdowns), American steel- pro--
duction constituted more than 60 percent of world steel
production in l946,(16) as it had emerged unscathed from
the war. while Europe and Japan had suffered widespread
destruction of their plants. The US advantage in produc-
tive capacity and then-modern facilities was obtained
through state expenditures by the War Assets Administra-
tion, which spent $770 million to build steel plants for war
production. At the end of the war it turned over these
plants to their war-time managers, the largest steel com-
panies.( 17) Bolstered by such state subsidies, the Amer-
ican steel industry, led by the monolithic‘US Steel (known
as "The Corporation"). easily dominated world steel mar-
lrets. Oligopolistic price control allowed the American steel
industry to obtain surplus-value created in other more
competitive sectors (which could not control their own
pricesl and. thus, to show profits in excess of the surplus-
value it generated. This went on until US-funded rebuild-
ing efforts. particularly in Japan. began to yield lower-
Cflst. higher-productivity steel production methods in the
late 1950s. These methods. namely the Basic Oxygen Fur-
nace (BOFl and later the electric arc furnace (followed
even later by continuous casting and cold-rolling), brought
increasing amounts of high-quality steel onto world mm-.
lrets by the mid-sixties, at lower prices than the oligopolis-
tic US industry was able to offer.

Largely because it is so much faster. the B01‘ requires
about 20 percent of the labor-power required by the open-
hearth method of production. An open-hearth furnace
requires 9-10 hours to process a load of steel; the BOF
needs only 45 minutes.(l8l The electric arc furnace pro-
vides a similarly dramatic improvement in productive effi-
ciency. The chart demonstrates the progress of technol -
ical advancement in steel in six countries from 19659:;
l976.(l9l .

Since the mid-sixties. Japan and the EEC have devel
:11: :‘3sm;J:;m°:”1l_h:"°':"¢°'l- Willi production levels
llndfifcut Us price; inter ale conarstently_been able tocontributing “the fimhelrns tonsil)‘. with ensuing sales
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1970

36%
48%
15%

4%
79%
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26%
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10%
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18 %
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19 %
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1 15.120

107,399 -

42,415

23,221

22.274

23,447
EAF 37% 40% 46 %

OHF =open-hearth fumace
BOF = basic oxygen furnace
EAF =electric arc fumace
Bess. = Bessemer processor method

This chart shows the rapid development of the Basic Oxygen
Furnace in six industrialized countries. and the corresponding
abandonment of the open-hearth and nineteenth-century Besse-
mer processor methods. Japan's technological edge is clearly
P°l'"I)'®d in that they have had a significantly higher percentage
of steel produced by the B01‘ process. Japan jettisoned its costly
and inefficient open~hearth furnaces while. as the chart shows.
the US and European producers were still getting one-fifth to
ne-sixth of their production from obsolete open-hearths and

Bessemer processors. Italy. with over 90 percent of its steel pro-
"°°d by modern methods. is relatively strong on international
arliels and is the only European producer to have avoided sub-

tantlal cutbacks in the current crisis.

Jlllanese steel. The ability to sell at lower prices does 11,01
indicate a significantly more active state subsidy proglfwl
in Jaaan. West Germany. or Italy. After all, the US sov-
ernment has for years been supporting the American steel
l"d"5"'J' ""01-IBh tax breaks, government contracts, non-
Prosccution of anti-trust legislation, and outright pill-Ill
giveaways. Rather. their lower prices reflect a real lower-
ing of costs and increases in productivity resulting primar-
1lY 5°11! HEW technology. The largest and oldest steel Pl'°'
ducers i.n Europe (UK, West Germany, and Francel Cl" 5°
seen to have moved to the newer technology at about the
ism” pace "9 ."l1° Us Their severe crisis of the .1970!
"°fl9¢%$ the fact that their move came too late to meet the
ch-lu°"8° °f -lllilnese competition.-
. At the forefront in implementing the BOF process.
the lapanese have achieved an enormous increase in Pl'°'
ductive capacity as a result of their successful competim"
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in US. European, and Third World markets. Although it
has technological and cost advantages. Japan lacks natural
resources and hence became the most involved in Third
World steel development. As of 1974, the five largest
Japanese steelmakers had interests ranging from 5 to 90
percent in 32 plants in 17 countries throughout Asia,
Africa, and Latin America; and this involvement has
increased since then.(20)

But as the larges__t exporter of steel, Japan is also the
most vulnerable to the vicissitudes of the world market. A
closely linked market means that even the most competi-
tive producers suffer in a stagnating economy, and so
Japan, too, is feeling the pressure of the crisis. Revision
after revision of projected steel growth by the Minister of
International Trade corresponded to a 40 percent decline
in investment in 1976-7'7, andgpostponement of major
repairs.(21) President Mal-iita of Nippon Steel (the world's
largest single steel company) speculated in October 1973
that “quantitative growth is coming to an end."(22)

The steel i.ndustry's structural particularities (high
costs of machinery, the dynamic between technological
advance and international competition), in conjuncture
with the global economic slowdown, which has dampened
demand for steel and tightened supply of investment capi-
tal, have required a massive rehauling of thesteel indus-
try. The consequences have been drastic.— abrupt curtail-
ment of expansion plans accompanied by a wave of shut-
downs of obsolete plants in an attempt to rationalize
production and restore profitability. The role of the nation-
state in this process demonstrates an aspect of the funda-
mental contradictions of capitalist accumulation.

I U i

"The ball is in the govemment's court" in assuring
industry profitability, which is a prerequisite to making
necessary major capital investments.

-Chairman of Republic Steel
Wall Street Journal. 14 December 1979

\

Loan guarantees carry with them indirect costs that are
not immediately visible. lf Wheeling can't borrow with-
out putting up taxpayers‘ money as collateral. private
capital markets are presumably channeling their funds
into investments that are more profitable. less risky, or
both. By diverting funds to Wheeling, the government
is denying capital to other fin-ns which could use it more
efficiently. '

— Editorial response to-Wheeling-
Pittsburg Steel Corporation's receipt
of $150 million in guaranteed loans
Wall Street Journal, 14 September 1979

Seldom in history have nation-states been faced with
such a difficult task—that of salvaging old investments in
their domestic steel industries from the ravages of interna-
tional competition, while permitting the capitalist "cure"
(i.e., devaluation) to lift the industry out of its depressed
condition. On one hand, it has become evident that the
capital drain by unprofitable sectors cannot continue
indefinitely. On the other hand, the process of elimination
through intemational competition threatens a massive
devaluation, which would have severe consequences in the
economy as a whole. Failure of a large steel company
would lead to huge debt defaults and dismpt financial
markets; continuous plant closures and massive layoffs
threaten social stability. Furthermore, because steel own-
ership is already largely concentrated within national
boundaries, the economicaspect of steel production (steel
as exchange-value) overlaps with strategic, and
infrastructural‘ considerations (steel as use-value). A
strong national steel industry is an important source of
power.

Under divergent pressures from the owners of steel,
steelworkers and their unions, and economic and social
considerations, national leaders are confronted with the
task of “managing” the rationalization of steel so as to
prevent serious disruptions while integrating domestic
production into the new structure of capital imposed by
intemational capitalist accumulation. A dialectical rela-
tionship is playing itself out between the interests of the



unfettered development of capital on a global scale (fea-
turing mergers, intemational investments, and world
trade organizations and agreements) End the "Bl-1°“§l
interests of bourgeois states. The immediate result of this
dynamic is a (more or less rapid) rationalization P|'_°¢e55
which involves further concentration and C8I'll.TflllZ8l.lt?l'l_ of
capital, and the beginnings of a new intemational division
of labor.

In a general sense, government and capitalists pursue
the same interest: the accumulation of capital. Their inter-
ests, however, diverge from the "most efficient" accumu-
lation of capital whenever the govemment is forced to
intercede in order to spare particular capitalist firms from
bankruptcy and thereby guarantee the survival of unprofit-
able production. ln its role as the regulator of the total
national capital, the state replaces and/or complements
private capital investment in the steel industry through
stock purchases, direct payments, loan guarantees, and
other forms of direct and indirect subsidy. The state's
capital is drawn from the pool of surplus-value primarily
through taxation (i.e., at the expense of more profitable
industries . and workers’ paychecks). Most govemments
see the bail-out of their domestic producers as a temporary
measure to restore long-run profitability.

In some cases, the state assumes direct control of
non-competitive facilities. In France, for example, the
state has bought the controlling interest in the largest
companies in order to absorb the devaluation of the Besse-
mer processor plants. Its explicit plan is to increase the
overall productivity of the industry by closing the most
obsolete plants and concentrating capital in modern facili-
tics. This would supposedly reintegrate French steel pro-
duction into the world market (after years of lagging
bi-hind in competitiveness). It is hoped that the massive
injection of capital necessary to fund shutdowns and
modernization of the industry will eventually permit the
industry's return to private ownership "once it retums to a
decent profit."(23l Claude Etchegaray, applauded by
leading industrialists for his "managing savvy," has been
appointed to administer the restructuring plan. "The
rationalization plan was conceived by me personally, and
not dictated by the govemment, " boasted Etchegaray in a
l’?¢PIIl inf-@rvi9W.l24) The steel plan, however, is not the
product of his own imagination, as it conforms to the
guidelinesof a plan agreed to under the auspices of the
EEC. the Davignon plan.

The Davignon plan was produced by careful negotia-
tions between steel producers and govemment officials of
\\'i-sli-rn I-luropu under the pressure of declining profi|,5_
international competition. and shrinking markets. It con-
stitutes an attempt pool resources and centralize plan-
ning of steel production on a regional, rather than national,
basis. The advantages of acting as an economic bloc
strengthens the position of European produgei-5 vis-a_v;5
the US and Japan. By setting guidelines for EEC trade,
quotas for national production and deliveries, minimum
prices on imports, and export restraint agreements with
the Third World, the EEC plan is intended to enable pro-
ducers raise capital for their beleaguered industries.(25)

Thfs °°°P°"l'-IV" 5""l89ment has favored the con-
;.‘0nll’8ll0|‘i and centralization of capital necessitated by the

l':;€l:l:1cfaIlen:JI-i’?b:l")€)'-Fifi‘ pr0ciLlch°n' In Germa“y' as 3I "Bets in recent years, there are

now just a few large integrated Qerman firms. “I believe a
relatively large state of consolidation has been reached
here and yes, I find that good," said Herbert Koehler,
head of the German national steelowners association, in l
recent interview.(26) In 3W€d9"- "bi the end Of 1976, vir-
tually every Swedish steelmaker was participating in
merger or cooperation discussions aimed at streamlining
the industry by product lines and maximizing production
efliciencies."l27l _

Through varying degrees of state intervention, this
rationalization process prevents major bankruptcies of
less-competitive capitals. While favoring the latter, such
planning penalizes more-competitive firms like those in
Italy, since they cannot reap the benefits of their prudug.
tive edge:l28l

The most vociferous criticism of the Davignon plan can
be heard in the circles of Italy's Bresciani, whose small
electric-furnace mills were the last to come to the mar-
ket with a flexibility of operation that the older and big-
ger conglomerates do not possess. They also have
been the hardest-hit targets of EEC sanctions for viola-
tions of minimum price rules.

Another important aspect of the rationalization of
European steel production, which has been encouraged by
the'El-IC and facilitated by concentration and centraliza-
tion. is the streamlining of the industry by region and
product line. In general, Europe's competitive strength
lies in the specialized steel market. Correspondingly, the
earlier. more labor-intensive and large-scale stages of
steel production make the Third World, with its access to
cheaper labor, transportation, and raw materials, more
advantageous in this area. As a result, steelmakers in the
advanced industrialized countries (particularly Japan and
Germany) have partaken in joint ventures with Third
World countries for the production of structural and semi-
finished steel products. The inteniational division of labor
benefits industrialized countries, since the bulk of current
profits in steel lies in finishing and producing high-tech-
nology grades of steel.(29)

The entrance of the new Third World producers into the
stagnatingglobal economy has heightened competitive
pressures on steel facilities in the US and Europe. Internal
demand for Third World steel production is seldom suffi-
cient. since the capital investments needed to generate
demand for steel are largely controlled by the US, Europe.
and -“Pan. By means of this control of capital, through
private banks and multilateral lending agencies like the
IMF and World Bank, the developed blocs of capital have
maintained a strong influence on the pace and nature of
Third World steel development.(30)

_ A general capital shortage, and particularly the crisii
in US and European steel, has led the World Bank l-°
announce that it will no longer fund steel development
PTOJPNS whose economic viability depends on expens-
Flmding from other financial institutions linked to Am9l'i'
can and European interests can be expected to tighten UP,
which would lead to increased’ stagnation in Third World
"Pfldty additions.

Meanwhile, the fll.l!Ty Of mgfgers in the late 19605

and 19705 find the wave of plant closures in the P81‘ few
yea" are g°°d 9148-mples of capitalist rationalizatioll at



work in the US.(31) As in Europe, the state has intervened
significantly to allow an “orderly” process of concentra-
tion and centralization to take place without bankruptcies
or plummeting sales due to competitive imports. The US
govemment has helped steel producers raise capital by
guaranteeing loans, and more recently with an original
protectionist measure called “trigger pricing." This de-
vice allows continual increases in domestic steel prices by
setting minimum prices on imports (8 percent above Japa-
nese production costsl. which “trigger” dumping investi-
gations. Most recently, the US Treasury has raised trigger
levels for 1980 by 5 percent, 4 percent more than Japanese
costs have risen, according to Charles Bradford of Menill,
Lynch.(32) Already by mid-December 1979, most US steel-
owners had announced price increases for 1980. Com-
menting on this state-protectionism in mid-summer 1979,
American Metal Market said, "The higher prices which
have followed implementation of the trigger price system,
plus investment tax credits, have partially closed the gap
between the industry's cash flow and the $4 billion annual
need for modemization and expansion."(33)

The recently announced shutdowns by US Steel,
Jones & Laughlin, and other steel companies, and the
scrapping of rebuilding and expansion plans by all large
integrated steel producers make it clear that government
protection is essentially allowing them to get their capital
out of steel and into other, more profitable ventures.(34)
This will eventually necessitate further and greater state
intervention in steel production to reestablish past produc-
tion levels and an internationally competitive industry,
with necessary investment costs drawn from the general
pool of social surplus-value (i.e., profits from other sec-
tors).

One of the first signs of increased state intervention
appeared on 1 December 1979, when the House Ways and
Means Subcommittee on Trade began hearings on a multi-
bil.lion dollar loan-guarantee program to help financially
strapped steel companies build modern plants. This pro-
gram was proposed to provide credit to “capital-heavy
industries/'(35l From the ranks of private steel capital-
ists, David Roderick. US Steel chairman, has recently
spoken of the need for "a dialogue between government
and industry and possibly some changes in existing anti-
trust legislation,” specifically referring to the “need for a
marked change of attitude within the bureaucracies con-
cerning their concepts of competition in the market-
place."(36) The intent of this new loan-guarantee plan,
barely concealed in llodei-ick's statements, is along the
lines of several suggestions put forth to bail out the shut-
down-plagued Mahoning Valley of Ohio. Reverend Wil-
liam Hogan, a steel industry analyst, has proposed the
building of one large I500 million blast-furnace capable of
producing 10,000 tons of steel per day. Under Hogan's
proposal, the price tag for this heavily concentrated ven-
ture would be shared by the four steel companies that own
25-year-old blast-fumaces in the Mahoning Valley and the
financing guaranteed by the government.l37l

The involvement of state interests. which are those of
specific nations or regions in opposition to those of other
nations or regions, prevents the capitalist growth dynamic
in one sector (steel in this case) from achieving an effective
international centralization of planning and distribution.

This dynamic between state interests and capitalist "effi-
ciency" on an intemational scale led Fiat's chairman. Gio-
vanni Agnelli. to "wonder why we are not moving towards
a concerted rationalization of the steel market. I wonder
why we cannot try to avoid the risk of more severe crises
and new nationalizations by seeking a reasonable interna-
tional division of labor creating cooperation. orderly
marketing. integration. and specialization. at least at
regional levels. "l38l

I-‘ursighted capitalists like Agnelli see a stable global
;-lanziing system as a goal to be reached through multi-
lateral agreements. The tendency of states with less-com-
petitive steel industries, however. is to bolster and protect
their own against more efficient production from other
parts of the world, while they restructure in an attempt to
gain competitiveness on the world market. Even the
Davignon plan is envisioned as “clearly a temporary and
transitional scheme“ that “can’t last beyond a certain
period of time." According to another article on the Euro-
pean plan “difficulties do not seem insurmountable pro-
vided the grim economic outlook does not rekindle nation-
alistic strains and all-out competition for market shares. "
As Sheldon Wesson wrote over a year ago in American
Metal Market. I39)

The opinions of government and industry observers can
be summarized in three main points:

l. The scaled-down expansion plans of the next
few years will bring growing competitive pres-
sures on the market.

2. Japanese and European pressures to sell will be
rechanneled by the US trigger pricing system.

3. Americans who favor some sort of international
market-carving mechanism may be encouraged
by European and some Japanese advocacy of
such a plan. but it is not going to happen.

lf there is no net capacity addition in the next 2-3
years in Japan and Europe. they will still be operating
at 69-72% of capacity. 80% capacity usage is consid-
ered “breakeven” at current cost scales. Result: pres-
sures to cut prices and push exports will remain and
intensify.. The govemments of Japan and the EEC
will become increasingly involved in the steel industries
through subsidies. nationalization, financing, and other
forms of intervention. The marketplace problems will
continue and intensify. which will put a strain on what-
ever future participation Japan and the EEC may seek
in agreements to control intemational trade in steel.

As competition holds prices down internationally. all
govemments will have to intervene further to absorb the
value-loss that is taking place as steel cannot regenerate
itself. This results from the high ratio of capital invested in
means of production to that invested in wages of workers,
which has driven costs of renewal beyond the ability of the
steel industry to produce that revenue along with a com-
petitive profit rate for investors. Protectionism and state
intervention can only transfer the stagnation and crisis in
steel to other sectors and thereby exacerbate tensions
between nations, as they vie for export markets in a stag-
nating world economy. As this stagnation and crisis
become generalized throughout entire regional economies
and the global economy itself, rising tensions may quite
possibly lead, once again, to war. The only other option,
within capitalism. is a successful “carteliz.ation" of steel.
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with new intemational oligopolistic pricing mechanisms to
assure steel its share of surplus-value from other sectors.
Given the dynamics of capitalism, this type of cooperation
seems a remote possibility at best.

I I i

'l'he eall for stale intervention does not originate sole-
ly from threatened capitalists. but also from trade unions
and their supporters. (‘apitalists want state subsidies to
prevent the devaluation of their capital by international
("umpel.ilinn. and trade unionists want to protect their own
slillus and that of the workers they claim to represent by
"saving jobs." In the event, while inevitably damaging
uni(In.'~' in their traditional role as brokers of labor-power.
the strategies undertaken to save the steel industry for
eapiuilism have proven catastrophic for the masses of
workers and their dependents whose former productive
:|etivit_v has been rendered "redundant" by international
t'z||iit;ilist "development."

In the US. the steelworkers were at the forefront of
the industry-based organizations that arose in the 19305
following the decline of craft-unionism (marked by the
devastating defeat of AFL-organized workers in the Great
Steel Strike of 1919). Even at the beginning, the new con-
frontational tactics discovered by workers in the course of
their stniggle (sit-ins) met with resistance from union
leaders. ln exchange for union recognition and the right to
bargain collectively with management, the new institu-
tions suppressed the very militancy that had given them
strength in the first place.(40)

Once established as legal defenders of particular
groups of wage-laborers within the framework of capitalist
production. the new industrial unions did provide leverage
for steelworkers to gain a larger share of the benefits of a.n
expanding industry. Throughout the US andthe EEC,
unionized steelworlrers earn better wages and benefits
than most other workers; but, behind an increase in wages
we can usually find increases in profits and productivity.
The effectiveness of union wage-pushes is limited by the
profit requirements of the compa.ny/industry. Increases in
wages must not threaten profit margins and are often
gained at the expense of job security and working condi-
tions. In the US, for example. under the guise of a
"Human Relations Committee," United $¢,ee|w°1-|;ers of
America 59"?‘-ll’ bargained away control over work rules

4 l

in exchange for wage/benefit increases. This tradeoff
allowed an increase in productivity of 4 percent per annum
11960-66) through speedups. (41 l

When an industry is no longer expanding at a suffi-
cient rate to employ an increased number of workers,
wage increases tend to be accompanied by layoffs. The
real wage increases bargained by the unions for employed
steelworkers since 1968 were gotten at the expense of the
more than 100,000 workers who lost their jobs in the mean-
time.l42l The cost of wage increases to steel-owners was
thus partially offset by an absolute decline in wage-work-
ers. For the industry as a whole, real total employment
costs (after inflation) have risen by 30 percent since 1968.
At first sight, this seems to support the view that wage
increases are a major cause of capitalist crises.(43) Total
employment costs, however, rose at a rate 75 percent
slower than costs for “materials, supplies, freight, and
other services." In fact, the ratio of labor costs to costs of
"materials, supplies, etc." has changed from 33 percent/
48 percent to 35 percent/57 percent, indicating that the
main cause of the crisis for steel-owners does not lie in
labor costs, or in "excessive" success of workers in the
wage barga.in.(-14)

The union's role is only to defend workers as wage-
laborers. When the economy is in recession or depression
and can no longer afford even to maintain former stan-
dards, little can be gained in increased wages and bene-
fits. The union, based on the status quo (i.e., capitalist
production relations) will accept austerity for the sake Of
the nation, or to save the company, without seriously chal-
lenging the capitalist organization of production, whiflh
demands austerity. The current crisis in the steel industry
worldwide has severely undermined the unions’ ability t0
defend even their already greatly reduced ranks. Demands
mew]! for the maintenance of real wages in the face of
rampant inflation are met with open threats of massive
layoffs. When the issue becomes saving jobs, the unions
"9 ¢"\18ht in a double bind. Massive layoffs are, as W9
have seen, vital to the survival of the industry which pro-
""'-19510115 in the first place. But since the union's niche
and p°“'°' in ¢aPi¢9-HS!» reality depend on its business-
agent role for these jobs, it must try to defend them.

struggling against the implementation of new tech-
“°|°gY l-?°¢a\l$8 Of its consequences for employment and
workers control on the shop floor is a Oomplicated matter-
The class struggle unfolds over technological change. Yet



the limits of what a particular group of workers can do,
within capitalism, are quickly reached in times of crisis.
Except in certain cases where profit margins are substan-
tial (e.g., the oil industry, due to its oligopolistic price
control) firms that fail to cut costs (i.e., save labor) risk
being forced out of the market altogether. The dilemma
between a wage-cut or layoffs is poignantly illustrated by
the recent case of US Steel's American Bridge Division.
Workers at the division's three plants in Gary. Indiana;
Ambridge, Pennsylvania; and Schiffler, Pennsylvania,
were confronted with an ultimatum by US Steel: take a
three-year wage freeze and be eliminated from the protec-
tion of the Basic Steel Contract, or else the three plants
will be closed. Workers first voted against acceptance.
and US Steel promptly announced the closure of the
Ambridge and Schiffler plants (the Gary plant to remain
open). Within a couple of days workers were circulating
petitions at the closing plants to take a new vote. One hour
after the Ambridge and Schiffler steelworkers agreed to
the wage-freeze and other conditions, US Steel armounced
that those two plants would remain open and the Gary
plant would close.

Although a national steel strike in the US might have
gained different results for the blackmailed workers, mili-
tant resistance by steelworkers in France and England has
failed to prevent widespread closures. While British steel-
workers successfully prevented the closing of the furnaces
at Shotton. North Wales for seven years, their resistance
ended in November 1979, and the furnaces were shut
down by early 1980. The attempt by workers to halt tech-
nological development in order to save jobs, or maintain
shop-floor control, can at best be a short-terrn strategy
since the world market continuously reorganizes socially-
necessary labor.

As long as production and exchange are ruled by the
extraction of surplus-value, technological change will be a
source of both greater wealth and greater human misery,
with the benefits of increased productivity falling to the
capitalists, and unemployment and hardship for displaced
workers. On the other hand. in a world where production is
govemed by the needs and desires of the global commu-
nity, labor-saving technology, by reducing the time and
energy which must be devoted to fulfilling basic social
needs, will free time and energy for what Marx tenned the
"all-sided development of the individual."

The call for self-management or community owner-
ship of threatened plants, proposed by such social demo-
crats as Gar Alperovitz and the editors of In These Times
for Youngstown Sheet & Tube plants shut down in 1977, is
not even tenable in the short term. Although workers and
community members could surely run the plants more
safely and efficiently themselves, the problems leading to
shutdowns are not merely a consequence of corporate
"mismanagement. " In such cases, workers are up against
not only the will of their employers,‘ or even the nation's
administrators, but also the constraints of the world mar-
ket itself. If multi-billion-dollar corporations like Lykes and
US Steel are phasing out non-competitive production, how
can a community of 30,000 like Youngstown find the funds
necessary to modemize obsolete facilities enough to keep
them open‘? Even if subsidized by the federal government,
the competitive pressures of the world market make their
long-term survival highly unlikely.

Participation in management by "workers" (i.e., by
union officials, as has been implemented in West Ger-
many and demanded by UAW president Fraser in the US
and by the "progressive" CFDT in France) can only mean
participation in the exploitation of workers. "Socialism in
one company" is a great hoax of the "progressive" bour-
geoisie; for the company manages its managers, and the
world market manages the company. The German leaders,
whose success story has been lauded as a fine model of
economic management for other western economies to
emulate, congratulate themselves for having accomplished
their rationalization plans without major social upheaval.
The almost unequalled labor peace in that country does
owe much to the unions‘ participation in economic man-
agement, since their acceptance of responsibility for capi-
talist success guarantees their support in helping to sup-
press militancy. The stability of German society is also a
consequence of its relative prosperity.

In a relatively weak economy such as England's, how-
ever, workers have already seen their real wages eroded
by rampant inflation. The British Steel Corporation's
recently announced intention to further reduce its labor
force by an estimated 30,000 to 50,000 in the next few
years and to impose a declining real wage on steelworkers
precipitated a national steel strike in January 1980.(46)
Directed by the 90,000-strong lron and Steel Trades Con-
federation (England's traditionally most moderate union),
this strike has not (by mid-January) broken through the
barriers of union tactics and demands, with the exception
of a few flying pickets.

While such defensive struggles are important in the
immediate bread-and-butter sense, their impotence at
stemming the tide of capitalistrestructuring will become
more apparent as the economic crisis intensifies and be-
comes more generalized, which will necessitate the gen-
eralization of workers’ struggles. Wage-cuts and layoffs in
steel today are precursors to similar occurrences in auto,
coal, rubber, and other key sectors tomorrow. Because it
channels militancy into dead-end battles, because it
divides the working-class and exacerbates its geographic
vulnerability, because it inhibits class-wide support, trade-
union ideology and practice is a major stumbli.ng block for
revolutionary change. Nevertheless, at this point in his-
tory, it is foolish and unrealistic to expect steelworkers to
enter into struggle with a call for world revolution, though
in fact they will have to start thinking and acting in this
direction to address their predicament adequately. Capital
remains relatively resilient and mobile (though its room to
move is certainly shrinking), and the working class is
divided with no social movement to tum to.

While this does not mean that steelworkers have
nothing to do but sit back and take it, the best they can
hope for, until they can make common cause with other
workers and spread the fight, is a good pensionlseverance
deal. They should hold no illusions about the future of
their jobs, nor should they accept promises on the basis of
future prosperity. They can fight for more than the pit-
tance they will be offered, by aggressive actions such as
those carried out by French steelworliers, and force the
state to pay. Undoubtedly this will require a degree of
militancy which the unions will attempt to thwart. Workers
should be prepared for this and not rely on the unions to do
their fighting for them. This means organizing outside of



the unions and attempting to develop an intemational
solidarity and unification of workers in general. An mter-
national and trans-industrial movement Of Wfifltef-5 )5
required for the creation of a new world, the only real solu-
/ion to the crises of capitalist society-

O I U

Since we completed this article in January 1980, there
have been some significant developments in the intema-
tional steel picture which lend further credence to our
analysis. Of primary importance is the increased likelihood
of an open trade war in response to US Steel's filing "anti-
dumping“ complaints against steel companies in seven
l-luropeun countries. While tensions in the international
steel trade are perhaps the most pronounced right n0W.
protectionist pressures are also appearing on hoth sides of
the Atlantic with respect to the manufacturing of televi-
sions. automohiles. synthetic fibers. nuts and lIOll.$, and
other goods. While no major ./tmericzin steel firms have yet
joined the complaints, several have submitted supporting
evidence, and US Steel is still planning to expand its anti-
dumping charges to include Japan and some Third World
countries. After vigorously trying to dissuade US Steel
from filing these charges, the US govemment has re-
sponded by making good its threat to suspend the trigger-
pricing mechanism. The Commerce Department, after ini-
tial examination of the evidence, has found “sufficient
basis" to pursue the anti-dumping investigation. The Jus-
tice Department. on the other hand, has publicly declared
its belief that the domestic steel industry has no grounds
for its complaint. and it has called for the dropping of
charges in favor of free trade. After months of investiga-
tion, the Commerce Department might find the dumping
charges legitimate. If so, this could close the US market to
foreign steel companies, and that, in tum, could lead to an
all-out trade war with its ominous implications for peace.

Fully supporting all efforts to protect the domestic
industry. the United Steelworkers of America (USA) has
just agreed (a few hours before the contract would have
been submitted to binding arbitration under the provisions
of the Experimental Negotiating Agreement) to a new
three-year contract. An unnamed USA negotiator aptly
characterized the union's attitude toward the bargaining
effort: "We were determined not to do violence to the
industry as an institution."l46) The agreement. covering
some 400.000 workers. will increase labor costs by about
34.5 percent over the three-year life of the contract,
assuming a 10 percent inflation rate. The contract, widely
hailed as "moderate" and "reasonable," gives up COLA-
pnrity with the similarly beleaguered nuto and rubber
workers, and diverts the May lst COLA payment toward
financing pension payments.

An important development in American steel labor
relations is also included in the latest contract: the estab-
lishment of "labor-management participation teams." By
addressing problems such as production efficiency, prod-
uct quality. safety and health. employee morale, absen-
teeism. and how foremen deal with workers, these teams
are supposed to make steel jobs “more meaningful for
workers and more productive for companies." As such co-
participation efforts are old hat in Europe. their purpose is
widely discussed in the business press: "If worker-5 [cam
to manage themselves better, they take over management

functions. . .and cut administrative costs for employ.
ers."l47l

Steelworkers from Youngstown. Ohio briefly occupied,
US Steel corporate headquarters in Pittsburgh last Decem-
ber. They demanded that management quote them a price
for the shut-down Youngstown works. They also relied on
the legal system to uphold what they claim was a verbal
agreement to keep the plant open “as long as it makes a
profit." US Steel easily defended their decision to shut
down the plant -in court.

After thirteen bitter weeks, the steelworkers at the
British Steel Corporation (BSC) ended the longest national
strike in England since 1945. The settlement provides an
11 percent, across-the-board, wage increase (up from the
initial 2 percent offer, but considerably short of the infla-
tion rate of more than 18 percent) with an additional 5 per-
cent tied to productivity deals. The union leadership (Bill
Sirs and staff of the Iron and Steel Trades Confederation)

,-

I§

British steelworkers demonstrate.

played the class-collaborationist role to the extreme. First,
they delayed expanding the strike to private steel firms,
which account for nearly half the steel manufacturing in
E1‘lE1flI1d- Eventually they yielded to rank and file pressure
and called for an extension of the strike to private firms;
but even then, they freely granted exemptions to finns in
a“°g¢dl)' Poor financial shape and encouraged steelwork-
ers to remain on the jobtwhich they did at the higher-paid
Sheemess and Hadfield steel companies). » The Trades
U"l°" C°"gTes$ (TUC; the British counterpart to the AFL-
ClO) delayed official sanctions of steelworkers' picket
lines, blocked calls for a general strike, and ordered work-
ers to heed court injunctions against secondary picketing.
The. strike did see several uncontrolled outbursts of frus-
tration and anger by more militant rank-and-file steel-
workers, including the occupation and ransacking of BSC
offices at Sheerness, violent clashes between pickets and
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police throughout the UK, and the mauling of contract
negotiators after ‘they completed the deal.(48l'

3lI°\lli-I18 "sellout, sellout," pickets who had been
waiting for the results of the. executive committee’:
vote charged the meeting room and kicked. mauled and
spat upon the committee members as they -filed out.
M083 Oi the pickets came from Yorkshire and South
Wales, where tens of thousands of steelworhers face
layotlfl as part Of B$C'8 latest restructuring effort.

In neither the new American, nor the British steel contract
are any provisions made for the‘ protection of jobs.

Chris Carlsson and Caitlin Manning
May'l980
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LET ADOZEN FLOWERS
T BLOOM: '

The Beijing Free Speech
Movement, 1978-79

China's hesitant experiment in "liberalization" is
apparently over. After a year of altemately tolerating and
restraining public criticism, the Party bureaucracy has
finally opted for complete suppression of dissent. New
restrictions have been placed on the airing of grievances
through wall posters—ariyorie who wants to put up a
poster must now register with the police—and if the latest
rumors_from Beijing prove accurate, the right to post crit-
icisms of the leaders will soon be abolished entirely. Dem-
onstrations have already been banned, and the under-
ground press is all but extinct. One of the most outspoken
and articulate of the Party's critics, Wei Jingsheng, has
been sentenced to fifteen years i.n prison. For the present,
all dissident voices have been silenced.l1)

Although the “democratic movement" led a short
and insecure life, and is not likely to be resurrected in the
near future, it should not be simply forgotten. There is_
much to be leamed—about Chinese politics, about the
realities of daily life in the People’s Republic—from a
close study of the emergence and brief history of the
"Beijing Spring.” The following pages will attempt a pre-
liminary summing-up of the current human rig]-its move-
ment in China: its origins, its ideas, its limitations.

The movement arose from a unique conjuncture of
historical circumstances and trends. The political initiation
of a generation of Chinese youth during the Cultural
Revolution of the late 1960s prepared them for the _role

g .

‘This was the climactic moment in the "struggle between the two
lines." Since the mid-19505 China's ruling c1ass—the handful of
top leaders of the Party, State, and Army bureaucracies who col-
lectively decide on every issue of any i.mp0rtance—has been split
into two camps. Their disagreements touch on every aspect of
social and economic policy; the fundamental conflict is over eco-
nomic development strategy. The “Left,” led by Mao Zedong.
has favored a crash industrialization program modelled on the
Soviet Union's First Five Year Plan. The goal of the Maoist/Sta-
linist strategy is to build up heavy industry as rapidly as possible
by channeling all resources into the priority sector and by maxi-
mizing the rate of exploitation of the workers and peasants
(through, e.g., industrial speedups and general austerity). Be-
cause of the backwardness of Chinese agriculture it was neces-
sary for Mao to add something to the classical Stalinist pattem: a
rural industrialization plan, aimed at rapidly increasing the crop
surpluses to be delivered to the State. This program was put into

they have played in recent months; a decade of smoldering
popular discontent with Maoism provided a forceful impe-
tus to the outbreak of dissidence; and a drawn-out struggle
within the Party inspired the contending factions to try to
break the deadlock by mobilizing mass discontent against
their opponents. These factors will be examined in some
detail in the first two sections of this article. Section three
will trace the course of the movement from its emergence
in November 1978 to the first official crackdown in March
1979 (later developments will be considered in a follow-up
article in the next issue ofRoot & Branch), and we will end
with a few reflections on the limitations of the movement's
challenge to Party dictatorship.

1. Roots of the Dissident Movement:
From the Cultural Revolution to
the Tiananmen Riot

v

The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution lGPCR),
and the decade of political struggle to which it gave rise,
left a profound imprint on the democratic movement of
1978-79. Today's human rights activists were in their late
teens or early twenties in 1966, when Mao Zedong (backed
by Defense Minister Lin Biao) called upon students and
young workers to rise up against “revisioriists" within the
Party.‘ In responding to Mao's call, they shared in an

effect in the Great Leap Forward of 1957-59 andproved disas-
trous, ending in three years of near-famine and economic depres-
sion. The "Right" thcn had its opportunity. Under the leadership
of Head of State Liu Shaoqi and his lieutenant Deng Xiaoping, the
first tentative steps were taken in the direction of “market social-
ism." The economic policy of the “revisionists" was clmrac-
terized by the acceptance of a lower rate of economic growth, a
shift of investment from heavy industry to light industry and
agriculture, and a greater tolerance for market forces. The
"Right." began to implement its program in the ehrly l960s. but
Mao stmck back with the Cultural Revolution, accusing Liu and
his associates of trying to “restore capitalism" (the same charge
which Stalin had leveled against his opponents) and, with the aid
of the Army, purging them. After the GPCR Zl-iou Enlai emerged
as the new leader of the "Right." (For further details on the
“two-line struggle." see my article in Root. & Branch 8.)
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experience that shaped the lives of an entire gen¢"llI°".,°l
Chinese youth—and the stamp of the Cultural Revolution
is still visible on the ideas and actions of the heretics who
ten years later rose up against the legacy of the late Chair-
man himself.

Those who took part in the “Red Guard" rebelliflll
enjoyed an opportunity, rare in such a tightly-controlled
society as People's China, to speak out freely without fear
of reprisals by the authorities. As one former Red Guard
said in an interview in I-long Kong, "The period of the
GPCR was freer than any time before. _ .We could carry
out rather frank conversations among ourselves and hon-
estly declare our opinions in public." The habit was not
easy to break. Furthermore, the young rebels gained
valuable experience in self-organization, something they
had never been permitted before. Unfortunately, the pur-
poses for which they organized themselves were question-
able, for most of the groups simply lined up behind either
the Maoists or the revisionists and wasted their energies
fighting each other. Nonetheless, the Red Guards did
have. if only for a short time, the liberating experience of
feeling that they were taking control of their own desti-
nies. “China's future belongs to you," Mao had told them
in his.Little Red Hook, and they believed him: “Our feel-
ing was that we had truly become revolutionary youths of
our epoch. _We were really engaged in discussion ‘of
nationalaffairs and shouldering heavy responsibilities,"
said one ex‘-Red Guard, and another declared, “We
w'-nted to master the world. " Their fear of the authorities

l

0}}:

vanished, as they manhandled top bureaucrats and M
raded them through the streets in dunce caps, "1'|-me
pe°p1e were big figures before the Gf‘CR. But now they
knelt before us."l2l The POWBI’ Whwh the YWHQ rebel,
believed they wielded, however, was only on loan lrnni
Mao and his, allies in the military. V

ln the end, their initial euphoria tumed to frustration:
the youth revolt did not achieve the goals laid down by
Mao, ‘and it was suppressed. The student and worker
groups were disbanded, hundreds of thousands of urban
youth were exiled to the countryside, and those who
resisted the break-up of the movement were imprisonedor
even executed. It was, to say the least, a disillusioning
moment for a generation who had been told that the future
was theirs. "ln January and February we had risked our
lives. Several of my fellows had been injured. . . .l myself
could have been killed or injured at any time. . .What did
I get for this? Nothing! . .l was actually being attacked
and suppressed by the very authorities to whom l had
dedicated my life. It seemed they had used me and castlne
asidewhen I had ceased to be of value to them. My bitter-
ness lmew no bounds/'(3) Even those not sent downto the
villages were left stranded by the end of the Cultural
Revolution, their careers pen-nanently disrupted. When
the universities reopened in 1970-72, there was noroom
f°Y them; nor were factory jobs available, for industrial
gfowth had been interrupted by strikes and factional bat-
u°5- The "lime generals" of 1966 became the lost genera-
tion of the 1970s.
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It was the Maoist faction which had led the "left-
wing" Red Guards into what they could only see as a trap,
and it was against the Maoists that their anger and disillu-
sionment were mainly directed. The “right-wing" youth-
the ones who had defended the revisionist bureaucrats
against the Maoists‘ assaults—retained their illusions
about the revisionists; the Maoists were the main villains
for them, as well. For a fe'w members of each group, how-
ever, cynicism about one faction within the ruling class
would later develop, under the pressure of circumstance,
into a questioning of the entire bureaucratic system and a
demand for radical social reform.

In fact, the Cultural Revolution itself furnished a
political standpoint from which a critique of bureaucratic
rule could emerge: in this respect, too, Mao's pseudo-
revolution left its mark on the activists of the human rights
movement. At the start of the GPCR, Maoist spokesmen
heralded the "great lessons of the Paris Commune,"
drawing on Marx's account of the"Commune as a model of
socialist administration. From their viewpoint, the key
provision of the Commune system was the removal of offi-
cials by"the masses; this provided an orthodox Marxist-
Leninist rationale for their own strategy of mobilizing
mass discontent against their opponents. Mao soon
repudiated the Commune model—“If everything were
changed into the Commune," he said, "then what about
the Party?’ ' —but many young Chinese refused to unleam
the lessons of the Commune. They measured China's
"Marxist" society by Marx's own standards and found it
lacking. The vision of a stateless society—in which all
administrators would be elected and subject to popular
control and dismissal, would gain no material privileges
from their place in the division of labor, and would com-
mand no repressive apparatus—spoke to their own sense
of what was amiss in China. Their own grievances against
political repression and bureaucratic domination arid privi-
lege found an echo in Marx's‘myth. The idea of the Com-
mune, kept alive by politically’ active members of the Cul-
tural Revolution generation, informs much of the political
analysis of the democratic movement.

While their experiences during the GPCR predis-
posed a generation of Chinese to challenge Party author-
ity, the ensuing decade of Maoist policy-making and fac-
tional struggle heightened popular grievances, creating a
potentially explosive situation which was to provide the
subterranean force behind the democracy movement.
Insofar as Mao's program was actually carried out
(resistance from the revisionists prevented a full-scale
revival of the Leap Forward), it antagonized large seg-
ments of the population. This is not surprising, given that
the Maoist developmentstrategy was designed to maxi-
mize the rate of economic growth through general auster-
ity, increased exploitation, and concomitant political re-
pression.

Wages were virtually frozen; not only did the wage
scale remain unchanged for a decade, but promotions
within the scale were discontinued, except fora brief per-
iod in 1972 when the rightists were on the Offensive-(4)
Probablyin response to the wageflffreeze, absenteeism and
slacking-off on the job were widespread. and were fe-
flected in official denunciations of "anarchism."(5) In
addition, during the periodic Maoist attempts to launch a

new Leap Forward, workers were pressured to work
harder and put in more unpaid overtime; such demands
were a major factor in setting off the railroad strikes of
1974 and the 1975 Hangzhou strike wave (more on these
events in a later issue). Students had as much reason as
workers to resent the Maoist faction: millions of urban
youth for whom no jobs could be found in the cities were
sent down to the villages upon graduation, and some ten
million are still there.l6) The scions of the bureaucracy
could usually manage to get reassigned to the city after a
brief stint in the hinterlands; it was mainly the children of
the working class who suffered permanent exile from their
homes.

Although the urban population had reason enough to
complain, the burden of the Maoist development program
fell most heavily on the peasants. This statement may
come as a surprise to anyone who is familiar with the aca-
demic and popular literature on China, in which Mao is
typically portrayed as a spokesman for the peasants’ inter-
ests; some scholars even describe him as the leader of a
rural wing of the Party, in opposition to the urban Party of
Liu Shaoqi. In reality, however, the Maoist variant of
Stalin's political economy rests, as much as the Stalinist
original, on a massive transfer of resources from the coun-
trywide to support urban industrialization. During those
periods when the Maoists were gaining ground in the fac-
tional struggle, the bureaucracy moved to tighten its con-
trol over the peasants’ labor: domestic handicrafts and
cultivation of private plots came under attack and rural
markets were shut down or closely supervised. Instead of
engaging in private labor to improve their standard of liv-
ing, the peasants were ordered to devote their spare time
to setting up small workshops and participating in labor-
intensive capital construction projects (digging irrigation
canals, for example).

Furthermore, when this rural industrialization pro-
gra|n—-or, more often, favorable weather conditions-
yielded larger harvests, the peasantry enjoyed none of the
benefits, for taxes and procurement quotas were raised to
absorb the crop increases. Depriving the farmers of any
share in the crop increases they had toiled to produce was,
to be sure, never a publicly stated policy (its existence was
only acknowledged in 1979, when the policy was being
repudiated), but it was nonetheless a direct and inevitable
result of the central bureaucracy's constant pressure on
their subordinates to deliver more and more grain to the
State. In some regions, the drain of resources from the
countryside has had serious consequences: pressure to
increase grain deliveries forced the peasants to cultivate
pastures and forests, exacerbating soil erosion and making
the land less productive. As a result, they became poorer
every year and eventually were unable to meet the State's
demands. In some of the most devastated counties, the
population is gradually being resettled in neighboring
provinces. Not all of the countryside was affected to the
same extent, of course; the Maoist faction was never fully
in control of every province. But the damage to China's
agriculture must have been fairly extensive. One of the
many reports on rural im'poven'sh.ment that have appeared
during the last year covered an area with a population of
twenty-four million.l7)

The impact of Maoism was aggravated by the political



uncertainty that has prevailed for the last ten years; again
and again, yesterday's purgers have become today's
purged. From 1969 to 1971, the Maoists were more or less
in command and tried to bring back the GLF under a new
name; then, in 1971, Lin Biao and many other leading
Maoists vanished from the political stage, the "capitalist-
roaders” began to return to power, and until late 1973
official policy steadily shifted to the "right"; at this point
the extreme wing of the Maoist camp (led by his wife,
Jiang Qing) made a series of increasingly desperate and
ineffectual attempts to recoup their losses. During the lat-
ter period the struggle was especially intense, with
repeated outbreaks of GPCR-style streetfighting, accom-
panied by rising crime rates and a partial deterioration of
social order. Young people exiled to the villages took
advantage of these interludes of chaos to escape to Hong
Kong or return to the cities by the thousands, where they
could survive only by living off relatives or taking up petty
crime.(8] The power alloted to the Maoist-dominated
secret police apparatus was greatly expanded after the
GPCR; the police could, for example, issue arrest warrants
without authorization from the courts. Although “right-
ist" Party cadres and the urban intelligentsia were the
main targets of the intensified political repression, they
were not the only ones who were endangered, for in the
atmosphere of constant purges and Maoist campaigns to
root out “class enemies" among the people, no one was
safe from the threat of being tumed in by an overzealous
activist or an enemy with a score to settle.(9l All of these
factors contributed to a smoldering popular discontent,
most threatening in the last two or three years of Mao's
life.

The April 1976 riot in Beijing's Tiananmen Square-
which has come to symbolize popular resistance to Mao-
ism—was the most graphic illustration of the growing
unrest of 1974-76. This incident is worth examining in
some detail because of its significance for the democratic
movement and for the factional struggle since Mao's
death. The riot was indirectly provoked by the Maoists’
response to the initiatives of the “Right.” In 1975-76,
Zhou Enlai, de facto leader of the revisionists since the
GPCR, was dying; his heir apparent was Deng Xiaoping,
who had been purged in 1967 as the "number-two capital-
ist-roader" and rehabilitated in 1973. The transfer of lead-
ership from Zhou to the less diplomatic Deng sharpened
the factional struggle: while Zhou had always avoided any
direct confrontation with Mao, Deng was willing to risk an
immediate showdown. Once in control of the economy, he
began to press for a faster implementation of the rightist
program. At the same time. grassroots Maoist cadres were
purged by the hundreds. The Maoists responded with a
new mass campaign which was obviously directed against
Deng, although his name was not yet mentioned. When
Zhou died in January 1976. leaving his post of Premier of
the State Council vacant, the stage was set for a confron-
tation over the question of who would take over the leader-
ship of the State bureaucracy. The ultra-Maoists stepped
up their campaign; all expressions of mouming for Zhou
were forbidden: and Deng disappeared from public view.
The Shanghai Maoists. objects of almost universal hatred
and fear, seemed on the verge of coming to p0wer,(10)

The tension reached a breaking point during the
weeks of preparation for the annual Qing Ming F991,“-a|_

Qing Ming is the day when Chinese traditionally honor the
dead, and in 1976 the holiday was transformed-pm-fly at
the instigation of revisionist cadres, partly as a Spontang;
Gus mass protest against the Maoists bid for power-ii-no
an unofficial commemoration of Zhou Enlai. In the two
weeks before the festival, thousands of memorial wreaths
dedicated to Zhou were placed around the Martyrs’ Monu-
ment in Tiananmen Square. Some were sent by FLA or
State units, but many were from individuals apparently
not acting on official orders. The wreaths were accom-
panied by poems eulogizing "the Premier who lives for-
ever in our hearts" and denouncing “traitors who Oppose
Premier Zhou." The ultra-Maoists were all but attacked
by narne—no one could be unaware that the invective
against “Indira Gandhi" and "the Dowager Empress"
was directed at Jiang Qing—and one or two poems even
took on the Party Chairman himself, under the guise of
criticizing “the Emperor Qin Shihuang." (ln the early
1960s, Mao had jokingly compared himself to the first Qin
emperor. and “Qin Shihuang” had subsequently become
a code name for the Chairman.) Day by day, the crowds
that gathered to read and copy the poems grew larger.
Plainclothesmen dispatched to the Square to persuade the
crowds to disperse were met with an unaccustomed defi-
ance, and several were beaten up. On Qing Ming (4 April)
about two million people came to pay their respects to
Zhou.

The explosion came on the following day, when the
populace of Beijing awoke to find that the wreaths had
been removed during the night. Throughout the morning a
crowd which numbered perhaps a hundred thousand at its
Peak roamed the Square, laying siege to official buildings
and demanding the return of the memorial wreaths. A
police car sent to break up the demonstration was over-
filmed. and there were several clashes with militiamen
and P°lice, in which hundreds were injured. An official
sedan was torched, and when firefighters arrived their fire
engine was halted and its tires slashed. After noon the
°l'°Wd thinned out. but before things could return to nor-
mal the authorities took another step that provoked a fresh
outbreak of rioting: they ordered the removal of the new
piles of wreaths that had been accumulating during the
m°"\in8- More official v'ehicles were bumt and the rivl»
gage“: eamesn M We P°il'Il. the crowd stirrounded thearr . .ac s thatserved as a command post for the militiamen
"£2? W?" lfylng to restore order; they demanded that the
0 "C9! in charge come out and make an accounting of him-
if? 1- l_'le refused, and they set fire to the building. The offi-
gfnfelltjldet bare? escaped with their lives. Soldiers W110

pu out t r - -most uh e ire were pelted with rocks. By evening
° 9 demonstrators had gone home but some threfi

:::t“5?3:1 remained at the Square to stand guard over the
sang) fe wrem_'5- They were surrounded by tens of thou-tmopss Oufllviib-wielding militiamen, backed up by armed

...1e.»;.,,.i.°-’ of .<1@-rm--. we mes of law -ndeir opportunity to retaliate f th h il'ationfland beau“ th or e um 1
dreds of wins l ey had endured t'hr°ugh°“'- the dB}'- Hum
hund d p e were clubbed. some beaten to death. andre S mo _
there were 5;‘; ‘:5; arrested. In the following weeks,

er arrests and b t hcerounded ea ll'lB5- 89 P0riot.‘ In “P everyone suspected of having taken part in the

In
the afl'emm'h' Deng was blamed for organizing the
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Th dazibao as political weapon: ln November 1975 wall posters
attacking Education Minister Zhou Rongxin began to appear on
university campuses. The real target, however, was Zhou's
"backstage boss." Deng Xiaoping; the poster campaign was
orchestrated by the Maoist "Gang of Four."

demonstration and stripped of all his official posts in the
Party, Army, and State. It was not the ultra-Maoists who
gained from Deng's fall,‘ however, but a moderate "left-
ist" who was presumably more acceptable as a compro-
mise candidate—l-lua Guofeng, to whom Mao addressed
the now-famous words, "With you in charge, I am at
ease. " He was appointed Premier of the State Council and
elevated to the newly created post of First Vice-Chairman
of the CCP, placing him directly in line to succeed Mao.
These steps were taken at Mao's insistence (Deng, he
said, “represents the capitalist class") and were carried
out in disregard of regular Party procedures, which speci-
fied that only the full Central Committee could make top-
level personnel decisions. From the perspective of "social-
ist legality, ” then, Hua's claim to the succession was quite
shaky. Worse for Hua, as head of the secret police he was
personally implicated in the suppression of the riots, as
were a number of his closest associates, such as Beijing
mayor Wu De. The Tiananmen incident was Hua’s Water-
gate: any move to reopen the case would threaten to
expose his role in the repression and challenge the legiti-
macy of his rise to power. At the same time, Tiananmen
was a powerful symbol of popular anti-Maoism, which
would later lie used by the rightists to mobilize mass pres-
sure against the Maoists. Presently, we will see how
i - —

‘The "radicals" did not give up, however. As Mao lay dying in
summer/fall 1976, his most loyal supporters made their final bid
for power. They mobilized their regional forces and for several
months, battles flared up in the streets, factories, schools, bar-
racks and State offices of perhaps a third of China’s provinces. No
doubt the "radicals" were already doomed to be purged once
Mao was out of the way—they had made too many enemies
during their climb to the heights—but this certainly sealed their
fate. They lasted a month after their protector’s demise.

"April Fifth" became the battle cry of the democratic
movement and a useful tool in the hands of the Deng fac-
tion.

2. The Political Context: The Struggle
over De-Maoization, 1976-78

Early in October 1976, barely a month after Mao's
death, his personal entourage-now labelled the "Gang of
Four"—was purged from the Chinese leadership and
thrown into prison. Since the Cultural Revolution, the
Shanghai "Gang" (Jiang Qing, Wang Hongwen, Yao
Wenyuan, and Zhang Chunqiao) had been the standard-
bearers of the Party's extreme "Left"; they were the
proponents of Maoism/Stalinism in its purest form, the
advocates of a full-scale revival of the Great Leap Forward.
Their followers, a minority within the Maoist faction and
an even smaller minority within the Party as a whole, con-
sisted mainly of former workers and peasants who had
risen to grassroots leadership posts and of middle- to top-
level bureaucrats who had been rapidly promoted from the
lower ranks of the apparatus; all owed their advancement
to Mao’s GPCR. (The most spectacular ascent was accom-
plished by Wang l-longwen; a minor police functionary in a
Shanghai factory in 1966, he had soared to the number
three position in the Party hierarchy by 1973.) Despite all
that has been written by Westem radicals on the "counter-
revolution" in China,( 13) the 1976 purge did not mark the
demise of Maoism per se, but only of the Gang's particular
variant of ultra-Maoism. The “two-line struggle" con-
tinued.

Untouched by the purge, the moderate Maoists,
grouped around new Party Chainnan Hua Guofeng, pre-
sented a formidable obstacle to the Deng Xiaoping faction.
The leaders of the moderate Maoist group were, for the
most part, experienced bureaucrats who had already risen
close to the top ranks of the apparatus before 1966, when
the GPCR boosted them all the way to the top. While the
"radicals" were completely dependent on Mao for their
political survival, and therefore needed to prove their
loyalty by hewing closely to the orthodox Maoist line, men
like Hua, with longer tenure in office during which they
had built up networks of allies and proteges, could afford a
measure of independence from Mao. They were ready to
compromise, to relinquish those aspects of the Leap-For
ward strategy most unacceptable to the "Right. " But they
could not abandon "Leftism" entirely; their milder variant
of Maoism served to legitimate their own rise to power.
Limited concessions, however, were not enough to satisfy
the revisionists. They were not content with toning down
Maoism; they wanted to eliminate it, in order to introduce
a totally different economic program. To do that, they
would first have to recapture power from those who had
usurped it during the GPCR.

Thus the “Gang of Four" purge opened up a new
stage in China's factional struggle. From 1973 to 1976,
Chinese politics had been dominated by the last futile
offensives of the ultra-Maoists against the resurgent old
guard; from 1976 to 1978, it was the latter who went over
to the offensive against the Maoist moderates. By 1979
they had achieved near-total victory, and the dismantling
of Mao's social and economic policies began in earnest.



De-Maoization and its vicissitudes will not be touched
upon here; we will return to that topic in our next issue. In
the following pages, we will be looking at the 1976-78
phase of the struggle: it was from this context that the
democratic movement emerged, at first as a by-product of
the fhctional struggle.

At the start of this period, the balance of forces be-
tweeh “Left” and "Right" seemed approximately even,
at least within the ranks of the civilian apparatus. Half of
the Party's membership had been recruited since the
GPCB, mostly under the sponsorship of the Maoist
faction. More importantly, the Maoists were well repre-
sented in the central CCP machinery, including the Polit-
buro._ At the provincial level, a vital link in the Party's
chain of command, l-lua's group held the edge, as can be
seenfrom a survey of the top leaders of the provincial
Party; Committees. Of the First Secretaries whose loyalties
can he fairly certainly established, five were Gang of Four
prot$es-who had little choice but to line up behind Hus
—an2i ten belonged to the Hus group. ‘Eleven provinces,
somewhat more than a third, were in the hands of Deng
allies.(14) By this measure, Deng’s prospects for a second
comeback hardly seemed promising. But when we look at
the military bureaucracy, an entirely different picture
emerges. Of the eleven Military Region commanders, for
example, only three were associated with either wing of
the "Left," and of these three, one was purged as an
“ultra-Leftist" while another ultimately defected to the
Deng camp.(l5) No doubt the "Right" could claim the
loyalty of the central military machine as well, for almost
all of- the Maoist generals had been purged along with Lin
Biao:

The Am-iy’s tilt to the "right" was predictable.
Deng’s relationship with the military had always been
close. and as acting leader of the State apparatus in 1975,
he further endeared himself to the generals by raising
their budget and sending Chinese representatives on a
shopping tour of the arms bazaars of Europe and Japan.
Hus, by contrast, was faithful to Mao's doctrine of the pri-
macy of man over weapon; in 1976-77 he argued for
restricting the military budget, a position that could
scarcely have won him many friends in the Chinese equiv-
alent of the Pentagon.l16) Though virtually nothing is
known about the back-room maneuvering by which Deng
gradually undermined Hua's position, it doesn't seem too
far-fetched to speculate that Deng’s strong military back-
ing was the key to his success.

Readying themselves for the political battles to come,
Hua's group did all they could to bolster their position.(l7)
Hua demonstrated that he was mindful of Mao's strictures
on the need for a personality cult. Photographs of the new
Party Chairman appeared everywhere. and the official
media were full of testimonials to "our wise leader." Bill-
boards depicting Mao and Hua side-by-side—with the
caption, "With you in charge, I am at ease"—bore wit-
ness to Hua's claim to the succession. On a more practical
level. the moderate Maoists tried, successfully at first, to
restrict the anti-Gang of Four purge to a narrow range of
targets: the top "radicals" in the provinces remained at
their posts. With somewhat less success, Hua courted the
handful of provincial leaders whose loyalties were uncer-
tain.

in a series of national economic conferences held in
1976-77, the new Chairman presented his own version ofthe Maoist pmgmm_._1¢s1|ing heavily on a twenty-year-old
Mao speech, “On the Ten Major lielationslups.” This
speech, though attributed solelY W Mal?» Y” _° _‘f°“°°'
tively-written patchwork of Maoist and "l'18l:l'-19¢ 945°-
nomic ideas, an ideal choice as a rallying point for the
entire Party. In its specifics, however, I-iua's policy
showed little movement in the direction desired by the
Deng faction. ln fact, there was very little change in socio-
economic policy in the first year after the purge of the
ultra-Maoists; the few changes that did occur were limited
to the fields (education and culture) in which the “radi-
cals" had been influential.(18) Agricultural policy, i-lua's
specialty since 1975, was unaffected by the purge. "Loam
from Dazhai,” an old Maoist war cry, was still the slogan
of the hour. Production brigades were encouraged to draft
peasant labor for capital construction projects and small
factories; private plots and rural markets were strictly lim-
ited; the drain of resources from village to city continued
at the same level; Until autumn 1977, Hua's program was
not even challenged; before they could introduce a new
development strategy, the "Right" would have to wrest
control of the apparatus from l-iua and his allies.
_ The rehabilitation of Deng Xiaoping provided the
occasion for the first trial of strength between the con-
tending factions.(19) l-lua was, of course, eager to keep
Deng in the outer darkness to which Mao had twice con-
signed him. In late-November 1976 Wu De, doubtless act-
ing on Hua's behalf, tried to drum up support for a revival
of the campaign to criticize Deng, which had come to an
abrupt halt when the Gang toppled. Only a handful of
provinces fell into line, and the newanti-Deng drive was
quietly dropped after a week or two. Generals Xu Shiyu
and Wei Guoqing, south China's most powerful military
aatraps, sent Hus a letter in January 1977; the rehabilita-
"On sf Benz was mans their "suggestions." According
to unconfirmed rumor, they hinted at the possibility of
m"1"1Y- Under mounting pressure from the old guard.
Hua could not-even though he headed the Party, State,
"id 99"“ P°lice-block Deng’s return. Hua's inability to
stop his rival,. despite all» the power apparently concen-
trated in his hands, revealed the tenuousness of his hold
°n H" PB"-Y and foreshadowed his defeat.
f The :'|'l8hfi8tS" were not the only ones who yearned
°1' D9118 s return; the people's hopes for higher living
E??? a_"|“aG°" °§ Pfllitical tensions also restedan e s ulders of Zhou Enlai's heir. The first anniver-

ry of Zhou s death offered the “masses” an opportunity

§f;’§:':::r‘;‘°;;;‘PP:" f" Dena-_(20) On the weekend ofmemorial “mes ehnewreslme oftflnized massive
officm m . ce as °“_" “W ¢0\lntry. Even before theBeijing de°\lmm8mmdjn l;'hIIll0|!l168 l_>¢8!f1- Posters went up in
and an investi atig e mhabqlmwn of Deng Xiaopingins the co 3 f“ mm the Tlananmen repression; dur-
slo81IIIs and,” O the weekend hundred“ °f P1‘°'DBn8
members of .lf,peafed' seven! Wm“ amlcked.. uo engs faction-W 1) d ch ’X11,“ 5 . _ g _ u e an en

auemmed to entgrgrheglgl. Part of the crowd;-of mourners
V °“q“m¢n-of the cc1> Central



A hundred thousand people came to Beijing's Tiananmen Square
on 4 April 1976 to pay homage to the late Premier Zhou Enlai-—
and to indirectly express their support for his successor, Deng
Xiaoping. On the following day, a slight to Zhou's memory by the
“Gang of Four“_provoked a day of rioting which ended in blood-
shed.

Committee, carrying a petition which demanded Deng’s
reinstatement.

Officially organized demonstrations are usually fol-
lowed by an‘ immediate retum to normal; but in this
instance, thousands of people continued to crowd into the
heart of Beijing'- for the next week. New wall posters
appeared every day, and a few brave souls delivered
speeches calling for "democracy", and “human rights";
one speaker argued that the material privileges of the
bureaucracy should be abolished. An unsigned poster said
that the people should have the right to choose their own
leaders, and claimed that Deng Xiaoping would support
their struggle for “democratic rights." By the end of the
week, the poster movement was losing momentum, and on
the evening of 15 January, soldiers tore down. all of the
posters, making it-clear that no further expressions of
popular sentiment would be tolerated. A few of the pro-
Deng activists may have been arrested. A week after the
Beijing events, a twenty-page poster was put up in Guang-
zhou; it deplored the backwardness of the economy and
the rising crime rates which it attributed to stagnant living
standards. “We have a satellite flying in space, but OH
earth our farmers must still pull plows with their shoul-
ders," the author wrote, demanding a rise in income for
workers and peasants and the introduction of “measures
so the workers can organize production and participate in
controlling socialist property." This wall poster, and the
handful of posters calling for “democracy” that had
appeared in Beijing, anticipated the 1978-79 human rights

movement. But they represented the voices of a minority;
most of the mass political activity of January 1977 was
centered on the factional stnrggle. and its aims were lim-
ited to securing the return of Deng Xiaoping.

The issue was finally settled at a Party conference in
March 1977: effective mid-July, Deng would be restored to
his former posts in the Party, State, and Army. This fell
short of the demands raised by his most zealous partisans,
for Hua retained the Premiership; but it was still a major
step forward on the road lo power. ln exchange for his
rehabilitation, Deng made a concession that saved face for
the Party Chairman. He wrote a pair of letters, intended
for circulation throughout the Party apparatus, in which he
acknowledged his own errors, conceded l-lua's right to
lead the Party and pledged to serve faithfully under him. A-
compromise had been reached, but it was not to last.

Immediately, the balance of power began to shift in
favor of the “rightists." The shift was most clearly visible
at the provincial level: starting at the end of March, and
continuing for the next year and a half, First Secretaries
belonging to the Hue. faction toppled from power, one after
another. Three of them fell between March and .Iune.(2l)
The new wave of purges was not confined to the upper
reaches of the bureaucracy; it claimed victims at all levels.
The PLA celled for an "all-out people's war" against
“ultra-Leftists“; as in the period immediately following
the GPCR, dozens (perhaps hundreds—no official statis-
tics were released) of former Red Guards were exe-
cuted.(22)



At the Eleventh Party Congress in August 1977, I-lua
still appeared to be holding his own. l-lis.control of the
Party and State was confim-ied through official channels,.
for the first time, and the newly-elected Politburo was
evenly divided between his supporters and Deng’s. But in
fact the Party Congress did nothing to shore up Hua’s
position, which continued its slow collapse. Wei Guoqing
was appointed head of the PLA General Political Depart-
ment, solidifying Deng’s control of the military, and the
pro-Hua commander of the Beijing city garrison was1rans-
ferred out of the capital. In October the Party Organization
Department—headed by l‘lll8'S man, Wang Dongxing—
was criticized in the official media for holding back the
anti-Gang purge, and Wang was soon replaced by a Deng
partisan. Another Deng backer took over the Ministry of
Public Security, vacated by Hua. At the turn of the year,
two more provincial First Secretaryships fell to the “right-
ists.” Amidst growing political uncertainty, the Fifth Na-
tional People's Congress, originally scheduled to meet
before the end of the year, had to be postponed until the
spring.(23)
~ As the factional struggle intensified, it began to come
out into the open, though in disguised form, in the Party
media. Allegorical criticisms of the Mao cult were pub-
lished and broadcast, with the emperor Qin Shihuang once
more serving as a stand-in for the late Chairman. One offi-
cial analysis, while admitting that the first Qin emperor
was indeed "an outstanding historical figure" for his role
in unifying the nation, cautioned that “we must not,
because of this, make him a god." The People 's Daily-was
more. vehement: "As compared with the Communist
Party. Qin Shihuang was but a drop in the ocean, unwor-
thy to be mentioned in the same breath, " The real targets
of these allegorical sorties were obvious:-_the heirs and
deft-ndvrs of “Qin Shihuang." Mao's policies, as well as
his personality cult, were tentatively challenged; as of fall
I977, the official press began to voice criticisms of the
"Lt-urn from Dazhai" campaign and the sending-down of
urban youth to the villages, among other "Leftist" pro-
grums.(24) _’

When the Fifth National People's Congress convened
in I-‘oliruary l978,~l'lua made what proved to be his last
stand against the "revisionists": in an attempt to rally the
entire Party behind his leadership. he presented the Con-
gross with an ambitious new development program which
promised to achieve the goals of the “Four Moderniza-
tions" (a "rightist" slogan from the early 19605, revived
by Zhou Enlai in 1975) well aheadof the original schedule.
llua's “New Long March" borrowed more than a slogan
from the Deng faction. A wide range of concessions to the
“flight,” many of which were already being put into prac-
tire even before the NPC, were ratified by the Party Chair-
man's spce-ch.(25l Educators, scientists and other intellec-
tuals were offered better working conditions, and some of
their pre-GPCR privileges were restored. “Keypoint"
schools for the student elite were revived, students were
allowed to enter universities without undergoing two years
of" probationary labor, and college entrance exams were
revived. The "Revolutionary Committees" set up during
the Cultural Revolution in factories, schools, offices and
communes were abolished. Material incentives—bonuses,
overtime pay, sometimes even piecework—were restored
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in industry, and the lowest-paid workers received their
first raise since 1972. _

Although I-lua Guofeng was willing to go quite far
toward meeting certain of thedemands of the “capitalist-
roaders," in other (and more important) respects his pro-
gram harlred back to the "leftism" of the Great Leap For-
ward. The production targets of the New Long March were
extraordinarily ambitious, so much so that most Western
experts doubted that the new targets could actually be met
on schedule. Deng Xiaoping subtly dissociated himself
from the accelerated Four Modernizations, in favor of
Zhou‘s original timetable.(26l As in the GLF heavy indus-
try, particularly steel, was the main focus of the Long
March, and there was a"boom in capital goods imports.
Agriculture's role was also laid out in classic Maoist/
Stalinist terms: the main consideration was to be the provi-
sion of ample crop surpluses to sustain the industrializa-
tion drive. Grain was the “key link," with annual output
projected at four hundred billion kilograms by 1985. If this
optimistic target was to be met, agricultural diversification
would have to be sacrificed (despite I-{ua's claims to the
contrary); the workers and peasants would continue to
have the same monotonous diet, and consumer industries
— dependent on agriculture for.the bulk of their raw mate-
rials—wou_ld probably suffer as well. Thus agriculture and
light industry would once more be subordinated to heavy
industry. The New Long March was, in essence, a modi-
fied version of the Leap Forward, differing from the latter
mainly in its greater tolerance for various forms of mate-
rial incentives.

After the NPC the Long March, which was to be
Hua's last majorinitiative in slmping economic policy, was
set in motion, with an impressive program of new invest-
ments leading the way in the industrial sector. In the coun-
tryside, there were renewed attempts to increase State
control over the peasants"labor: the level of collectiviza-
tion wasraisedin about 10 percent of the rural production
bngades during the summer of 1978. Decision-making
Power was transferred from the basic work units (the pro-
dud-5°" Wflmfll to the village-sized brigades. (Brigade
leaders, unlike team leaders, are on the State payroll and
thus more amenable to suggestions from above.)' Although
collectivization had been taken ‘much further in the GLF,
“"31-"9 unquestionably a step in the same direction.(27l

From late summer through the fall the stniggle
Within China's ruling class rapidly built u'p to a climax.
fllifl S power base disintegrated, as province after prov-
“we fell unief Y-he control of the "Right" - by October even
gm B°illnE_m"TIi¢ilJal apparatus was the hands of H..§Ji§‘iti‘“;i?.EPP§£°’£“’ A? of--111 =-as out hehinliiucl:s:dl::o::€v:l':r:flul(::cdp::lY
aired in the official media. Cr't' ' 1 f rexample grew bold d l icisms of the Mao cu t, oa ":35; i“3“°‘*' ”PPg*“:P:;:PLA's L,-be,.,m-0,, Arm D Q1 ihe , significantly, Y )
presenting in eff t if at y ta er "hai1t.he Party ‘miss
“on wh. ‘ ,_ ec -_ 18 version of a limited de-Maolzfl-
- ‘ch consmed in P1’a1511'\B "Mao Zedon Thou ht"glmigeeabgtract while rejecting "mechanical-Eopyinggv of
of Ml;°¢:,r¢;Iof Maoism. “P1-actice”—-and not the writillfls
Said This , 811- ‘IS the sole criterion of truth," DBHS

' was the Signal for a barrage of attacks on "reli-



8i°'-15 5°81!!!" and "outdated principles," and a new polit-
ical label (‘ ‘whatever-ism") was coined to describe ghoge
who insisted on adhering to the letter of Mao's law. Ques-
tions were also raised about the Cultural Revolution-and,
by implication, Mao's role in it. An article by Yao Wen-
yuan and a famous wall poster by a Beijing University
teacher, two of the opening salvoes of the GPCR, were
denounced as "counterrevolutionary": yet the poster had
received Mao's imprimatur in 1966 and had been pub-
lished in the People ‘s Daily at his orders, and Yao's article
had been written under the late Chairman's direct super-
vision. Thus Mao was being implicitly accused of dissemi-
nating counterrevolutionary propaganda. A politically
sophisticated Chinese could hardly have failed to realize
that de-Maoization was in the air.(29)

The severe political repression characteristic of the
last decade of Mao's rule had claimed thousands of inno-
cent victims, it was now revealed. Many people had been
brought to trial on trumped-up charges and confessions
extracted by beatings and torture; others had lost their
jobs or been driven to suicide by relentless persecution.
Until now, the official press reported, the authorities
responsible for these abuses had succeeded in covering
them up.(30l This campaign to restore "socialist legality"
must be seen in the context of the factional struggle, for
while the repression was attributed to the Gang of Four,
the moderate Maoists (and for that matter, Mao himself)
were just as deeply implicated.

The major confrontation that had been threatening for
months finally broke out at a Party work conference that
convened in Beijing on 11 November 1978. The original
agenda called for two weeks of discussions on economic
matters, but the meeting soon tumed into a passionate
debate over the personality cult, the GPCR and the failure
of Maoist econornics.(31) The Party's top leaders were
meeting in the Great Hall of the People to decide China's
future; the Maoist legacy had been under attack for
months; the “Right” was on the move and about to score a
decisive breakthrough: this, then, was the political back-
ground from which the poster movement emerged. In mid-
November the Beijing Party Committee declared that the
1976 Tiananmen demonstration had been a “revolution-
ary" event, an announcement which seemed to give offi-
cial sanction to popular anti-Maoist struggles; this may
have served to trigger the new poster campaign. The first
posters critical of Mao appeared within a week of the
"reversal of verdicts" on the Tiananmen riot.

3. Voices of Democracy Wall

On 19 November a former Red Guard, his identity dis-
creetly concealed behind a pen n8mB- Put "P 5 drafnauc
wall poster which challenged the official interpretatronnf
the relationship between Mao Zedong and the much-vili-
fied “Gang of Four." According to the Offlfilfll 11116 Ute
"Gang" had kept Mao completely in the dark about their
schemes to seize power. But the P05“? ‘vmer asserfed
that the late Chairman, “because of metaPhY9i°5| ihinlflng
in his old age," had actively supP°"°d the ““_'m'M“°'sts'
1976 drive to overthrow Deng XiaopiXlE- Thf‘ '5‘ M“ had
thrown his support behind a B'|’°\1P Whwh "°“' 5"°°d

revealed as a gang of “counterrevolutionaries" and "fas-
cists." That the charge was obviously true did not make it
any the less startling. In the next two weeks this poster
was followed up by dozens of others along the same lines,
some of which went considerably farther in their attacks on
the Great I-lelmsman.(32) Other posters verbally bom-
barded Hua Guofeng's embattled followers, who were at
the very moment taking their lumps at the Party work con-
ference. It was not the first time that the inner-Party feud
had been fought out through the uniquely Chinese
medium of the wall poster.

The dazt‘bao—a large wall poster hung up in some
public place, often expressing criticisms of individual
cadres—has been a familiar part of the Chinese political
scene for years. Foreigners sympathetic to the CCP have
usually described the wall poster as a channel for the
expression of popular grievances against the authorities-
and in fact posters have often been used for this purpose,
though the cadres’ ability to retaliate against critics makes
this a risky proposition. But the vast majority of wall
posters have appeared during the course of officially-
organized campaigns in which the targets of criticism, and
even the contents of the posters, are dictated from
above.(33) The ultra-Maoists, in particular, relied on the
dazibao as a weapon of factional struggle. ln 1975, for
example, Maoist university students in Beijing and Shang-
hai spearheaded a poster campaign against Deng Xiao-
ping. The students, under the direction of a “movement
group" which received its instructions from on high, wrote
dozens of sample broadsides against Deng and his follow-
ers; busloads of workers and students were brought in to
study the samples, and then sent out to their own schools
and work units to carry on the campaign.(3-1)

To a great extent, the wall posters that appeared dur-
ing the second half of November 1978 seem to fit the pat-
tern of past campaigns; almost all were directly concerned
with some aspect of the factional struggle, and most sim-
ply expanded upon themes already raised by the official
media: the myth of Mao's infallibility, the evaluation of
the GPCR, the need for “socialist legality," etc. This, and
the tinting of the campaign to coincide with the "rightist"
offensive, suggests that the Deng faction was using an old
Maoist weapon against the Maoists themselves. But even
if we assume that some of the posters were officially-
inspired, it does not follow that the entire campaign was
directed from above. Ordinary citizens had every reason to
intervene in the Party struggle on the "revisionist" side,
and every sign—from the first tentative press criticisms of
the Mao cult to the Tiananmen rehabilitation—pointed to
the conclusion that such intervention would be welcome. It
seems likely, then, that many who took up the pen t.o crit-
icize Mao were acting on their own initiative. In any case,
whatever the mixture of spontaneity and manipulation that
gave rise to the poster movement, one thing is clear: the
Deng group, which now controlled the Beijing city govem-
ment, was holding the reins. The posters wereallowed to
flourish only because the "Right" found it useful to bring
the pressure of public opinion to bear on the Maoist hold-
outs. When the “Leftists" had tried to use this tactic, they
had met with decidedly mixed results. The Deng faction,
enjoying wider popular support, could confidently expect
greater success; but even for them the appeal to the



"masses" proved, in the end, not without its risks, for it
led to an outburst of "unacceptable" demands and the
emergence of China's first genuine dissident movement.
That outcome, however, was far from predictable in No-
vember 1978.

The poster of the 19th immediately captured the
attention of Western journalists in Beijing, and with good
reason: in People's China, even the mildest criticism of
Chairlnan Mao has always been taboo, greeted with much
the same enthusiasm as blasphemy in Puritan New Eng-
land. It is not unheard-of for someone to be sentenced to
months or even years in a labor camp for taking Mao's
name in vain.(35) Yet the police did not tear down this
heretical poster or hunt down its author: their unaccus-
tomed diffidence could only have encouraged the people of
Beijing to believe that the new regime was prepared to
allow any idea, no matter how subversive, to be expressed.
Later posters reinforced this impression, as the criticism of
Mao became increasingly severe. He was accused of con-
ducting a cruel experiment (the GPCRI with the lives of
the Chinese people, and further charged with treating the
nation as his own personal fiefdom by handing it over to
I-lua. "A tyrant who was presented to us in the guise of a
‘savior,’ " was Wei Jingsheng's verdict on Mao. Most of
Mao's critics were less extreme; they insisted that he had
been a great leader who had only erred in his old age. But
all agreed that they wanted to be free to criticize Mao's
mistakes without being branded “counterrevolution-
aries." "Now we are speaking out what is really on our
minds. How we wished Chairman Mao could have listened
modestly to our opinions. lt's a pity he can't do so now ."'

Permitting these attadts on the Mao cult served a
number of useful purposes, not the least of which was to
drive home to the moderate Maoistshow isolated they
were. But keeping the criticism within proper bounds was
a delicate operation. lt would not do to simply declare open
season on the late Chairman, for if “the Almighty" (the
sardonic epithet is once more Wei's) could be pulled down
from heaven, what lesser bureaucrat would feel safe on his
more earthbound throne? Something more subtle was
required. The trick was to separate the Great Helmsman
neatly into halves: on the one hand, the Mao who had led
the CCP to victory in the civil war and presided over the
nationwide consolidation of Party power; on the other, the
Mao who had launched the disastrous GLF and thrown the
country into chaos with his GPCR. The former was an
honored ancestor, the personification of Party rule and
national pride. The latter was a troublesome phantom, to
be exercised with utmost dispatch. A risky venture, but
much was at stake.

lt was not solely a matter of convincing the Maoists
that their battle was hopeless; the demolition of the Mao
cult had a wider-ranging goaL For a decade the "masses"
and the lower-level cadres had been buffetted by com-
paigns and counter-campaigns from the "Left" and the
"Right." No one could be sure that the “ultra-leftists"
wouldn't make another comeback, and if they did, all
those who had carried out Deng’s policies would be in
trouble again.»The "revisionists" understood that they
would be able to gain the widespread cooperation they
needed only if they could reassure the "masses" that
Mao's ghost would not rise again. What better way to

prove the point than by allowing the taboo surrounding
Mao's name to be smashed? _ _ '

- The success of this strategem depended on the _cntics
willingness not to overstep the lme between exposing the
errors of Mao's dotage and challenging the Party he had
led. And in fact the first poster writers did not question
Party rule; their goal was limited to mtervening in the fac-
tional struggle as is clear from an examination of the con-
tents of the November posters.(36l "Fl'0!l1 1973,"
one poster read, "China was under a fascist regime and
the only person who defended us ordinary people against
the fascists was Zhou Enlai." Zhou's “democratic group"
had been locked in battle with another faction represent-
ing “fascist dictatorship and family politics." Zhou's
chosen successor was Deng Xiaoping, “a great Marxist
and an honest servant of the people"; the 1976 decision
purging Deng should be immediately repealed. The same
writer called for a thorough investigation, to be carried out
by "followers" of Deng, of the Tiananmen repression-
who was responsible, how many were unjustly impri-
soned, how many murdered by the militia and police.
Another writer took a sly dig at the new Party Chairman:
“With Deng Xiaoping in charge," he said, “the entire
Chinese people can be at ease," obviously a mocking ref-
erence to the famous words with which Mao had handed
Hua the keys to the kingdom. _

l~lua was never criticized by name, but his supporters
came under heavy polemical fire: Wu De was described as
a "fascist" and accused of having tried to block the
rehabilitation of the Tiananmen demonstrators, and Wang
Dongxing was charged with being “a partisan of the Gang
of Four and Lin Biao" who "should be expelled from the
Politburo." Chen Xilian was attacked for his ties to the
ultra-Maoists, and Ni Zhifu for his role in the Tiananmen
repression. Several posters demanded the rehabilitation of
a number of famous "revisionist" bureaucrats purged by
Mao, including the (now deceased) heroes of the “Right, "
Peng Dehuai—who had denounced the GLF-and Liu
Shaoqi, the architect of the "rightist" policies of the early
1960s. If the movement had remained on this level it would
be of limited interest; posters directed against the Hus
group had been appearing sporadically since 1976, espe-
cially in January 1977, when the "Right" was pressuring
l-lua to reinstate Deng. But the entire complexion of the
poster movement was soon to change dramatically.

Even at this early stage of the movement there was
one poster which stood out from the rest, hinting at the
new direction which the movement was to take in the
m°f1¢h5 Bllefld-(37) The authors, eight young people from
Guiyang in southern China, belonged to a newly-formed
di5¢"95l°n 8l'°\lP called the “Enlightenment Society. ' ' The
VET? eiifllelwfi Ofthis group was noteworthy, for sel.f-orga-
“lied activity had been strictly forbidden since the end of
the GPCR. The Enlightenment Society, which consisted
mainly of self-educated workers, had been subjected to
harassment by the authorities in their home city—their
gzters wegemtogn ‘down, they were threatened with the
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the S.“ f b _1ll_fl W ere Mao s body lay under glass, on

l ° B I-llldmg that had been burned to the ground



during the 1976 demonstration. "We've had enough of
dictatorship," the poster said. “Chinese, arise! The time
has come to oppose all dictators, whoever they may be." It
called on the people to "crush and condemn dictatorship"
and “destroy the superstitions of the past." The appear-
ance of this manifesto was the first sign that the wall
poster movement was about to pursue its own course of
development, outside the narrow channels of Party fac-
tionalism.

Poster after poster went up, each criticizing the Mao-
ist bureaucrats more harshly than the last, yet the police
did not intervene. Foreign journalists in Beijing noticed a
new mood in the city; for the first time, people approached
them on the streets and struck up conversations. They
asked questions- “Can you speak freely, where you come
from?" was a common inquiry, “Can you criticize your
leaders?"—and expressed their own hopes for China.
“We want to say what's on our minds," one woman told a
reporter: “Before it was impossible."

Thousands of people crowded around “Democracy
Wall" (the main center of poster activity) every day, tak-
ing notes, reading aloud for the illiterate, holding ani-
mated discussions. “Never since this correspondent
started working in China in autumn 1975 has the atmo-
sphere been so relaxed,” wrote an Agence France Presse
reporter. He described a typical scene at Democracy Wail:
"The crowd jeered as someone read aloud from a poster.
‘I'm afraid we won't be able to achieve democracy, but in
my opinion democracy and dictatorship can coexist,‘ and
then shouted their approval when the reader inten-upted
himself to express his own opinion, ‘Stuff that.’ " A day
later, the same journalist listened in on discussions at Tia-
nanmen. “Most of the people involved asked why the
socialist countries are at war with each other today while
the capitalist countries are at peace.. . .One man on Tia-
nanmen Square said, ‘We've had a socialist regime for
thirty years now, and what has this regime done? You
think people aren't very well off in the city but you should
go to the countryside. It's even worse: People don't have
enough to éat or decent clothes to wear.’ "(38)

The sentiments of the street crowds were clearly fav-
orable to the anti-Maoist broadsides.(39) Readers often
signed their support for the critical posters, whereas the
few which defended Mao and opposed criticism were
defaced or torn down. In fact, it had become dangerous to
express "leftist" views: a Japanese correspondent re-
ported that a young man who shouted Maoist slogans was
beaten up by a mob of about fifty people. In a similar inci-
dent a few weeks later, a minor functionary who tried to
rip down a wall poster was accosted by onlookers, accused
of being a Gang of Four man, and followed for several
blocks by a hostile crowd.

Beijing's democratic movement emerged from the
ranks of those who gathered around Democracy Wall each
day. One joumalist estimated the number of readers at
about ten thousand, out of a total Beijing population of
some eight million; the number of poster writers was obvi-
Ously much smaller. A member of the Committee of Con-
cerned Asian Scholars who interviewed several activists
found that they were mostly i.n their late twenties or early
thirties; the majority were workers, often skilled, and only
a few had ever attended college. Their parents held rela-

tively privileged jobs—s0me were writers, factory fore-
men, etc.: Wei Jingsheng's father was a fairly high-rank-
ing Party cadre—and had been among the targets of the
Cultural Revolution. Thus despite their rather disingenu-
ous claim that they were "ordinary workers of the lowest
social level,"(40) and despite their declared ambition to
speak for all of China's workers and peasants, the demo-
cratic activists in fact occupied an ambiguous social posi-
tion: they were workers, to be sure, but they belonged to
the "labor aristocracy" and often had family ties to the
lower or middle levels of the bureaucracy. That applies, at
any rate, to the movement's leading spokesmen; of the
thousands of rank and file members, little is known.

As rigid social restraints were loosened, the gather-
ings at Democracy Wall quickly tumed into mass demon-
strations.I41) One evening a few people at the Wall spon-
taneously began to talk about the latest political develop-
ments, and hundreds of others crowded around to listen
and join in. When the discussions and impromptu
speeches were over, the participants decided to meet
again on the following evening, and a small group was
selected to organize the next series of debates. The word
was spread, and on the evening of 26 November some two
thousand young people met at the Wall and, after singing
the national anthem, discussed the Party's new moderni-
zation prograrn and the need for more democracy. One
speaker told the gathering that Deng Xiaoping wanted to
introduce genuine democratic refor1'ns—several listeners
expressed some skepticism at this—and that he needed
their support. A group of Japanese correspondents put in
an appearance to report on a meeting, held earlier in the
day, between Deng and a delegation of Japanese leftists.
The listeners cheered when they heard that Deng had con-
curred with the milder poster criticisms of Mao (the Chair-
man's judgment, he said, had been impaired by illness in
his last years) and had confirmed their right to put up wall
posters.

The next evening, a somewhat larger crowd retumed
to the same spot to hear the latest news. An American
columnist who was scheduled to meet with Deng that
aftemoon had promised to deliver a report to the gather-
ing; he didn't appear, but sent a messenger to read out a
summary of the interview. This time, Deng had nothing
bad to say about Mao; in fact, he said that some of the
people's criticisms had been unfair, which brought groans
of disappointment from the crowd. A veiled threat was
apparent in his comment that “some utterances are not in
the interest of stability and unity and the four moderniza-
tions." Still, he reaffirmed the right to voice opinions,
even "incorrect" ones, and expressed his confidence that
the “masses” would easily recognize and dismiss incor-
rect ideas. The main drift of the interview was generally
encouraging, and evoked mostly cheers from the listeners.
After hearing this report, the crowd marched half a mile to
Tiananmen Square, chanting: "Long live Chairman Hus,"
"Long live Vice-chairman Deng Xiaoping,” “Keep the
memory of Premier Zhou Enlai forever in our hearts,"
“Long live democracy," "Long live freedom." Mao's
name was not mentioned.

One marcher told a foreign journalist that this was the
first unrnanipulated demonstration in the history of the
People's Republic. "Where you come from, is it possible



to hold a spontaneous demonstration without the police
intervening?" he asked. An American visitor “overheard
two gawking soldiers discussing the event. ‘What's hap-
pening?’ said one. ‘It's the democratic faction,’ replied the
other. ‘We're not allowed to interfere with them.’ " At
Tiananmen the discussions and speeches continued, with
one speaker calling for the rehabilitation of Liu Shaoqi,
while others asked what kind of democracy—Yugoslav
style? American style?—was best for China.

Another meeting was held at Democracy Well on the
evening of the 28th, but the organizers of the earlier
demonstrations were not present. They had been warned
off by the authorities, as the Party was already moving to
assert its control before the mass meetings could get out of
hand. A letter to the "beloved Central Committee" was
read aloud, and it was made clear that the discussions
must proceed on a "Marxist-Leninist" basis. Fewer com-
plaints and more cries of "Support Chairman Hun" were
heard, as well as much talk of "stability and unity" and
“democracy within discipline." As on the previous eve-
ning, the discussions were followed by a march to Tianan-
men; similar groups that had been meeting throughout the
city fell in along the route, and the crowed swelled to five
or ten thousand. One of the orators at the Square, believed
to be a member of the municipal Party Committee, spoke
for half an hour. Mao's insistence on imitating the Soviet
Union was, he maintained, “the cause of all the mistakes
and all the ills of China," including political repression
and hostility to the USA. He praised the heroes of the
"Right" (e.g., Peng Dehuail and ridiculed Mao's GLF.
Finishing with a call to obey the orders of the Party and
State, he wamed. "Do not let troublemakers join in your
meetings." After adopting a resolution in support of
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modemization and democratization, the crowd dispersed.
The nascent mass movement had apparently been maneu-
vered back into safe channels.

Despite the Party's best efforts to contain a poten-
tially troublesome situation, the possibility immediately
arose that the democratic movement, though in effect a
creation of the "revisionist" bureaucrats, would come into
conflict with its ruling-class sponsors. The first sign that
the movement might break with the "revisionists" oc-
curred when a new poster went up, in reply to Deng’s
defense of Mao. The author insisted that the people must
have the right to criticize their leaders and concluded defi-
antly, “You can clamp down silence on the people again,
but that won't solve anything."(42) Only a few hundred
demonstrators showed up at Tiananmen on the 29th; the
topic under discussion was that day's announcement that
none of the leaders implicated in the Tiananmen incident
would be purged from the CCP. A hard core of activists at
the meeting vowed to carry on the struggle to topple the
Maoist bureaucrats, even if they were shielded by Deng
himself.

Murmurs of discontent had been voiced, and the
Party responded at once.l43) The official media delivered
the message that anti-Hua posters and demonstrations for
democracy were henceforth forbidden. For several days,
political study sessions were held in Beijing's workplaces
and neighborhoods: a new Central Committee directive
written by Deng provided the agenda. The masses, he
proclaimed, must not hold “unbridled demonstrations"
which might frighten off foreign investors, nor should they
put up any more posters that attacked Mao or made
excessive demands. Fresh wall posters went up, defend-
ing Hua and Mao; unlike the earlier posters scribbled on
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notebook paper or newsprint, these had the polished look
of official proclamations. Their tone was stem: “If the
people who want to put up posters criticizing Chairman
Mao gave us their names we would smash in their dog's
heads. Chairman Mao is the red sun that shines in our
hearts. . . .People who slander the leaders are flies."
Other new posters cautioned against talking to foreigners.

For the next few weeks, theban on mass meetings
was strictly enforced. In mid-December, about a hundred
unemployed Beijing youths demonstrated for jobs and
stuck up posters. The demonstration was broken up by the
police, and one participant was taken away, shouting,
"We are allowed to put up posters." Later in the month,
Shanghai industrial apprentices marched to protest low
wages—not even adequate, they said, to buy enough food
to appease their hunger—and harsh working conditions.
The marchers were dispersed when police opened fire on
them, wounding one woman.(44)

_ The law, it seemed, had been laid down: taking to the
street was not permitted, and wall posters would be toler-
ated only as long as their authors remembered to color
inside the lines. Yet within days of the November Central
Committee directive, posters going far beyond the state
limits appeared, and were allowed to flourish unchecked.
And a month later the street demonstrations, too, started
up again. Why did the Party back down? Probably the
main reason was that Deng Xiaoping still had a use for the
democratic movement. At the November/December Party
conference, Deng’s faction succeeded in removing most of
Hua's men from their posts in the central Party machine,
but they had yet to follow up this triumph with a compar-
able victory on the policy level. l-lua's New Long March
was still in progress, but the poster movement— Deng may
have calculated—could help to slow it down.

At any rate, whatever the reasons, the poster cam-
paign was allowed to revive, and crowds-though smaller
and increasingly infiltrated by police agents—once more
gathered at Democracy Wall. The Party factional struggle
was again fought out on paper; Old 61137898 W8"? PEP!’-‘Bl-ed
and new ones raised, and more of Hua's allies came under
polemiml fir-e_(45) Other posters expressed what seemed
to be individual grievances against particular bureaucrats.
with no apparent political motivation. An especially
graphic example concerned a worker who claimed that his
son had been beaten to death by local officials (see the box
on this page).l-16) Similar criticisms had often appeared in
past, ggjnpaigns, and posed no realthreat to the ruling
class as a whole as long as they focused on the wrong-
doings of individualswho, all could agree. had Bb\159d
their authority.

Fewer in number, but far greater in significance,
were the posters which went beyond expressing personal
grievances to expose systematic injustices, criticize basic
structural features of Chinese society and offer a rudimen-
tary analysis of China's ills and their possible cure. It is
the existence of these documents which allows us to speak
of a real dissident movement in the People's Republic The
imprint of Marx's Paris Commune ideal was much in evi-
dence, although some writers also borrowed from Western
politigal models, past and present. These writmgs were
usually not the work of isolated individuals, for the demo-
cratic agtivigts established dozens of small discussion

Peking, 20 December (Al-"P]—A Chinese worker
charged today thm his son was beaten to death in a reedu-
cation class for recalcitrant people and that the killing was
disguised as a suicide. .

The accusation was made in a poster on the “Demo-
cratic Wall" l'll'f9. Photographs of the victim's body
showed the marks of many blows. The deceased. Sun
Chin-chi, 21, was also a worker. He was sent to the special
-'lasses of the Four Seasons People's Township near
Peking after he i:-ked to be transferred to lighter work. , .

Two days la'er, his father Sun Chi-an was notified of
his son's "suicide" by the local police station. Police
explained that the young man killed himself after failing to
escape from the classes.

The father affirmed that witnesses said the escapee
was beaten after being caught and that his skull was
smashed with bricks. Then he was allegedly thrown in a
pond where he drowned.. . .-

The poster also accused police of "lying" and de-
nounced municipal authorities for lack of action after he
complained: "They did not care a bit because it was not
just a little study session that was being challenged, but
the almighty Mandarin's organization of the people's
commune."

groups.(4'I) The Guiyang Enlightenment Society has
already been mentioned; perhaps the first Beijing group to
appear was the “April Fifth Tribune," which published a
mirrieographed magazine of the same name. The group
started out in mid-November with four members and had
grown to about twenty by the time the tenth issue was
printed; the other groups were undoubtedly no larger.
Another important dissident organization was the "Hu-
man Rights Alliance," whose manifesto (summarized
belowl was one of the movement's major statements. By
the end of 1978, Beijing authorities reported that some
fifty groups had registered with the city govemment.
Many of them published underground joumals—Today,
Enlightenment, Chinese Human Rights, Explorations, and
others—which reprinted the most important of their wall
posters. Average circulation was probably in the hun-
dreds, but the most popular magazine, Reference News
for the Masses. announced its intention to publish twenty
thousand copies of its third issue.

In addition to their other activities, the Beijing human
rights groups also sent out liaison teams to other major
cities to offer encouragement to poster movements there.
Since few foreign correspondents are stationed outside the
capital, and the official Chinese media maintained a dis-
creet silence on the wall posters, we do not know much of
the movement in other cities, except that it did exist and
apparently followed roughly the same course as in Beijing.
At least two dissident groups are known to have existed in
Shanghai—the “Pen of Youth" and the "Shanghai Writ-
ers' Group"—and wall posters and an underground press
were reported in half a dozen other places.

The first important position paper of the hiu-nan rights
movement—the one document that more than any other
symbolizes the transition from a factional movement still
under the sway of the Party "Right" to a genuine dissi-
dent movement with goals of its own—was posted on



Democracy Wall on 5 December 1978. Titled “Democracy:
the Fifth Modemization,” it covered five large sheets of
paper and laid down a systematic indictment of Party
policy. It was the work of Wei Jingsheng. Wei's poster is
worth quoting at some length, for it is typical, both in tone
and in content, of much of the literature of the human
rights m0vement:(4Bl

When the Gang of Four had fallen, the people waited
impatiently for the reappearance of Teng. He did -i
return, and the people expected much from him. Unfor-
tunately we still have the old oppressive system. Noth-
ing has changed. The people do not dare to speak about
democracy and freedom. Our living standard has not
improved, and the higher salaries have not sufficed to
compensate for the soaring prices.

According to the concepts of Marxism-Leninism.
the people should control the means of production. But
ask yourselves. Chinese workers and peasants: Apart
from the small wage which you receive each month-
what do you control? What belongs to you? The answer
is shameful: Others are your masters. ln a socialistic
society. the product of labor should belong to the
worker. Hut what do you get? Just enough so that you
can continue to work! .Since the liberation, the
people have been deprived while producing much
wealth. Where has it vanished? The people have ended
up with nothing. . .ls that the path to socialism which
Marx imagined? Of course not. Then what is it? It is
feudalistic s0cialism—a feudalistic, monarchistic sys-
tem concealed under the cloak of socialism. .

Before Mao Tse-tung died, his wife wanted a few
thousand yuan.‘ But he had hundreds of millions-
varncd with the sweat and blood of the Chinese people.
Who can deny that? And that transpired at a time when
the Chinese were building socialism and did not have
enough tn eat. . lt is a disgrace that in our people's
republic only those who hold power eat well and have
nothing to do except rearl books_, write poetry, and lead
a happy life. Do the people not have the right, then, to
snatch the pdwer from these mast-ers?. . . We want to be
nur own masters. We do not want to be the tools of
ambitious despots in order to attain modernization. . .

Democracy is what the people ought to have. If
they demand democracy. they are claiming only the
rights which are already due them. If those who lead us
do not give us democracy. they are shameless thieves
and worse than the bloodsucking capitalists of the past.

. . How can we realize a democratic system? The peo-
ple must themselves decide this question. Therefore,
the masters need not worry about it. The masters are
not concemed about democracy. but only about how
they can withhold democratic rights from the people.

Comrades! l summon you! Unite under the banner
of democracy. Do not look to the despots for unity and
stability. Their slogans can only plunge us into misery.

-Democracy is our only hope..

The only concrete proposal that Wei put forth was that all
leaders should be elected, and he made favorable refer-
ences to Western democracies and to Yugoslavia—the
latter, he said, “has shown that a nation does not need
despots. The people can attend to their own affairs much
better.
‘ A wide range of political and economic grievances and

demands was aired in the dissidents’ posters.(49) Political
repression was \one major focus of discontent: “in the
name of the proletariat, oppressive measures are taken
against any citizen who entertains views different from the
official line." During the Mao era, it was pointed out,
people could be persecuted merely for accidentally break-
ing a plaster bust of the Chairman. or wrapping garbage in
a newspaper containing his picture. "The Chinese people
do not want to repeat the tragic life of the Soviet people in
the Gulag Archipelago." Earlier victims of repression
were not forgotten; a series of posters called for the free-
ing of the “heroes of 1974" (the “Li Yizhe” group, three
young men from Guangzhou, arrested for putting-up a
"counter-revolutionary" poster) and other political prison-
ers. Poverty—and the Party's apparent indifference to the
people's sufferings-was a second major theme. One
worker noted that wages had been frozen for-twenty years
and the peasants‘ standard of living had barely changed
sincethe 1950s: "It is fair to ask how much our wages will
be increased to reflect the remarkable growth of produc-
tion in the years following the fall of the Gang of Four."
Another writer objected to the Party's order of priorities:
“While people were begging in the streets in some parts
of China, the dictator in our country distributed Chinese
money to his fellow dictators in Vietnam and Albania."
One critic was particularly vehement. “Tens of thousands
of people do not have the wherewithal to clothe themselves
or eat," he wrote; addressing himself directly to the
"ladies and gentlemen of the Beijing city govemment,"
he declaimed, "Go to the devil, you who only fatten your-
selves on the people's blood and tears."

while the 8T93,te1' Part of the poster critiques focused
on political and economic issues, a number of other topics
were broached. The dishonesty of the official media, for
°mmP|B, was scored; “At the People's Daily there are no
people, at the Enlightenment Daily all is darkness," one
wit scribbled on a poster. One writer even went so far as to
call for sexual freedom, describing the policy of enforced
abstmence and late marriage as "a cruel crime which
d°_5tl'°Y$ the mlnds and bodies of youth" and leads to sex
‘CHIDGS. (The Party, however, retains its faith in cold
Sh°Wel’9-ll One theme which was ‘expressed in Several
posters mvolved an appeal to Westem or Yugoslavian
P055691 m°dQ]5; the Enlightenment Society for instance
Faléed °“ Jlmml C8-flier to “pay attention to-‘human rights
m him” and 5P°ke of Carter and Brzezinski as ‘ ‘two men
Who have a very positive influence on human rights move-

’Wei is referring here to one of the charges brought against I - - _
Jiang Qing: even as Mao lay on his deathbed, she persisted in
nagging him for money to support her decadent bourgeois life-
style. This raises an interesting question. Where did Mao get
thousands of yuan to hand out to his wife. when his 0fficiaLaalnry
was only a few hundred yuan a year? It would seem that the top

bl-"’°l\"¢1‘fl\-8 must have had unlimited access to the public trea-
sury. at any rate, that is the conclusion Weiappears to draw
when h°_9P°B1l8 Of Mao as having “had hundreds of millions. " Of
couls it - .9. may be that the entire story IS a fabrication—but in that
°”.°' "'."°“"‘ "° 1°“ '° _""= equally sad conclu " th oi Ppie s Duly sometimes lies to the peoplel . sion at e ea.



ments worldwide." (Sic.) A split from this group, the
“They/ins Society." Praised Christian principles and
“Rousseau's idea of human rights" as among the “pfo.
g-ressive thoughts of mankind." None of the dissident
groups rejected “socialism"—that is, State ownership of
the means of production —or the CCP, but when the Party
found it ¢0flVeni9l1t to dispose of them, such expressions of
pro-Western sentiment served as an excuse to brand them
as "traitors" and representatives of the bourgeoisie."

The most politically coherent wall posters offered an
analysis of the cause of poverty and repression and out-
lined a program of social reforms. "China's system of
government is modeled on the Soviet system," wrote a
dissident who identified himself simply as "a railroad
worker." “This is a system that produces bureaucracy and
a privileged stratum. Without changes in this system,
modernization will be stillborn or else we will move in the
direction of Russian modemization where the state is
strong and the people poor." The solution? “All repre-
sentatives must be properly elected-and responsible to the
people. Officials should be paid the same as workers."
This call for elections was echoed throughout the course of
the poster movement; it was the most commonly pre-
scribed cure for the national political malaise. The demo-
cratic activists were not content with the palliative offered
by the "revisionist" Party leaders, who were preparing to
sub1:rl.it the lowest-ranking cadres to electoral test, but
insisted on the people's right to relieve any official of his
post, not excepting Hua and Deng.

The most comprehensive statement of the move-
ment's goals was the Manifesto of the Human Rights Alli-
ance, a detailed program of economic and political reforms
which encompassed virtually the entire catalogue of
demands raised by the d.issidents.(50] The Manifesto's
nineteen points covered a lot of g'round—ranging from “a
total elimination of idolatry" ispecifically, the removal of
Mao's body from its mausoleum) to the "application of the
Marxist theory which ensures complete individual fulfill-
ment in a Socialist society"—but its general ainis can be
summed up in a few phrases: to place limits on the
authorities’ exercise of power, establish a measure. of
popular control over the bureaucracy, and raise the ‘stan-
dard of living. Freedom of speech and the press, the right
to travel and change jobs at will and the right to choose
one's own style of dress were among the specific civil
liberties demanded. The Human Rights Alliance also
called for "the release of those who have been imprisoned
all over the country because of the opinions they hold," an
end to enforced birth control, an end to the enforced sepa-
ration of married couples [it is not uncommon for the State
to assign a husband and wife to jobs in different provinces,
hundreds of miles apart); iheiighl l'° Weak heel)’ with
foreigners, the right, to listen to foreign news broadcasts,
Mid a variety of other rights and freedoms. The abolition of
the secret police apparatus and morefiffective 19851 Verne"
dies for the unjustly accused were also demllfldei

"There was, as we will ppggently see, an element of truth in the
Party's characterization of its critics as "bourgeois." The most
radical of the democratic activists did, as their clash with the
authorities grew more and, more bitter, turn increasingly to the
Vocabulary of classical bou1'B¢°i= thwshl in their am-axle
I-gainst Chinese "feudalism."

"We demand universal suffrage in elections for the
State leadership, andlocal leadership, at all levels." point
four began. Party and State cadres should be subject to the
law, and there should be a constitutional guarantee of the
people's right to criticize their leaders. Candidates from
opposition parties should be allowed to stand for election
to the NPC. Governmental secrecy must be eliminated: all
meetings of the People's Congress should be ‘opened to
the public, and all economic statistics, including the
number of injuries and deaths in work accidents. made
available for public scrutiny. In addition, the Manifesto
proposed the creation of an elected "Citizens' Assembly"

DEMOCRACY: THE FlF'I‘H MODERNIZATION. Part
Two (excerpts)-The "bourgeois democracy" of the West
allows their citizens to express their will by means of elec-
tions, and even if the popular will is misguided, the people
have the chance, to right their mistake. That is why no
“bourgeois politician" dares ignore the opinion of the
electorate. . .But the “proletarian politicians" can always
decide to resort to the big stick to force the “proletarian
masses" into submission. The people can then do little but
contemplate the politicians‘ successful rise t/0 power. and
wonder at their life of pleasure and debauchery.

In the West, the people enjoy the benefits of progress.
People in "socialist countries," like draught animals. Only
hope for some grass to eat after work. They must find their
contentment in a barracks life, both strict and exhausting.

Westem workers can go on strike and demonstrate,
thus influencing the organisation of their work, as well as
their living conditions. The Chinese workers and peasants
must content themselves with the salary that Marx defined
as the "bare essentials for the keep and reproduction of
the labour force.”. . .

At this point, the organs of the proletarian dictator-
ship interrupt us: "At least, in our society. we have solved
the problem of hunger."

' Is that really true? Perhaps it would be better to let
“the dark face of socialism," i.e., those people who beg at
the street corner in the villages and towns, answer this
question.. . Those who lick Mao's arse have come to the
wrong place.We have no room for these lies in China.. ,

. "Enough!" the disciples of Stalin and Mao tell us.
“ln capitalist countries there are shanty towns." Then set-
tle this question for yourselves: isn't the working-class
district behind the Chonwenmen restaurant in Peking far
filthier, far more derelict, far more overcrowded, than the
American slums? ,

"Stop!" the arse-lickers who have benefitted from the
regime say. “in capitalist countries there is no equality
between the sexes." Do they imagine that men and women
are equal because they submit to the same oppression,
because they lead the same life, more wretched than that
of pigs and dogs, and work like galley slaves in order to
benefit their Lordships—gracef1.llly termed "socialist ac-
cumulation"!

"Please!" The professional slaves can't take any
more. "In capitalist countries there are prostitutes." This
time they should turn to their own whore, the police. and
ask, how many clandestine prostitutes are there in China?
And in the USSR? And how many young girls are there
ready to "serve" the lop leaders at any time? And how
many young girls are dispatched to work in the depths of
the countryside because ‘they refused to "serve" their
leaders?. . .

' —Wei Jingsheng



to stand watch over the day-to-day workings of the State.
The economic measures put forth by the Alliance included
the abolition of overcrowded slums, unemployment bene-
fits for those for whom the State could not provide jobs,
and a guaranteed minimum income for the peasants (cur-
rently, their income rises and falls with the size of the har-
vest, and in bad years ma.ny peasants must go heavily into
debt to the State merely to survive.)

Of particular interest was point seven, which called
for popular control over the economy—withoi.it', however,
specifying how this was to be achieved. It is worth quoting
in its entirety. "State ownership incorporates the means
of production, and society as a whole should progressively
take them over from the State. Socialization of production
requires a corresponding system of socialization of bene-
fits. The people must get more of the surplus. We demand
to be consulted in matters such as the rate and amount of
taxes that industry and agriculture pay to the State. And
the State must account for the profits it rnakes in indus-t .
U While the dissident movement was trying its wings,

the situation in Beijing was complicated by the entrance of
a new set of actors onto the scene. Throughout the months
of December and January hundreds of the aggrieved, and
even thousands, flocked to the capital from the provinces
(some walking as far as a thousand miles) to present their
complaints to the central govemment.(5l) Often identified
rimply as "peasants" by the Western media—and indeed
most were currently living in the villages—they were by no
means a cross section of the rural population. The
majority, all available reports indicate, were former city
dwells-rs who had been sent down to the countryside.
Sr-mo hadllost their jobs during the economic crisis that
followed the GLF; they had been living as peasants for
nearly two decades. Others had suffered political persecu-
tion or even physical abuse during the GPCR or other
Maoist campaigns. Many had appealed again and again to
have their record cleared so that they could retum to the
cities or at least find steady work, The mass rehabilitation
of victims of "leftist" persecution during summer/fall
I973 had encouraged them to believe that the new regime
might now he more receptive to their pleas.

"Some of them." wrote a French joumalist, "were
straight out of a Goya painting— sick, on crutches, dressed
in rags and tatters, wretchedly poverty-stricken." One
woman offered her children up for sale—perhaps in ear-
nest. perhaps. as a Chinese bystander told foreigners,
merely to dramatize her plight. The woman told her story
to a writer from the dissident joumal, Explorations: "The
father of these children worked in the XX coal mine in
lleilongjiang. A gallery collapsed on him and he is now
paralyzed, but the directors did not consider it a work
accident and said, ‘All the others took flight, why did he
alone not escape?’ We complained to higher authorities.
ln vain. The directors told us, ‘We will stick to our decision
own if you appeal to Hua Guofeng.' We came to Beijing,
but here they direct us to our local leaders to resolve the
problom. If we return we will die of hunger. And if we
don't die of hunger they will persecute us cruelly. That has
already happened to us. Here we have nothing to eat or
drink and we are starving in any case.(52)

Those who did not have friends or relatives in the city

slept in public buildings or even in the street, huddled
around fires on the pavement. The temperature was ten to
twenty degrees below zero Centigrade. “In Beijing, with
its broad avenues and beautiful hills the scenery is fine
and the air is fresh," one of the petitioners wrote mor-
dantly. "lt is a real pleasure for us to live in these hills and
streets. Especially for those whose health is fragile, one
can say that it is a veritable rest cure." The jest was a
bitter one; half a dozen people reportedly died from
exposure kto the cold before the city govemment finally
took action, finding lodgings for some and giving the rest
permission to build a shantytown near the Great Hal] of
the People.

These people had come to petition the central authori-
ties peacefullyj more troublesome were the recently sent-
down urban youth, who flooded into all of the major cities
in unprecedented numbers to demand an immediate end
to their rural exile. A few of the sent-down youth also came
as petitioners; for example, the delegation from Yunnan
who delivered the news that some fifty thousand of their
comrades on the State farms of that province were on
strike for better wages and working conditions. Most,
however, carhe not to ask but to demand. During the
GPCR sirnilargroups of retumed youths had been among
the bitterest enemies of the bureaucracy (for a time, they
had served as shock troops in the Maoists’ assaults on the
“rightists' ' who held power), for they had little to lose and
were eager. to avenge themselves on those who had con-
sig-ned them to a fate they considered no better than that
of labor-camp prisoners. The return of sent-down youth by
the tens of thousands posed several dangers to the Party:
not only that they might riot, as had happened in the
GPCR, but also that they might unite with the democratic
movement, giving their grievances a political dimension,
or that their bad example might spread to the workers.
particularly the masses of V low-paid apprentices and
temporary laborers. To one degree or another, each of
these dangers did arise, only to be neutralized by the
Party. -

But trouble was not yet imminent at the start of the
new year, and the bureaucracy felt secure enough to offer
fresh encouragement to the postermovement. ‘-‘Let the
People say what they wish," proclaimed a 3 January 1979
People ‘s Daily editorial. “The heavens will not fall. " Later
in the month it was announced that Li Yizhe had been
released, and over a hundred thousand “rightists” who
had Criticized the CCP during the Hundred Flowers
movement were freed after twenty-two years of imprison-
ment.l53l No doubt this new wave of rehabilitations
inspired more victims of repression to come to the capital
in the hope that their cases, too, would be reopened; by
the end of the month there were said to be upwards Of
thirty thousand villagers in Beiiing.
. The human rights activists were not slow to respond
to the renewed official encouragement, nor did the rural
petitioners miss their opportunity.l54) On the anniversary
°f Zl\0\1'$ death (3 January) democratic activists mingled
with the crowds who came to Tiananmen Square to PB)’
tribute to the late Premier; they sold copies of their jour-
nals and held public discussions. Two members of the
Hum“ Rights Alliance Spent the day talking with hun-
dreds °f Peopleabout their manifesto; the response, they



told a Canadian reporter, was mostly positive. A week
later the Enlightenment Society held an open meeting at
the Square. The "persecuted Chinese" (as the petitioners
called themselves) were also present during the urioffigigl
ceremonies in honor of Zhou; on the eighth they conducted
the first of a series of demonstrations. After gathering at
the Martyrs’ Monument to put down wreaths in Zhou's
memory, some two hundred villagers marched around the
Square for two hours; they carried banners which read,
“We don't want hunger. We don't want to suffer any
more. We want human rights and democracy." Similar
marches were held in the days that followed, and when
they were not suppressed the demonstrations grew-bolder.

On the fourteenth they retumed to Tiana.nmen with
their banners and paraded—chanting "We’re tired of
being hungry" and “Down with oppression"—to Zheng-
nanhai, ‘the headquarters of the Central Committee and
home of the top Party leaders. By the time the marchers
reached their destination they had drawn a crowd of two
thousand sympathetic onlookers. Prevented by the mili-
tary guard from entering the headquarters, they requested
a meeting with Hua or Deng to present their demands, and
insisted that they would not leave Beijing until their
grievances were redressed. None of the top leaders
answered their summons and by midnight the demon-
strators had left—only to retum, their appeals still un-
heeded, a week later. “We have no way of living a decent
life," one said. “We can't express our feelings anywhere.
and now even in front of Zhongnarihai we are getting
nowhere. The leaders must be made to know this." Their
vigil continued, without result, into the next day.

The Party began to issue wamings.l55) Its youth
auxiliary proclaimed that young people must be “taught to
correctly use their democratic rights" by going through
regular channels rather than taking to the street. City
officials, the new mayor among them, made speeches
critical of the movement. The magazines were branded
"underground" and the dissidents said to have received
aid from foreigners in procuring supplies. W811 P°$t°1'5
defaced the city and exposed Party secrets to Chinese 9-fld
foreigners. Some poster-writers were even "class ene-
mies, " warned a deputy mayor, adding omin0I15lY y “W055
who should go to forced labor will go to forced labor, those
who should be imprisoned will go to priflofl-" His ""°Td5
were soon backed up by action: on 18 January Fu Yuehllfl.
an early member of the democratic movement who had
Worked with the rural petitioners. finding h°l-“mg f°'
them and helping to organize their demonstrations, was
taken into custody by the police. Her connection with the
demonstrators was no doubt the reason’ why she W88
singled out for punishment; 1191' 9-"est sewed as 3 d°“!"°
Warning to the vfllagei-5 not to pursue their course of action
and to the dissidents not in join the demonstrations lI‘l the
streets. (Atpresent, Fu is still in priflfln; her October i979
trial was interrupted and has not resumed. It is not hkel)'
that she will be released.)

- Hers was not to be the last arrest; W0 °l ‘ll? P°°Pl°
she had been aiding were soon to follow her to pn9<m- 011
27 January some thirty thousand leading membefs °f
China's niling class met in the caPilal f°"_ a gala evemng of
eating’ dancing and card playing, “A joyous. mood Pre-
vailed in the Great Hall of the P¢0Pl°1" smd the New

China News Agency dispatch. Outside, the mood was far
from joyous. More than a hundred ragged demonstrators
gathered in the freezing cold. not far from the rows of
official limousines, to stage yet another protest. “We want
food," they shouted. "We want clothing. We want to be
equal." As the party broke up the protesters were sur-
rounded by unanned soldiers, and two were arrested;
according to a wall poster, they were later sentenced to
five-year prison tenns. Despite these instances of repres-
sion and the Party's earlier threats against the dissidents.
the mass media continued to speak of the people's right to
put up wall posters: the goal was to tame the movement,
not yet to destroy it.

If the Party expected the human rights activists to
quietly toe the line, it was mistaken.(56) A delegation from
various dissident groups descended on police headquar-
ters to demand the whereabouts of Fu Yuehua and the
others who had been arrested. Acting in unison for the
first time, seven of the groups signed a joint poster calling
for a “protracted struggled for the application of socialist
democracy." They protested the recent repression and
demanded the immediate release of the prisoners and
punishment for those who had ordered the arrests; in
addition, they vowed to gather information on the repres-
sion and publicize it at home and abroad. Several posters
went up in response to the Party's threats, the authors
insisting that wall posters and demonstrations had consti-
tutional protection. They also defended their right to com-
municate with foreigners and denied that their movement
harbored enemies of the people: “It is the Central Com-
mittee that should be checked out to make sure that it has
not been infiltrated by bad people," said the Human
Rights Alliance. The editors of Explorations replied to the
official attacks in similar terms, writing, “No one ap-
pointed you to make such accusations, and you do not
represent the hopes of the people." Dissident posters
forewarned that the Party's moves were “a signal for the
extermination of democracy," but pledged that the battle
for human rights would go on. A rally at Democracy Wall,
announced by posters put up throughout the city, drew a
crowd of around five hundred, including the ubiquitous
agents. "If there are those who want to oppress us," said
one speaker, "we are waiting for them! Let them come!"
Another speaker added, "We will attain democracy by
fighting. All the people must demand it, not ju'st a handful
like today."

A confrontation seemed inevitable. But when the
anticipated crackdown finally arrived, it was provoked not
so much by the defiant attitude of the Beijing dissidents as
by a quite separate chain of events for which they bore no
direct responsibility: an outburst of social protest which
flared up in all of China's major cities in early spring 1979.
Trouble had been brewing since the New Year's Festival
(which fell on 28 January that year). Families separated at
the Party's orders are allowed a brief reunion during this
holiday; throughout the country, a new wave of sent-down
youth flowed into the cities. This year, however, many
decided not to go back; joining the earlier arrivals, they
gave a new impetus to the struggle against the nistifica-
tion program. Ln Shanghai, where demonstrations had
already taken place as early as December, a renewed
upsurge of protest began on 1 February when more than



five thousand people, mostly retumed youth, held a sit-in
outsidethe hgeadquartersof the municipal Party Commit-
tee. City officials refused-to meet withthe protesters, who
responded by organizing more demonstrations in_ the fol-
lowing weeks.‘ Leaflets urging -all fsenl-down youth to
retum to the-city and join the fight’for_,u_rban_ jobs wer_e
printed up and distributed. One group -had an ingenious
idea: posing as cadres of the municipal Labor’ Bureau, they
telephoned the work units us which they had been posted
and announced that Shanghai youth had received permis-
sionto stiyéand ,see_k._j:\'=!n-iployrnent in the city.(57)

Frustrated by the‘ l‘f‘arty"s's'l'lence, the protesters be-
came more disruptive; during one r_-narch, several people
climbed atop trolley carsr a_n'd"shut off the power supply,
blocking traffic in the middle of town? On'>5 February more
tlian a thousand _demonstr_gtpr'~s _paraded_jthrough down;
town_ Shanghai, trashing shop windows and besieging’
State offices. One. coirtingefit ofmarchers went to the rail-
ro_ad station and -sat on the tracks, 'I‘hey_ would not
move, they said, until the city Part; Committee
them an-audience; they rniglitgeven hijack‘-a.train to,,Bei-
jing. _Delegates weresent to the railroad office, wheregthey
negotiated an agreement for a meeting at Party headquar-
ters; but the rest of the demonstrators rejected that settle-
ment, demanding that the Party Committee corne to them.
When station employees broadcast the text of the law
against railroad assaults, they threw stones at the loud-
speakers. The authorities sat tight, allowing rail traffic to
be tied up for more than twelve hours, and gradually most
of the crowd dispersed. The next morning the police
moved in to clear out the last of the protesters, who
greeted them with rocks and fists. Two youths were
arrested, and the others were released after making a self-
criticism. Wall posters soon went up throughout the city,
denouncing the authorities and call.ing for the immediate
release of those taken into custody.

Similar incidents occurred within the week in Hang-
zhqu, main site of the 1975 labor unrest, and Tianjin. In
Jiaagxi province, a hundred sent-down youth descended
on the Nanchang railroad station where their parents were
employed to demand jobs. Not only did they deface the
walls with “slogans not in line with stability and unity,"
reported the New China News‘Agency, but “-at one point
they encircled and attacked the railway bureau's leading
cadres and disrupted the trains."

The official reaction—a mixture of vague promises
and measured thrents—was uncharacteristically re-
strained; it appears that the new regime wished to draw a
clear line bet_ween'itself and the “left” by showing that it
would not resort to the old methods of heavy-handed
repression.(58) Current difficulties were entirely due to
the influence of the "Gang of Four,". said a People's Daily
editorial, and the new leaders were aware of the problems
and working to resolve them. In due course, all past
injuries would be re-ctlfied,_ if only people would be patient.
The case of the striking Yunnan farm workers was settled
relatively favorably—they were offered labor insurance
and new housing—_and the settlement held up as an exam-

,P.19..of what other petitioners might expect. Wide publicity
waslgiven to a number of instances in which young people
had been from the countryside to urban jobs,
with the unstated implication that others could look for-

ward to the same opportunity as the economy gradually
improved. At the same time, various groups were mobi-
lized to bring -pressure to bear on the sent-down youth
(and on young workers, indicating that discontent was
31]-eady 59]-gadiflg to the flC’t0l'l8SlI théll’ PBIGDIS, youth
league and trade union cadres, labor heroes and older
workers. "We must not let individual troublemaking black
sheep run wild," warned the official media. “It i an act of
anarchy to make unreasonable demands that deviate from
the targets of the Four Mod_emizations.." Returned youths
were ordered back to the villages.

Aafew stem warnings would be enough, the Party
seemedto believe, to restore order. But unrest continued
in the major cities for the remainder of February, and on
into the next month. Due to the vagueness of the Party
press‘-our only source of information on the disturbances
—it is not easy to gauge the extent and duration of the
unrest. For a period of weeks the media were full of
denunciations of lawbreakers'and calls for order. The last
specific incidentfor which a date was given occurred on 9
March, but the press campaign continued long after that
date. Great progress in restoring order was repeatedly
alleged, but- “a few problems" caused by “a handful of
class enemies" were said to remain. It was only in April
that the media began to speak of these problems in the
past tense.

Assaults on State and Party offices, demonstrations
that disrupted road and rail traffic, and the formation of
GPCR-type street-fighting gangs were reported from
many regions.l59) In Chongqing, groups of a few dozen to
a hundred descended on State offices for what they called
"collective visits," during which they beat up or kid-
napped cadres. “A few people left their production or
work posts without permission" in Jinan and “formed
EB-figs to engage in bourgeois factional activities" (i.e.,
streetfighl-illgl. Youth gangs in Guangzhou forced their
way aboard freight trains and looted goods bound for
9313011: when police arrived, they pelted them with bricks
and stones. In Hangzhou, purged “leftist” cadnes mobi-
lized their followers for an attempt to overthrow the new
leadership. Other cities reporting outbregkg of um-est
included Wuhan, Nanjing. Harbin, Xirting and Lanzhou.

As in the “radical” mass campaigns of the past, there
was a general deterioration of normal social order.(60I It
was riot only the State which was the target of violence, for
mmfnll mes reportedly terrorized some neighborhoods,
mbbmg and even A number of other social ills
milie the" =PPea-rance in Shanghai: gambling, selling
P°"'f\?BmPhi° pictures. and—in a lighter vein—rollerskat'-
1118 tn the streets. In Hunan province, there was dancing in
the imeets °f Changsha. “Since they have been dancing
ff“ "°° “mg-" Va" indignant citizen was quoted as saying.

and have used too much of their energy, this has directly
affectitd their Production and study on the next day. " Fur-

__therrnore, the dancers drew crowds of spectators, giving
lf'°kP°°_k°"s_‘"l °PP°f¢l-"lily to ply their trade. Such viola-
gltzli of socialist morality could not be permitted to cou-

M°'° s_e1'i°‘-191)! - the upheavals started to spread from
"‘° *‘-"eels ""° the f=¢wries.(61| During the second half ofMarch, theg mass media in several provinces issued fre-
quent calls for the preservation of work order and de-
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nounced demands for improvements in living standards.
According to Shanghai radio, “some young workers in a
few enterprises began to talk more about eating, clothing
and material comforts and less about how to accelerate the
Four Modernizations, more about bonuses and wages for
themselves and less about doing a better job in produc-
tion. In some enterprises anarchist ideas began to spread

Workers at an Anhui mine were told, “lt is wrong
to refuse to work and to create an imreasonable fuss" and
warned that they would be punished if they continued to
“cause unreasonable disturbances"; Shanxi miners were
also charged with lack of discipline. At one Huzhou fac-
tory, “an unhealthy trend of violating labor discipline
emerged among some young workers of the mill" and was
overcome only by “repeated education" administered by
Party cadres, while Jilin province reported “such distress-
ing phenomena as violations of labor discipline. .and pro-
duction being brought to a standstill." From these scat-
tered and often vague reports, it is difficult to form a pre-
cise idea of how widespread this labor unrest really was,
but it does not seem to have been nearly as serious as in
1974-75, when tens of thousands of troops were sent in to
break strikes. No doubt those instances of military inter-
vention, and other interventions which followed in 1977
when the new regime was ‘consolidating its power, played
Ii part in damping down worker mi|.il8!1¢7- _

while 311 this was going on, the Party was not idle; as
it became evident that the wave of unrest was not going to
subside quickly, the official response Efllheffid 1110111611-

I

tum.l62) Shanghai authorities led the way, with the
municipal police bureau issuing a notice on 6 March de-
signedto “safeguardsocialisteocialorder.” It resdas fol-
lows:

(1) in holding meetings and demonstrations, cltlssns
must follow directions by the people's police. They are
not allowed to stop vehicles and block trafflc.

(2l Stopping trains or getting on them without
tickets is not allowed.

(3) Storming Party, government and military orga-
nizations and enterprises is not Occupying
offices, destroying public property, beating up and
abusing osdres and people's police and interfering with
the performance of official dutbs is not allowed.

(4) Spreadingrumorstooonfusethepeopleisnot
allowed. Inciting the masses to make trouble is not
allowed. Engaging in any form of slander and falss
accuaafiocn is not allowed.

(6) Except in designated locations, freely putflng
up or writing slogans, posters and big-character posters
atpublicplacesoronbuildingsisnotallowed.

(6) Prinfing, producing and selling reactionary or
pornographic books, pictures, photographs and draw-
ings is not allowed. Gambling is not allowed. Selling
ration coupons and certificates is not allowed.

Thisproclamationdidnotmeetwithuniversalaoclaim;
accordingtothe Partymedia "s few people” raisedobjoc-
tions. It was unconstitutional, they said, for the police to
issue such an order without proper authorization: the



fourth and fifth points "deprivledl people of their demo-
cratic rights" by placing redrictions on Eros
expression. Furthermore, it wm the Pu-ty_ leaders "who
weretoblameforthe disruptions. fortheirinjusticeshad
driven people into rebellion. Wall posters attacking the
authorities continued to appear. and youthful orators
tinued to make speeches "confusing and poisoning peo-
ple's minds."

More police were assigned to troublespots. and local
residents were lectured by cadres and police until they
learned to “makeadistincti_on between right and wrong!’
These “educatkwoal finally “checked
revolutionary publi: by forming revolutionary
public the happyresult that people began
to inform on the "bad elements out sabotage
activities." In asimillrilsw-and-order drive in Lsnllloo.
the city militia was called out, under the commaadiof its
military superiors. to keep cider in the streets, fadoriss
and publii: buildings. Numerous were madei two
thousand in"Beijing and Shanghai alone, toian
official cited by Le Manda. One young man,
charged no more crime than repeatedlyiblock.
ing traffic, was publicly tried in Sranghaiand sentenced to
five years in prison.

An shrill media‘ assault was hunched
against the Party's critics, including wall poster'wrlt_ers _as
well as demonstn-ators.l63l “Recently a number oi hig-
rharacter posters at [Shanghai's] People’: Square have
slandered and hurled personal abuse at the sys-
tem, the Party and leaders. In their teats, people have
given vent to their discontent against the sochlist system.
slandered the Party and leaders, and incited the masses to
oppose the Dissenters were portrayed as traitors:
' ‘Some people have recently taken to expressing erroneous
views and distorting facts to foreign guests. . .’l'hey grove!
before foreigners obsequioosly, seriously lacking in the
national pride every Chinese should have," said the
Shanghai media. The Beijing media did them one better:
"certain scum of the nation betray Chinese national
secrets and damage the national interest."

Though the democratic movement had no
direct connection with what was happening in the drsets
-and i.n fsctr-atherstoodalooffromthedemonstrators—it
nonetheless fell victim to the law-and-order campaign.
‘ ‘Libel-alization" had misfired; permittedto express them-
selves freely, the "masses" had not remained the
acceptable bounds of purely verbal ploted. The d‘ncon-
tented were too many. and their grievances too bitter; a
few incendiary posterswere fllvtlgltto off I social
conflagration. Now the sparks would have to be stamped
out. The only surprise in all of this was thst'ths Party
delayeditsresponseforseveniweeksanerthehiltisloub
burst of unrea. The explanation later ofleredby Deng
Xiaoping-that the Party was too preoccupied with its IR
in Vietnam to respond at once—isnot entirely
WhatseemsmorelikelyisthstthePolitbnrow_asuot
unanimously in favor of a total Crackdown on dissent. The

bad, alter all, a considerable investment in the
successoftheliberalisstionpolkqwhichgithadintroducod,
indubitably against the opposition of the Hus SIWP. To
admitthatthe policyhadbsckflredwon_ld'be an acknowl-
edgementthatthemoderate hlaoistshsdbeen right all

along. Thusit seems plausible that Deng was responsible
for the Par_t;'shesitstion.- um-he nu shrine for time. in

anchor: the-the rioting quickly wngiw Mm and
the ' have theprudence to avoid
'-‘direct CCP. ‘V 1: g ,

any such hopes. hecould only have been
"disappointsdfby the behavior of the democratic movement.
’ln defianceiof anofflcial on discussion of the Vietnam
situation, anti-war posters spread througliout urban China
-in the invasion. '0r'ie poster, signed "A"
"State Employee,-' that "Chino has its interna-

'-SA -big
Vietnam,"

ithe s‘_note to any-
one;-ivhol when Great" Power

"invading Vistnjh|n’.'l64)'
-_Nur human rights. moderate their

‘of Party's policies. The March
issue oi was the mod provocative to date,
featuring a which placed the

'tbeCCP's idherenceto the ideology ofhlara, Lenin and
_Man."l‘wo exposes ofprison conditions in Beiiilll (also by
Wei) were perhaps even more disagreeable-to the authori-

.ties.=’l'he first. '5"'l'he Twentieth Century Bastille," dealt
with the routine -use of physical brutality and torture
lgalMttop-ranklngcadresimprisonedforpollticaldevia-

t-at
-an



tions (see box, this page1(65) The second expose de-
scribed the “reception center” of the --Benevolence
Forest" prison, where people who had come ‘from the
provinces to make complaints to.¢he’¢emm] govemment
were often incarcerated. Here, mm beatings and mflure
were reportedly common. Wei's main informant on condi-
tions in this institution—a Lanzhou railroad worker who
had been declared a “counterrevolutionary" for criticizing
the director of his.work unit—claime'd to have seen Fu
Yuehua at "Benevolence Forest" after her arrest. Accord-
ing to his account, she was beaten so severely during one
interrogation that she had to be carried back to.her cell.

In *1 9Pe°°h "° @515 bureaucrats on -16 March, Deng
Xiaoping delivered a clear warning to the dissidents, stat-
ing that some people were going too far in their posters
and threatening those who “sold secrets to foreigners"
with imprisonment. No one, of course, could be g'u1]j_ble
enough to believe ‘that the dissidents had actually "sold"

THE TWENTIETI-l CENTURY BASTILLE (excerpts)
—[O]ne of the lightest and most common punishments at
Qin Cheng is to first starve the prisoner and then give him
or her a bowl of noodles heavy with grease as "compensa-
tion." Most, of course, get sick upon eating this and have
to miss the next few meals as well.

Those who leave a bad impression upon the prison
authorities are subject to all sorts of punitive or restrictive
measures, including the banning of all exercise, siich as?
walks or even movement within their cell’. By the time an
enforced immobility [of one prisoner] was finally lifted
after half a year, he was no longer able to walk. V

Irrational regulations of every sort govern the lives of?
the inmates. For instance, they have to sleep facing the
door Should you turn in your sleep, you will be awak-‘
ened, and awakened repeatedly until you have leamed to
keep your face to the glass pane.

Qin Cheng is also supposed to be equipped with var-i~1.
ous modern instruments of torture: for example, exposing_
the victim day and night to a light so strong that after a"-
while he feels he is going craiy.

Wang Guangmei [Liu Shaoqi’s widow]. supposedly
lost her reason as a result of prolonged torture. Whenxhe
wife of a cadre went toivisit her, her apP9B!'fl"¢eH.“'99
hardly J'~;,'_':1v'. _f_ _

= The m ‘ "oommon form '01‘ torture is iimPi§ 5°14-‘%€-"
You are call? out and surrounded by 5 8""-‘P °f‘me"" °.i
slug and kick’ until you are‘ bruisedfand bl'0T>dY ‘ind
pletely breathless. _ _ . _-i"-",‘

That Qin-Cheng should have remained tin-i¢_II°W" f°l'_@°*
long,was due“ in large part to the [act ?n'.07lQ;
was ‘let out before tthe 1970s. -1,! 7,‘.

Deaths were also jrequentk N@ith@Y_:1_{!}ig:§,ihe,'fd.
could know whether,_the.' ‘ "$9.11 $1?‘ '35! “.9 It-Bi?‘ - '3 ii

We must pennanefilpgffi fid"?_f‘fQl":
We must permanently gel 315' °f'P°h‘i1°a$.P.‘#5°_c'-1""?
imprisonment. It ispot the few unfortunaié
basic political and pgrsoml Flglllf fileen,‘“%ne?pl_e “hail
are at staltei We might\as|t'_fl§B hlihes ‘Y,-h° ._ a‘§'iU§-om‘-’.'
0_|_.\t Clieng; t of
otluirs_._to ofiaressi-.>E§§l,y _t-heir T .,e..~
secure‘your;;own? Whe”:i'7y0i§- Pefiéfiuied M“;-
ical pretextsf; did youffore§I7§'§ Y°"."5.¢lY°5 be"-g‘s“bi~&igfi-to

' ' ' ti ?the same kind of persecu On —Wei Jingsheng

military secrets; what infuriated the bureaucracy was that
the wall poster revelations were generating bad publicity
in the world press, at a time when the CCP was eagerly
courting the intemational bourgeoisie. The barrier went
up again between Chinese citizens and foreign visitors.
After Deng’s speech, Chinese who attended a dance at
Beijing's lntemational Club were expelled by the police,
and those who had contacts with joumalists or other for-
eigners were tailed conspicuously. Agence France Presse
reported that two Chinese women had been arrested for
sleepingwith foreigners.(66l

Refusing to heed the official warnings, the dissidents
struck back at the Hua/Deng regime, calling it “the
inheritors and child of the gang of four" and dismissing its
charges as "laughable." To the Party's claim that the
demand for legal rights was a "reactionary"_ and "bour-
geois‘.f slogan they replied, “it is you who are wearing the
cap of the bourgeoisie" and vowed that they would not
submit without a fight. “If we go back to Deng Xiaoping's
speech on I6 March 1919," Wei Jingsheng wrote in a spe-
cial issue of Explorations, it is clear that Deng was abus-
ing the confidence the people had vested in him when he
thus attacked the democratic movement. Why lay all sorts
of crimes, including the failure of the economy, at the door
of the democratic movement, when they are the responsi-
bility of the I-lua~Deng system? Once again the people are
made the scapegoat for their leaders’ failure. " The people
should no longer support Deng if he intended to return to
“the Mao-type tyranny."(6'7)

The third armiversary of the Tiananmen demonstra-
tion was near; to ward off the threat of new disturbances,
the Party acted rapidly. On 29 March Wei Jingsheng was
taken into custody as an example to the other activists. A
member of the Human Rights Alliance was also arrested at
the sarne time. Limits were placed on the contents of wall
posters: no c'riticism' was to be allowed__of "socialism," the
dictatorship of the proletariat, the leadership of the Com-
‘munist Party, and Marxism-Leninism-_Mao-Zed0ng-
'l"hought."‘Exposure Br "state secrets"—a useful tenn
which means whatever the Party says it means—was pro-
hibited. Members of the human rights organizations were
tailed by the police, and a few people went underground;
police"age'rit‘s inspected the files of dissident journals.
looking for‘names.(68) The few who continued to put up
res'ist'ance soon found themselves in prison.

Among‘those arrested were Ren Wanding, chief
spokesman forlthe Human Rights Alliance, and several
other members of the group. On 4 April they brought a
new essay-length poster—titled “The Slogan of Human
Rights and the Swindle of ‘Marxism-Leninism' "—to
Democracy Wall. "The eneniies of democracy have begun
to attack," were its'bpe'nir_1g'words. The Party propagan-
dists who had branded "human rights" as a "bourgeois"
slogan were "imbeciles" for whom "Marxism must neces-
§ari]y signify the abolition of human and political rights."
The poster went onto denounce the "masters" of the
"bureaucratic system"'who “realize that if the movement
achieved its demands, they would no longer be able to
keep the positions which have procured them substantial
income without having to “be responsible to the people.
They would lose their master positions and become true
servanf.s'of society." Before they could finish hanging up
their poster Ren and his comrades were surrounded by



police and dragged away. Protests against the repression
and calls for the release of the imprisoned activists per-
sisted for a few more weeks, but the most critiuil wing of
the movement gradually fell silent under the impact of fur-
ther arrests—sorne thirty or forty in all—and the “Beijing
Spring" was over.l69l ‘ _ ,

Certain of the more moderate journals (for example,
the April Fifth Forum, which pledged its loyalty to "social-
ism" and the Party) were allowed to continue publication,
though they were constantly threatened with suppression
if they stepped out of line. Only a handful of new posters
appeared ‘during the summer; the voices of Democracy
Wall had been reduced to amurmur. By silencing its most
severe critics. the Party demonstrated that it could crush
the democratic movement at will. During the fall of 1979
(as we will see in our next issue) the movement would be
pennitted a brief revival. before being silenced once more
—'l-his time, it seems, for good.

4. Limits of the Democratic Movement
A venerable axiom of political analysis, as pertinent to

the People's Republic as to any other class society, holds
that conflict within a ruling class favors the growth of
opposition among the exploited. This truism,has been
amply confin-ned by the rebelliousness of Chinese stu-
dents and young workers during the last fifteen years of-
factional rivalry. ln 1974-75. clashes between “-leftist" and
"rightist" bureaucrats triggered strikes among the most
discontented workers, e.g., the railroad coolies. ln Octo-
ber i974, a month after the first draft of the “Li Yizhe”
group's famous wall poster had been circulated, a hundred
thousand Guangzhou youth (mostly factory workers) held
a demonstration outside city to protestj~ag'ainst bureau-
cratic privileges and £tuthiiritarianisrn.l70l l

Popular discontent the Party/State apparatus
has occasionallylbeen articulated in manifestos—such as
"Whither China?" by the “Shengwulian" group, and
Yizhe's "On Legality and Socialist Democracy‘-'.-wliich
circulate illegally, in._the manner of the Russian scimizdat.
For the most part, however, the opposition groups which
produce, these documents have been‘ closely tied to the
factional intrigues at the top of the hierarchy. Consider,
for example. the Sbengwulian. an “ultra-leftist" riled‘
Guard organization which called for the overthrow of the
“new bureaucratic, bourgeoisie." Though sometimes de-
scribed by and Trotsliyists outside China as-an
embryonic left-wing opposition, the group line‘d_up in
practice Mao and his faction, V-"Whither Chin'a?“"
was written by the son of a high official, who
privy to the secrets of the_.;CCP's inn__er circlesz; the mani-
festo approvingly quoted Jiangqing and Chen Bods and
named Zhou_Enlai a.s_ “the chief representative of_.Clii.na's
‘Red’ capitalist class." Although the rank-and file mem-
bers may have believed that they were struggling to over-
throw the bureaucracy. and esta_blisli'the Chinese Pl-rls
Commune, their leaders had clearly thrown in their lot:
with Mao's Stalinist "Left."l'!l) may
be expressed, about -Li .Yizhe; despite_"tli_eir.-vehement
attack on elitism and authoritarianism and their appeals to
the Commune model, it now appears that their political

viewpoint does not differ significantly from that of the
Party "Right." Since their release, they have praised the
Deng faction without reservation and have made no
attempt to join the ranks of the dissidents. Moreover, they
have revealed that their poster was written under the
sponsorship of a member of the Guangzhou municipal
bureaucracy, which suggests that they were involved from
the start in the factional conflict.l72)

The democratic movement, too, arose from the strife
within the Party, and in particular from the popular strug-
gle to restore Deng Xiaoping to power, but it did not per-
manently remain in thrallto the “irevisionist” faction. The
calls for “democracy and human rights" heard during the
January 1977 poster campaign had already indicated that
at least some of Deng’s supporters among the "masses"
were developing ideas of their own. At that time they
could still imagine that Deng shared their goals, but as
soon as he actually came to power it became clear that he
had no intention of enacting the kind of reform program
they demanded. The ensuing confrontation was inevitable.
But even though the most radical of the human rights
activists were finally compelled to recognize the chasm
between their piogram and that of the "Right," they did
not come to this realization easily. It was only with great
difficulty and after repeated disillusionment that the
democracy movement began to free itself from the quag-
mire of factional politics and develop an independent polit-
ical stance. And those who embarked on this course never
fully succeeded in escaping from the deadend of official
ideology; much of their thinking was still stamped with the
imprint of "Marxism"-Leninism.

The democratic movement never questioned the
Party's claim that it had established socialism in China
when it nationalized the means of production. The exis-
tence of a socialist economic base riras taken for granted:
only the politicalsuperstructure was in need of basic
reform through the introductionof‘ 2‘ democracy" and

1 ,,.‘.‘human'rights," the movement's favorite catchwords. No
rfandarnental conflict between the interests of the bureauc-
hacy and the interests of the exploited classes was
acknowledged. Not even the most radical of the Party's

;., critics raised the possibility of social revolution; the chal-
'lenge which the movement posed to the official ideology
was thus a limited one. The ambiguous social position of
the leading human rights theoreticians, which we have

_ Ialrehdy noted, was perhaps the main‘ barrier which
them from carrying their critique through to its

conclusion.
_ ¢+_[:nie failure to make a complete break with Party ideol-
'¢~ 0gy_af'§ected every aspect of the movement. For instance.

31¢ democratic activists. although attacked by the Pa.rty as
it?-lg-enemy agents,” were in reality quite nationalistic, as
" '°"}F¢ll¢ad W their singing of the national anthem before

thé.i!‘lIl§hs matings. They accepted the Party’s self-defi-
, I'lil<i_0_1_l fifths embodiment of the national interest. Appeals
-Y motives were an integral part of their propa-
;‘-'"B'fl1!da: thus Wei Jingsheng, for example, called on Chi-

‘l.‘lB'86_y0l1l-ll be. “patriotic enough to prevent China trail-
ing behind other nations and disappearing from the sur-
face of the earth.” Both Wei and the Human Rights Alli-
ance justified democratization by defining it as a prerequi-
site for the implementation of the Party's economic



modernization ‘plan. The latter group even went so fa; as
to support the "defensive" action against Vietnam: "We
must oppose aggressors and preserve our country's terri-
torial integrity. The Chinese people will not be |;i¢|;e¢|
around.’ '(73) This was surely the nadir of the demoemm;
movement.

Reform, not revolution, was the movement's aim; like
the early civil rights and anti-war activists in the U.\S., the
Chinese dissidents wanted the system to live up to its
promises Hence their repeated appeals to constitutional
guarantees of freedom of speech, freedom of assembly,
etc. (appeals which the Party has undercut by the simple
device of rewriting the Constitution). When the human
rights groups were first organized, they immediately reg-
istered, as we have seen, with the proper authorities; in an
attempt to win official sanction for their actions; they have
consistently and indignantly denied that their movement is
in any way "‘underg'round." One group, the April Fifth
Forum, not only registered with the Beijing city govem-
ment, but even demanded to be allowed to pay taxes on
the sales of their magazine.

Even those who looked to the Commune as a model
believed in the possibility of gradual reform, as is well
indicated by the title of one article published in Beijing
Spring: “Abolish the Bureaucratic System and Gradually
Establish a Democratic System Modelled After the Paris
Commune." In effect, the article called on the bureauc-
racy to commit class suicide by renouncing its power and
privileges. From the outset, the movement strictly limited
itself to legal methods of struggle, i.e., petitioning the

authorities through wall posters and peaceful demonstra-
tions. For the most part, they.held themselves aloof from
the rowdy demonstrations of the rusticated youth; it was
not the aims of the demonstrators (which they explicitly
supported) that bothered them, but the illegal tactics.
After the February incidents in Shanghai, the Human
Rights Alliance denounced “violent, shocking acts by peo-
ple trying to destroy the normal social order."

When the Party showed its claws, the boldest of its
critics were forced to admit that the "Right" was no more
favorable to their ideas than the "Left," .and they became
increasingly hostile to Leninism. Yet even in departing
from the official orthodoxy, they paid a kind of backhanded
tribute to its power over their own minds: they still did not
repudiate the myth that China is socialist. Lacking a social-
ist critique of the bureaucracy as a ruling class, the dissi-
dents could only tum in their growing disillusionment to
the mystic realms of classical bourgeois political thought.
Wei Jingsheng, searching for the roots of China's social
and economic impasse, found them in the Party's accept-
ance of the undemocratic ideas of Mao, Lenin and Marx;
he condemned the CCP for its ‘ ‘totalitarianism’ ' and “sup-
pression of individuality." But to speak of a conflict
between "totalitarianism" and “democracy” is to obscure
the real source of the bureaucracy's political practice,
which lies not in its incorrect ideas but in its class position.

To be sure, a Marxist analysis of Chinese State-capi-
talism would have been of little practical use to the demo-
cratic activists. They. could have taken scant comfort fi'Dm
the reflection that nothing short of a socialist workers’
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revolution would suffice to remake China in the image of
the Commune-hardly an encouraging conclusion, given
the numerical insignificance of the Chinese proletariat.
But at least it would have saved them from some of their
illusions, such as the naive optimism with which they ini-
tially assumed that “feudalistic fascism" would simply be
swept away by the people's awakened desire for liberty.
And a clearer understanding of the fundamental nature of
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THE RED BRIGADES:

1.. A ‘Diversified Movement

When speaking of the armed groups in Italy it is nec-
essary of all to emphasize the extent of this phenome-
non. and also to distinguish different tendencies within it.
During the summer of 1977, for example, the Italian police
claimed to have identified about a hundred armed groups.
of which only four _or_five were classified as "stable," the
others being considered “variable-” At the end of the
some year there were over 300 members of these armed
groups-in prison, of which 152 belonged to the Red Bri-
gades (Brigate Rouse, or BR|.(1) According to the Italian
Communist Party (PCI), “in the course of 1978 these
groups carried out 2,365 armed actions, i.e., 10 percent
more than last year (37 killed and 412 injured|- The 1'fll.i°F'
ity of bombings and shootings are claimed by the left: 619
as opposed to 55 claimed by the right. One/can also note 8
big increase in the number 'of these grouP$- The PC}
recorded 209 different groups in 1978, although the bloodi-
est actions, still were due to the BR-'12) _

Almostall the more structured groups with K ¢_°""_1'"'
ous activity have an ideology of leninist inspiration.
Among them, the Red Brigades represent the "1°'° °"h°'
don marxist-lenilnist tendency, while mflnr 07 Elle “her
Efoupa are influenced by the ideas of Italian _'worllel'-i8m_.."3’ with régpect to structure there are._0n the one
hand, the stable insurrectioniat srwr>=- which P'°5°“‘
l-hfimselves as parties “of a new kind." On the other hand,there more variable, "mersinfll" °'=""““°'“ "‘“°"
claim robe the armed expression of aP¢¢ifi¢ “cw” °f t_h°
Movement‘: women. youth. ¢l°1i"q“°"“s' elf" and whlch
"form and disband as the moment or occasion demands,
chllnging their name each time."(4) The! "1h°b““'hat ‘S

‘This term is used in Italy to denote the extra-parliamentary loll-
in senerar. including man! orswi1=“°"’ "ml °°“°°“"°" ‘long
With individuals.

Between Stalinism and Leftism

called the zone of “diffuse terrorism," the growing milieu
of individuals and irnpennanent groups which adopt vio-
lent modes of action, from stealing from supermarkets to
attacks on minor government officials and factory fore-
men. The NAP (Nuclei Armati Proletari, or Anned Prolo-
tarian Cells), for instance, was created with the objective
of supporting prisoners’ struggles. These two types of
groups also have different conceptions on other questions.
such as the type of violence to use, their objectives, their
relation to the masses, and so on. The marginalist and
workerist groups put forward" the idea of the “armed
movement’ ' in opposition to the insurrectionalists' concept
of the "armed party." Among the insurrectionalist groups
the best known are Prime Linea and, of course, the lied
Brigades; in fact, these are the only ones which atill really
exist today, and there seems to be contact between the
leaderships of the two groups.

Prima Linea, wlflch regularly canies out armed
actions, has a position halfway between that of the Red
Brigades—entirely dedicated to the notion of the “armed
party"—and that of the “marg-inalist” groups. For Prime
Linea, the question is to reconcile “terrorism with mass-
based urban guerrilla activity: the only strategy that will
avoid separation from the popular struggles, that will
allow an enlargement of the bases of support and which
will prevent a retreat into total clandestinity. Their mem-
bers do not live underground but work normally, agitating
in the factories, and alternating between clandestine
armed actions and the social camouflage of everyfiy
life."(5) This model of the "new party" is quite different
from that of the Red Brigades, as we will see.

There is a further, anarchist, tendency which is very
small. The most well known group here is.Azion.e Rivolw
ziondrin, though it lacks organizational efficacy; the major.-
ity of its members are in prison at this moment. They were
the only group to attack members of the PCI, which
marked a rupture between them and the other armed
groups in relation to the Communist Party.

\



Presently, the Red Brigades are the best organized
and implanted a'rrned group in ltaly, the only group which
could attempt to be the pole of convergence of all of the
other armed groups. This is mainly due to their apparently
superior "effectiveness," Without dismissing other hy-
potheses, we can perhaps explain this situation by two
factors. First, it is necessary to take into consideration the
importance of the stalinist tradition in the post-war ltalian
left; second, we must understand the consequences of the
road the Red Brigades have chosen: namely, their decision
to operate within the framework of “political autonomy,"
rejecting the perspective of directly) linking itself to the
mass movement.

2. The Parallel Party and
the Stalinist Tradition

We will begin with the importance of the stalinist tra-
dition in ltaly. From the end of the war until the electoral
campaign of 1975 (still very much centered on the corrupt
nature of the Christian Democrats) the PCI had always
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strongly attacked the Christian Democrats (DC). Up to this
time. the party followed a double policy, combining legal
with illegal activity. The latter was preserved in case of the
need to oppose anti-fascist violence to the fascist putschist
tendenciestwhich, until very recently, the whole of the
Italian left considered a great danger. This double policy
was increasingly called into question by the progressive
strengthening of the strictly legalist tendencies within the
party, proponents of “eurocornmunism" and collaboration
with the DC. As a consequence of the debates among the
leadership of the PCI provoked by the coup in Chile, the
legalist line got the upper hand. But for an important part
of the party—above all for the old militants and function-
aries marked by the experience of stalinism and the
Resistance and also by a "class" hatred of the DC with its
corruption and cold war line—it was very difficult to accept
the new direction signalled by the "historic compromise."

This hard-line tendency of the PCI has come to be
called the "parallel party"; it is not officially recognized
but is tolerated. It groups old stalinist cadres, the majority
of whom were linked to a clandestine military organization
that the PC created during the war called Volunta Rossa.
After the war, this organization was converted into the
internal police apparatus of the party, its “iron fist" for
dealing with its opponents. It was officially dissolved
(others say it went into clandestinity againl during the
Cold War. Even so, actions claimed by Volunta Rossa took
place in the 1950s in Regio Emilia. Their objectives of
“popular justice" against the bosses and their technique
—rapid and effective actions—have a curious resemblance
to those of today's armed groups. Some who hold leading
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positions in this parallel organization of the PCI still today
occupy imP°"8!1i positions in the local apparatus of me
party and openly proclaim their stalinist positions (for
example, Vidal, who as a Comintern cadrein Spain in 1936
was responsible for the murders of Bemeri and Nin).

More generally, the parallel party forms part of the
anti-fascist milieu which is still very strong in Italy.(6) The
constant preoccupation of these people has beento build a
united front against the danger of a‘ fascist-coup‘ d'etat.
‘After the right-wing bombings( which occurred in 71969 in
Milan. fascist terror again appeared a reality and the prob-
lem of fascism could hardly be seen as a mystitication.
Indeed the bombings created a certain fear within the
workers’ movement. The workers believed that it was a
violent response of the conservative sectors of the State to
their social agitation of 1968-'69. The political conse-
quences of these evpnts were very important. The anti-
fascist front was reinforced by leftist groups of leninist
inspiration, that still today constantly attack the fascists,
particularly the MSI (Movimerrto Sociale Italiano, neo-
fascist party with parliamentary representation). Apropos
of this, it should not be forgotten that it was not until 1973
that/the PC condemned leftist violence against the fas-
cists. We could say, thereforg, that the confluence of the
organized leftists and the PC, and the former's acceptance
of the political institutions, is the result of the anti-fascist
activity since 1969. It is within this terrain of anti-fascism
that the BR's have their place.

- From the start, then, the BR wishedto take on the
role of anti-fascist defense, and at the same time to occupy
the stalinist political vacuum opened up by the evolution of
the PCI toward the "historic comprornisefif It should be
pointed out, however, that this relationship between the
BR and the “parallel party" is neither so simple as this
nor so direct. On the one hand, this "party" does not have
a structural form with which contacts or links could be
established. On the other hand, not all classic stalinists ‘of
the PCI agree with the BR; far from it, in fact, as some
even propose their physical liquidation, in the name of the
same logic of the fascist danger which attracts other stalin-
ists to the BR! Nevertheless, ,to understand the phenome-
non of armadstruggle in Italy and the impact of a group
like the BR, it is necessary to understand, first and fore-
most, that in Italian society stalinism and militant Eml-
fascism are an expression of a political culture with consid-
erable roots amongst the communist masses and certain
popular sectors; It is to these miliwlt Pl'iIl¢iPl°$ and "mi-
tions which the BR refers itself and to which it appeals in
seeking its social basis of support.

3'; The Efficacy of f‘_Political Autonomy”

This said, it remains to be erplsined Why the BR W."
successful where other groups failed. Although a great
Varieti of: mariist-leninist (moist) amps 's°“8*“ ‘°
occupy the political terrain vacated by the PCI Pnly the BR
had the wits to understand that it was not P°99'b1° °°m'
new with the.PCI in building a P8-I1)’ of the claw“ ‘We-
based on mass organizations. The BR chose 81_10f-l1el‘_Y°ad¢
the creation of a clandestine milit-81')’ .°1’E$1‘f"‘f°“' ""_"'_h°‘"
direct Links to “mass work" in the @5915}; traditional

style. From the beginning, the BR believed that the revo-
lutionary alternative should be presented at the military
level, the level of big-time politics, in direct confrontation
with the State. V,

When, in 1968, while the student movement was still
very active, the Collettivo Politico Metropolitano cli Milano
decided to "redefine marllism-leninism," it took the first
steps in defining the orientation of the BR, fom-led from
that group some months later: The leftist _orga.nizations
Lotta Continua and Potere Operaio were criticized for their
"immediatist" conception of class struggle and their
defense of proletarian autonorn-y, as well as for their cor-
responding underestimation of the political dimensions of
the struggle and of the political instruments needed for it:
in a word, of the party. The hypothesis was that the party
could be reconstructed at the military level.(7) Ten years
later, the conceptions-of the BR have not changed, but
merely become more precise, above all with respect to
their fidelity to leninist principles. "The conscious and
imperative project of the communist vanguard is to create
the conditions of an alternative to the existing state, to
organize strategically the revolutionary potential of the
proletariat. ' '(8) But they have revised the typical marxism-
leninism of the present day by affmning that the vanguard
-—i.e., the armed party—cannot “firmly consolidate the
organization of proletarian power other than by the most
rigid clandestinity. "(9) lt is on this point that the ma.rgin-
alist armed groups criticize the BR, accusing it of thinking
of the “armed party as an organization separated from the
masses. ' '( 10) For these groups, “the vanguard armed
struggle is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for
the building of a politico-military organization of the prole-
tariat. The other indispensable condition is the auton-
omous initiative of the masses."(11)

Aside from these intervairguard polemics, it appears
evident today that the Red Brigades’ adoption of a strictly
military and clandestine line, refusing any mass practice,
has kept them within the limits of an armed group, from
both the political and the security points of view. From the
latter point of view, such a line protects militants from
exposing themselves in mass activity, as the members of
other armed groups frequently do. This does not mean
that members of BR refuse all and any involvement in (for
example) union activity, but that they refuse any identifi-
cation with leftist—oriented mass activity. Politically, their
strict clandestinity‘ prevents the BR from gauging its polit-
ical efficacy otherwise than by the success of their actions
against the political institutions, unlike the other armed-
groups who attempt to create factory organizations linked
to their armed parties, provoke fhctory revolts, etc.

4. Reflux of the Workers’ Struggles and
the Crisis of Leftism

In their development the BR and the other armed
groups were able to take advantage of the convergence of
two social phenomena: the "eurocommunist" evolution of
the PCI, and the crisis'into which" the leftist movement
entered around 1974-75. As we have just seen, for the BR
the fundamental political question is the confrontation
with the State. According to_-the BR, leftism underesti-
mates this “moment" and consequently doesn't engage in
Politics as the BR understand it. In 1968 such criticism of

l
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' Abduction of Aldo Morn. Rome.

ilie leI'tists fell on deaf ears, as this period saw the social
movement reach its height. But the years 1974-.15 saw the
it-flur of the movement .in the factories and a consequent
_t'risis rif the extrerneleft. Withthe decline of workers‘
activity. the unions were.abIe to reorganize,_i_ntegrating'
r-.1-_wiy di-velinped forms of struggle into their structure and
olmnrhing or neutralizing the militancy of the leftist
groups. The‘ latter. after a_ brief phase of growth, gradually
la-came institutionalized. above all as a result of their elec-
toralkisrn. Thinking that they could participate in political
power side by side with the PCI. in practice they often
supported this party against the DC. The PCI. now
involved in the "historic compr_ornise,“¢ abandoned its
traditional poet-war oppositional role- for] a policy of
"national salvation“ andla social contract. 'l'hese trans-
formations provoked feelings of frustration and impotent
anger among many leftists and radical factory militants.
“l'rogressively." recalled 1 participant in the armed
moyernent. "we witnessed’ev__en our own organizations
evolve toward theinetitutional struggle; they were becom-
ing _vague_ly ‘democratic’ and increasingly
frorrjl the interests of the _wor|iers.. .lt was then that We
decided to take up the armed struggle as the only form of
struggle. This was in the autumn of 1974.."(12l

The revival of union and'PCl activitywiis naturally
stronger and more ‘rapid in the industrial North of the
country. above all in Milan. It signalled the failure. of the
_leftixts. whose idea hadbeen to build a “\_vorkers’\ leader-
ship baited on the Alfa/Pirelli/.Si_emens_" industrial tri-
angle and arising from the "hegemony of the mass
worker." a concept dearto the “worlterist” school. Bot it
was exactly these mass workers who». suffering the conse-
quenceafof the reorganization carried out in the 1970s in
the big industries as well as the social consequences of the
rrinis. who came to be quite attracted by reformist union-
ism. This in one reason why “Milan became the rnost
favorable terrain on which to-reviv? the hypothesis of the
party."‘in its armed forI_n.ll3l

_\
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Thus the years 1910-1'5 produced a_ situation inoltaly
which was very favorable to the. proliferation. of,
groups. due to the impasse reached hy; the autonornous
tendencies within the working class-, by7th_e I8-¢l'l}Ql"‘gOl'tOl‘:
of reformist control over the workers, and by..th_e
_.tion this produced among leftist n:iilitants.and' active'-worlr-
ers. The armed groups of this firstphase came
from‘ the “worlterist" circles,‘ closely linked to the erperié
e_nce of the productionline worker and -very ‘critical of the
political conceptions of the BR, particularly of their “of
the armed party created front above, to wliiph "they
opposed the idea of a partye-formed from‘ below, _o_n the‘
basis of workers’ organizationsand factory nuclei. '-Today.
however, it is evident that this project
the test of time. Such groups, more easily by
the police. increasingly isolated fromftlie’ v_ery'_'w_or'kers
among whom they intended to-militate, too. oodeflaified.
by the incompatibility of clandest_.ine‘u:n_d masa¢tivity.’a're
today‘-and this is particularlyjrue, of Prima Linea.'the
hest‘»hnown—in the shadow of the BR. whose effi-
c|i1_e_ncy.and rigid structure ineluctably came to
t em. '"

\

5. Ideology and Mode of Operation of
the BR V i

BY MW the reader will have ya general idea -of. the
P°1i¢i¢al'principles guiding the BR. Both in their vanguard-
ist conception of the cadre party and in_their_:ltatis_t con-
ception of the an can be soon is a
leninist ors=niz.atiog- However; they differrfrom the other.
more orthodox m-l groups in Italy on other qu_es_t_ions.*'l'he
coreof the BR’s analysis is the idea that/capitalism is in ‘a
cn'sis caused by the tendency of the rate of profit to fall,-
"hkh will inevitably re-uh in -r confrontation» we-_
American imperialism and Russian

U I



Here the BR modify the classic leninist idea of the trans-
formation !Jf_i_mperi§list war into civil war. For thefflll it is
necessary utinleashthe “class civil wa_r'l:in‘the lInl:;eri3|-
ist metropoles fnow, in_ order to forestall a third world war
This political position is both influenced byitlie maoist
notions of ";people's war" and "red bases" and by the
worlierists' emphasis on the subjective factor, 1n the
present P"i9F1'- “ih -which the Principal contradiction is
between the metropolitan proletariat and the ii.i-ipei-ialist
bourgeoisie," the BR_._ regardthe Christian neiasiiais as
grouping “l-.5059 politicians most closely related to imper_
ialist circles."i-14) Through military confrontation with
"1956 "imP®ria_list politician_s_"-a _task that falls to the
"TeV°l"tl°"51’Y V9¥_18‘llflI'1_1".'-¢"the class struggle takes the
70"" 05 8 Civil “ifil'-"'l15) Hero we see a convergence
between l-he BB-'5 9-m11Y$i$ Qlld the classic anti-fascist
ideology of the "parallel par_ty_,j'_ which believes ihiitilié.
legalist line of the PCI ii-obs itofthe ability to oppose eithei
an eventual attack on the1So_§§i_et Union or a fascist coup iii
ltaly carried out with the collaboration of the DC." i

With respect .to itsmodeofoperation, the BR obey the
laws of all military and clandestine organizations. The
ideology of sacrifice and centralized discipline, hallmarks
of all such organizations. are here carried to an extreme,
justified by the stalinist ideology of the party. The BR
don‘t hesitate to declare that it is through their activity
that a "new proletarian person" will be forged:

The political identity of the revolutionary militant
means, first and foremost, the Party. lt is through the
principles, the strategy, the program. and the discipline
of the Party that the militant. freely and autonomously.
recognizes himself.l 16)

The stalinist tradition serves as the cement of the clan-
destine structure, contrary to what happened within the
armed groups in West Germany, where the militants,
influenced by a sort of anarcho-individualism, rapidly
came into conflict with the principles of clandestine mili-
tary orgariization.(17) Unlike the members of these Ger-
man groups, the BR-members (or at least the majority of
them) do not always live in total clandestinity. The! fll5°
lead "normal" lives, so that they are, for instance,
involved in union activities, mainly in the P_CI-dominated
unions, where they present the image of active but 110'-
extremist workers. But this changes from the moment that
the militant goes into total clandestinity, which is the
inevitable logic of this “type Of 8Cfi‘;iW- _

, The experience of the Italian armed groups gives I-I5 8
good idea of the hmctiqning of a leninist clandestine orga-
nization inside modem society, and the P°1ill°al°?mem °f
the Social relations created within il-.1" 5"-lnt°T""_e_"" pub‘
lished in an Italian wide-circulation magazine. a mlhtflht °f
an armed group (mt the BR) has given an account of a
Prflfessional of armed struggl.9- The mm'a“ts"“°_°bbged
"to lead 8 double life and to follow strictly a ceitam mods
Oi behavior, which is the proof of their suitability as Hith-
tamg; they ¢a;-mot frequent political circles or mil W191
¢0rnrades from the movement. .- All in a1|- ‘hey lead
3 lfegular life. They cannot freel)' leave the °'gamzatl°n'. as
this is a decision taken centrally. T0 l°l11 the °'3a'mzan°n
the candidate has to present excellent credentials. and

even then is followed during an ‘apprenticeship’ period.
Intimate personal relations are forbidden, as these can
cause conflicts within the organization. Living as a couple
is prohibited unless the relationship is legalized. The
public image of the clandestine activist has to be that of a
model worker. At work, he doesn't discuss politics."(18)

The same principles regulate the attitudes of these
militants in prison. For example, during a revolt in a spe-
cial prison at Asinara [which “houses” many mem_bers of
different armed groups), an anarchist prisoner, Horst Fan-
tazzi. managed to send out a chronicle of the revolt to the
journal Anarchismo. The prison Struggle Committee
expelled Fantazzi from the prisoners’ organization and
ostracized hirn within the prison, on the ground that the
text had not been ratified by it before being sent out. This
exemplifies much behavior like that of the PCI under fas-
cism, when party members in prison ostracized anyone not
in complete agreement with_the Party.

The least one can say is that it is hardly by employing
such means to combat the old world, both in their own
organizations and ‘in relation to others, that the anned
groups are going to usher in the new. On the contrary,
they do no more than to perpetuate the fonns of the old.

6. The Armed Groups and the PCI:
From Criticism to Confrontation

Given the stabilizing role played by the PCI in the
functioning of the parliamentary system and social institu-
tions of Italy today, it is quite normal that the strategy of
the armed groups responds to the political line of the party
and is sensitive to its tactical changes. We have already
seen how the development of armed stniggle was closely
related to the victory of the line of the “historic compro-
mise" within the PCI. To a certain extent. the political
attitude of groups like the BR toward the PCI has changed
in response to the difficulties encountered by the "euro-
communist" line and also according to the -events "un-
leashed by the armed struggle itself. From the beginning.
these groups considered it necessary to carry out a
political struggle against the present direction of the party
—the Berlinguer line. They never question the party, sim-
ply its present leadership. Basically, they consider the P(.‘l
as a secondary force in the tendency toward the creation of
a "world imperialist state," while they regard the DC as a
primary expression of this tendency. Neither is the PCI
viewed as the expression of a tendency of national capital
in ltaly,(l9) with interests in the fortunes of Italian capital-
ism at the world level. At most, it is seenias an expression
of the “labor aristocracy." Like all other m-l groups, the
BR believe that the rank and file of the party have been
hoodwinked by the eurocommunist leadership, and that
their armed actions will cause the ranks to open their eyes
and rediscover the “conect line." The BR are quite
explicit about this: “The solution will inevitably be found
in the armed struggle, about which it will be necessary to
take a position. The PC itself will be involved in this proc-
ess. We here reaffirrn our unitary position ini-elation to all
comrades who choose the path of armed st.ruggle."(20)
This attitude—which the BR share with other groups of
the extreme left, such as Lotta Continua and Potero



Operaio—is based on the idea that "the deepening of the
crisis and the growing class confrontation is progressively
reducing the viability of reformism. Such an analysis, how-
ever, fails to understand the historical and structural roots
of reformism within the working class, and views its
strength only in periods of economic expansion as inher-
ently stabilizing. This type of analysis is therefore incap-
able of seeing that after the period of the reinforcement of
the unions in the factories comes the growth of the role of
the reformist party in the management of the crisis."(2ll
Moreover, this underestima' ion of the role of reformism in
periods of crisis results in “viewing the State almost exclu-
sively in its repressive aspect."(22) ln conclusion, "such a
practice tin relation to the PC) not only made the armed
groups incapable of building an alternative to reformism
inside the working class, but also left them indirectly
dependent on the reformist project. insofar as their initia-
tives were directed against those sectors of the capitalist
apparatus (the DC‘) which reformism was also attempting
to push to the side."(23) . _

After the Moro affair, which should be understood as
an attack on the line of the “historic compromise," the
“armed party" was obliged to modify its tactical attitude
Inward the, PCI slightly, but without altering the basic
analysis of which we spoke above. In fact, the PCl's call for
an “upsurge of democratic consciousness” against terror-
ism, its campaign of denunciation in the factories, couldn't
leave these groups ‘indifferent, the BR above all. In their
“Strategic Resolution No. 5," the BR denounce the Ber-
linguer line as "representative of a bourgeois front" and
an “instrument of the imperialist state of the multination-
als." According to the BR the PCI, in collaboration with
the "union bureaucracy," have in practice "denounced
I-he revolutionary vanguard. trying to destabilize and later
smash the resistance of the working class."(24) In this
new situation, it is no longer sufficient just to criticize and
condemn “eurocommunism. " It is necessary to pass to the
attack, and the Berlinguer line becomes a target of the
armed struggle. After a first attack on a party bureaucrat
in Genoa, in charge of the relations between State enter-
prises and the PCI, the BR directly attacked the Party's
policy of denouncing BR sympathizers in the factories,
killing the Communist trade unionist Rozza who had
informed on a BR sympathizer to the police. This new step
in the confrontation with the PC had contradictory conse-
quences for the strategy of the BR. The reaction of the PCI
to this attack was very rapid and the whole of the Party
apparatus was mobilized in a reaction of self-defense. If up
to then the BR's actions always had the goal of causing
difficulties for the "eurocommu.nist" Line, the killing of
llozza was understood as an attack on the Party as such
and unified the whole bureaucracy around the apparatus.
For the first time there was no convergence between the
objectives of the BR and those of the “parallel party."

7. The Relapse of the ‘ ‘Movement’ ' of 1977

The events of 1977 shook up the Italian extreme left
and the armed groups. This movement had very special
characteriatics.l25l While it spread mainly among the
youth. especially the socially marginalized. it also demon-

strated a quite sophisticated political consciousness, able
to alternate violence with the satirization of refonnist insti-
tutions and those of the State. Nevertheless, this move-
ment quiclily.reached a political and an organizational
impasse. The mass assemblies which were the organiza-
tional forms of this movement were unable to extend
beyond the student and marginal milieu. The attitude of
the PCI also had an important bearing on this outcome.
The PCI never attempted to co-opt the Movement but, on
the contrary, from the beginning did everything possible
to oppose it and to i/solate it from the working class. A part
of the Movement reacted strongly against this isolation,
expressing its frustration by introducing new_ analytical
concepts to deal with the situation. The “social worker"
and the “diffuse factory" were the concepts through
which they sought to give expression to the idea of a new
revolutionary subject, after the failure of the political
project based on the “mass worker" of the 1960s. This
situation was further aggravated by the crisis of the radical
factory militants who, very marked by a “workerist subjec-
tivism, " were forced to recognize their impotence in intro-
ducing the new discourse of the Movement into the fac-
tories. Once more, after a period during which events had
overtaken them, the armed groups rediscovered a favor-
able terrain for recruitment. /

The BR regarded the Movement of '77 as a type of
non-political agitation, concerned only with defensive
actions. They did not, for instance, hide their disagree-
ment over the street fighting which was a feature of this
period. According to them, the confrontation with the
State or the machinery of govemment. By the way they
level. As Sergio Bologna points out, non-political activities
can in no way "influence the institutional balance of the
State for the machinery of government. By the way they
conducted their Turin trial and the Moro kidnapping, the
BR demonstrated to the left-wing workers and to the
Movement of '77 these forces’ inability to act politically,
i.e., to have any influence at the institutional level."(26)
Even though this only demonstrates the BR's purely bour-
geois conception of politics, the fact remains that a part of
the movement of '77, above all the more violent “auton-
omous" wing, accepted these criticisms as correct, and
associated itself with the positions of the armed groups,
and in particular with those of the BR. It was not by
chance, we may add, that the Moro kidnapping occurred
immediately after the failure and break-up of the move-
ment of '77; the moment was well chosen by the BR to
demonstrate their political efficiency, their capacity to act
at the level of the institutions, in contradistinction to that
of a crisis-ridden left, of the Movement and of the Auton-
omists. Of course, many of the militants who passed from
the autonomous movement into the armed groups did so
without great ideological difficulty, thanks to their leninist
conceptions of political action, political power, and revolu-
tion. Enzo Modugno, of the review Marxiana, clearly
pointed this out when, in 1977, he criticized those who
wanted to exclude the gun-toting autonomists from the
Movement: “It is necessary to understand the reasons
why these individuals resort to the gun. These autonomous
groups cannot be reduced to three or four homicidally
inclined youths; . . .what is today called the ideo‘ogy of the
P.38 was only yesterday the political line of the revolu-
tionary parties."(27l
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8. The BR and the Working Class

Before dealing with the consequences that the actions
of the BR and the anned groups have had for the workers’
movement, two points should be made clear. Firstly, many
members of the BR are workers. However, it is not by this
criterion that we judge the BR to be "separated or not
from the working class." We consider the BR to be a par-
ticular and momentary expression of a traditional tendency
within the Italian workers’ movement, the stalinist ten-
dency. Secondly, it is important to understand the BR's
position on the process of self-organization which domi-
nated the Italian workers‘ experience since the end of the
1960s. Basically. the BR consider every and any workplace
struggle to be defensive, lacking in any political content
tin the institutional sense). The only political actions are
those which are part of the “offensive movement of pro-
letarian resistance," i.e., those which have a “politico-
military content."(28l On the basis of this extremely mili-
tarist conception of political activity, the BR reject any
expression of autonomous factory organization as a_mani-
festation of “centrism" (note the typically stalinist termi-
nology). To these autonomous factory organizations, the
BR Oppose the idea of “organs of the proletarian
State."(29) Here is an entire political programme in a
nutshell.

ln describing the _reaction of the workers to recent
events. we will schematically consider three aspects of-the
situation: ll ln the present social economic crisis, a large
Dirt of the working class feels an insecurity provoked by
U16 worsening of their living standards. This sentiment is
Pffljected —and channeled by the State-i-I110 8 demand f°l'
order and sociai stability, for the repression of criminality
"Id of the armed groups.

2) It was in such an atmosphere tllfltl-1'16 P015?-i¢al Pa?"
ties and the mass media, as well as the State's ideological
Bpparatus, could organize demonstrations p!‘0teStl.Ilg
against Moro's death. For its part, the Left condemned the
HR 011 two counts. On the one hand, it evoked the danger
°f i fascist coup, thus resurrecting the old anti-fascist
Bentiments; on the other hand. 9mPl°Yl"B the w°ll'“"_’m
ideology which presents the police as "workers." It 11195
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to appeal to people's emotions over the five police agents
shot dead during Moro's kidnapping. The truth is that the
demonstrations which took place were the expressions of a
total mobilization of political society. Even sectors of the
population not normally disposed to act politicafly joined
in, such as small shopkeepers who closed their doors in
sympathy. In many factories, workers were paid during
the strike of protest at Moro‘s death. But we should also
point out that many people who came onto the streets did
so neither to praise Moro nor to bury the BR, but simply to
express their feelings of confusion about the event.

3) In the following days, all this created a feeling of
unease among many factory militants, even among activ-
ists of the union left and of the political groups who did not
identify themselves with the climate of national unity that
the political parties sought to create around the event.
This uneasiness was expressed, for example, in Milan,
over a proposed demonstration against the murder of two
militants of Autonomic, killed by the police lor by fascists)
after Moro‘s assassination. In the Milan factories. there
was a big debate on whether or not to strike and join the
demonstration. Despite the opposition of the PCI, the
workers and the factory organizations ended up partici-
pating massively; for many, though, this was only reason-
able as they had already demonstrated in favor of Moro! ln
any event, more than 100,000 people, almost as many as
for Moro's burial, came onto the streets, and it was evi-
dent that the demonstration carried an implicit criticism of
the Sacred Union desired by the PCI.

9. The PCI and the Criminalization of
the Autonomous Movement among
the Workers

Following on the heels of the Moro case, the PCI
attempted to profit from the general mood of confusion to
witch-hunt the radical factory nuclei and to tighten its con-
trol over the working class in general. But this policy met
with little success, mainly because the workers themselves
did not support it. The right and the left within the unions
also reacted against this policy as both feared that it would
allow the PCI irreversibly to reinforce its repressive power
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within tlieifactories". The-union’ right maintained that only
the Slate‘ should exercise the function of repression, 'wl'iile
the-left. fearing that its own members might be caughtup
in- the PCI hunt" for extremists. opposed any wave of
repression in the factories, though they nevertheless
clearly distanced themselvesfrom the BR. 7
‘ I 'l'he'- PCI’ hasaccused groups of radical workers of
being potential members of the BR. Even in those fac-
tories wherethe PCI is strongly represented, however, the
workers have rejected this attempt at cririiinalization and
denunciation refusing. as theysay in ltaly, to become the
Stati-. to intemally police the factories. Only some bureau-
crats (like-"Rozza) from the Communist union apparatus
have dared to denounce sympathizers of the armed groups
tothe police. Nevertheless, the_re"_have'l-ieen"c‘ases where
the PCI has achieved positive results its'cr'u'sadeagainst
the activities of-the’ 'errtra-union‘ militants. '~Ii good example
is what happened to autonomous 'workers_collective at
the of G'e'n"oa'.‘ After 'i:listrihu'tii-lg‘ a‘ leaflet entitled
"Neither-the BR'nor the‘ State," tl-iis 'g'roup was violently
dei10un'c£"d'bythe"'P-Cl as “brigiitisti'.' ' which led toiits iso-
lation and political weakness. O'ne‘should-recall that after
~l977>this'hiid achieved a certain "strength in the
iiiort". ‘since the war’-an untouchable fief ofthe PCI.
" 5 '“At"'tl-ie ‘same time,‘ however, reformisrn 'rnade'other
iises of anti-terrorism. above all as" ‘a' stick with which to
‘beat any cornliativity in the factories. But here too. things
didi"r"t so wbllufor the PCI", at least in the 'ca_s'e's we know
“of. fn SIP"(National'Telephone'Com|:iany)‘in Milan, during
‘a general assembly of workers intendedto ratify the con-
tra‘c't'fMay ‘raw; the 'union'attém'pted to use theyanti-BR.
pmlnhlional-'urrity line, to justify‘ tlieneed for “'a reason-
alilc"-attiti1de'fi'n this pier-iod of crisisl" The workers‘ reac-
tinrflwab: _strai'ght to‘the point: We "don't tilréibout these
stii'ri’e's'i?we're" hi-'re"tb‘=talk about our concrete situation as ’ "
wage'filbori=rs.‘ ‘l‘his"'i:’a'se-exemplifies the attitude ‘of the
fnass ofworkers a>_-mean: not only do'th'ey failtd see what
all thisinifitary activity liastodo with thein. butthéy also

that all of the political forces are making capital
‘out'ol'ft.“fronr'the~'PGl to the’Christian Democrats. For the
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workers, it is all Politics with a capital “p." in the tradi-
tional sense—’i.e., exactly the sense in which ‘the BR
understand it: an activity complewly separate from the
workers. from their conditions of existence, from their
problems and struggles. It is moreover significant that the
unions now have much more difficulty in calling protest
strikes whenever an armed action is carried out. As a
worker said to some journalists duringone of these strikes,
“Will you go on strike if they kill me?" while another com-
mented, "Now that they're knocking off one a day,'I won't
have much of a wage at the end of the month if we go on
strike for all of them."(30) In January '79, when the PCI
calleda protest strike against the killing of Rozza by the
BR’s, 3000 out of the 6000 workers of Alfa-Romeo in Milan
stayed at home on sick leave (and for two more days _fol-
lowing the strike) in a clear manifestation of the desire to
separate their interests from those of the Party and above
all ‘of their refusal of such political strikes. O

On the other hand," one slogan of the Blt, the sim-
plest. is quite well received by ithe masses, when they
insist that “those responsible for thedifficult situation of
the people the corrupt politicians of the DC." This
slogan was ui fact used by the PCI for many years. Fur-
ther, in relation to the BR. the workers very often manifest
‘an attitude of expectation. seeing them as those who can
f‘do ]l.l8tlC9‘f0I us," beating the corrupt politician, the
hated foreman, the exploiting boss. All of this makes it
even more evident how substitutionist these‘ types of
actions are. " '

Today in Italy, after a few years during which its con-
trol was severely weakened by the development of the
autonomous -struggles of the workers, reforrnism has
retumed to dominate the scene. including the factories. It
is true that oppositional tendencies stillconfront the line of
"riatio'nal'sacrifice."' but these nucleiof‘ opposition, above
all the service sector. by and large feed offthe dema-
gogrc and unsophisticated way in whichthe PCI presents
its policy of "historic compromise" and "national salva-



tion." As the economic crisis deepens, fear conquers a
growing number of workers (though this doesn't mean
that the situation could not rapidly change); ¢md_ more
than the P°l1"¢al Spectacle offered‘ by the BR, the anions
carried out by the armed "workerist" groups run ‘he fisk
of reinforcingthat fear, facilitating the acceptance of the
reformist project. The case of Alfa-Romeo in‘jMila.n is
worth considering in this respect. i

This enormous factory, the stronghold of1workers'
agitation since I969, is something of a thermometer of the
Milanese working class. An autonomous workers‘ collec-
tive is active inside the factory and has led some important
struggles.(3ll When the factory management decided to
reestablish compulsory overtime, this collective mounted
pickets at the factory gates. Their action, however, was not
well received and they failed to carry the majority of the
workers with them. For the first time ever, some-TPC goons
tried to expel the workers of the collective from the fac-
tory. Shortly afterwards, an armed group sabotaged the
machinery. The workers, in response, fearing that they
would lose their jobs because of the risk of the factory clos-
ing down, showed less hostility to the union policy of sacri-
fices, working an extra Saturday to recover production lost
because of the sabotage.

The radical factory collectives which still exist, more
or less throughout Italy, have only just begun to discuss,
though hesitantly, the question of terrorism. Their main
and immediate problem is to defend themselves against
the PCI's attempts to outlaw them. Thus far, they have
done so by exploiting the contradictions of the PC, in
particular its changes in attitude toward the DC, by refus-
ing to discuss the question of the armed groups with the
Party, and by opposing the question of the workers’ living
conditions to that of the "danger of terrorism. "‘ Neverthe-
less, many workers’ collectives have already explicitly
criticized the armed groups and their adverse effects on
revolutionary activities in the factories, attacking in partic-
ular the substitutionist character of their actions.(33] But
these collectives have yet to discuss the basic principles of
the armed groups, or the problem of the State and its rela-
tion to revolutionary activity. Indeed, the echo found by
political terrorism in Italy among mflfly mimams f',°m the
leninist left has been in large part due to the inability Of
this current to deal with the problem of the State. E8611
time that the social movement has had to confront the
State, in 1972 and again in 1977, leftism was capable only
of an electoralist response, in contrast to which the BR
could present themselves as "effective" in the realm °f
Political action. It is in this sense that we can salt that the
relation between the radical factory nuclei on the one hand
and the BR and the armed gm‘-‘P5 °“ the Other reflelits lhe
impotence that the former feel in relation to the rei€n"'|8
social reality, above all in the factories. In the same way.
“the experience of armed struggle "Pressed and Sn.“
“Presses, for a part of the proletariat, the need for a gam-
cal break with the present state of thm85- The pm _em
resides not in the need to exorcise this necess1t)' bl’ mcilcal
means, but to locate it within the worker himself. Smile
only when this necessity is BXP\'e55ed through a process of
s°lf'°l’ganization will it then have a role, one based n0!_°l'1Strictl 11' 1 b'ectives like that of the ¢°"fT°““"‘°“. Y P°“°a 03 fclasswith the State, but on the Pmcess of the growth 0
P0wer."(34)

10. The Impotent Arms of Leninism

In modem capitalist society, any armed activity must
necessarily be based on an organization of a military type.
As such, it-cannot escape the logic of the State whj¢h_ in
the last resort, determines the whole of its organizational
functioning and internal social relations, as well as its rela-
tions tothe social environment. Therefore, the model of
the armed struggle organizations is perfectly compatible
with the bolshevik conception of the revolutionary party.
For the BR7. as for the German RAF, this organization
must be built on. and through. the armed struggle. As has
already been well pointed out, the RAF "added to the sub-
stitutionisrn of Lenin, who replaced the proletariat by the
Party, by replacing the Party by the armed struggle. "(35)
It is, then, quite correct to "see in the emergence of these
groups ‘and activities “more the product of the end of a
period than the signs of the emergence of a new one. " But
these old conceptions of revolution and the leninist foun-
dations of these groups are not merely evident in their
form of organization. They are to be found also in the con-
tent of their revolutionary project, in the violence against
the State which they see as the essential aspect of social
transformation. This is why it is wrong to see these groups
as raising “the problem of the destruction of the State."
On the contrary, their conception of the revolution remains
an essentially political one—the objective is the destabili-
zation of the State—while their principles of functioning
rapidly lead toward the creation of a mini-State organiza-
tion, a mirror-image of the enemy it is fighting against.

Furthermore, we might also refer to the famous
"military question" of the revolution that many people
also believe has been raised by the activities of these
groups. To be sure, the "military question" was one of the
specific aspects of the bourgeois revolutions of the past.
characterized by the weakness of the working class and the
resulting strategies of class alliances. The end of the nine-
teenth century in Europe, the beginning of the twentieth
century in Russia and, later on, the upheavals in the coun-
tries which freed themselves from colonialism, provide us
with plenty of examples. Today, however, in the countries
where capitalism rules in its most developed form, not only
can the social revolution not be conceived as a "party
question," but it also cannot be conceived as a “military
question." In modem societies, where wage-labor rela-
tions have become generalized throughout private and col-
lective life, the subversion of the capitalist order can only
be realized through the takeover and control of the produc-
tive apparatus. through its transfonnation on the basis of
new social principles, under the control of the producers
themselves. While the attempt to accomplish this is bound
to lead to violent confrontations with the bourgeoisie, its
State and the political and social forces which defend state
capitalism, there can be no doubt that these confrontations
will mainly occur within the framework of this process of
taking over the apparatus of social production (because its
control is the key to political power in society) and not on
the traditional and specialized level of military action. It is
therefore hard to imagine what use the “military experi-
ence" of the armed groups would be. On the contrary, the
success of the anti-capitalist forces in these confrontations



will depend on their superiority at the level of the reorga-
nization of society and not on any so-called military effi-
ciency of a specialized group (which in fact wo_uld,-be¢:liffi-
cult to imagine, given the efficiency of;tli:=i repressive
forces of the State). H

The recent experience of the Portuguese "revolu-
tion" of -1974-75,_ despite its ‘limits. makes this point
clearer. When the right-wing Rutsch of November 25th
took place, what remained of the real anti-capitalist activl
ity of the Portuguese proletariat was insufficient even to
consider opposing a coup which clearly represented the
beginning of a period -of the imposition of law and order.
What this implies is that the workers were unable to devel-
op and organize a different and clearly anti-capitalist social
project, so that the defense of the “revolution"»was dele-
gated—automatically and without discussionéto the spe-
cialized apparatuses of the “military questioni” the popu-
list sectors of the Army and the armed cells of leftist
groups. The result is well known. In other words. here-as
elsewhere. the “military question-" was raised because the
social question had been buried (or solved) beforehand. In
fact, if the bourgeoisie is able to push the class confronta-
tion to the strictly military level, the proletariat will be
smashed in advance. Earlier in history, the much more i.rn-'
portant example of the Spanish revolution of 1936 also
showed how the development and predominance of mili-
tary activity meant the neutralization of the social revolu-
tion.

If the present crisis of capitalism deepens, if social
confrontations erupt and spread, and if the wage-laboring
masses begin to lose faith in the system, then, little by
little, we will see capitalism and its State forced into a
situation where the choices will be few. The use of the tra-
ditional mechanism for integrating the working class will
basically depend on the capacity of the parties and the
unions to control the responses of.‘ the proletariat. If this
does not produce results, the capitalist State will be
obliged to use its repressive machine. with far greater
force than the armed stniggle groups have obliged it to
use up to now. If. despite all this, the working class is able
to find in its struggles the determination and initiative to
go further. to organize itself on a new basis‘(refusing lead-
erships, the delegation of power, and strategies of class
conciliation) to build a framework for subverting the
‘present order and system of production, then circum-
stances will be transformed. The politics of a radical social
movement will replace military strategies of the‘ appren-
tice officers of the "brigades" and “arrnies" of all kinds,
devoid of any anti-capitalist perspective forthe mass of
wage laborers.) S
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 NOTES ON
THE CONCEPT or CLASS

In recent yeam much discussion has been devoted to
the nature and delineation of social classes and much of
this work has been at least nominally inspired by maraian
ideas. Yet radical discussions of social class seem ignorant
of the role that the concept of class plays in Marx's work. l
shall argue that the class concept has a very delimited i-ole
in Marx's thought. one that differs greatly from the role
assigned to it in recent radical analysis. I shall further
argue that this difference reflects a misunderstanding of
the relations in marxian theory between abstract cate-
gories and the analysis of particular situations.

New approaches to the concept of class. which appear
periodically in leftist publications. usually presume a con-
gruence between social class and consciousness. — E.PI
Thompson, for example. argues that the English working
class at the beginning of the nineteenth century is most
appropriately viewed, not just in terms of its structural
relations to capitalist production, but as fanning a unique
identity for itself through the creation of a set of separate
social institutions and a characteristic way of viewing the
world._Thus he wants to restrict the term “working class"
to reference to a social group defined by cohesive cultural
experiences and consequently has "been cautious as to
generalizing beyond English experience/'11) Defining
class as “a cultural as much as an economic formation,"
he is led to assert the existence of distinct English. Scot-
tish, and Welsh working classes. At the same time.
despite his protestations to the contrary. he defines
“working class" in terms of the structural relations of the
production process, as is indicated by his use of the same
term to describe a social group in each of England. Scot-
land. and Wales. Thompson indeed is caught in a contra-
diction; its root is his desire to use the idea of class to
represent both an abstract definition of social position and
a description of specific life experiences.

To take another example, the Ehrenreichs argue for
the existence of a new class in contemporary Am°"l°°-
which they call the professional-managerial class. As the
name indicates. it is defined by its (supposed! rel="°" ‘°
l-he production process. At the same time, it is assumed
that such a group will form a homogeneous cultural unit‘:
Ind in fact the concept is introduced to exl-fill" ‘he °"‘*"'
gence of the New Left.i2) Related theories of a “new work-
ing class" with a new ideology, ¢0IIlP°5°¢l °l P'°l°9_9'°“'l
Qlhployees, have been popular in E\ll’°P9 fl" ‘ WM" '8
the works of Andre Gorz and 3018* Mull“ ‘lug’ The”
llleories, which define new classes in order l-0 l¢¢°\"\l l°"
'P9¢lfic political and cultural =atec<>ri==- ¢."¢°""‘°' El‘?
"me difficulties as 'l‘homPson's. BY bell‘! m"d° specific
e"'°l-‘Sh to fit a particular historical coI\l\'ll°"l"°- ll” °°“'
°°Pl of class loses its usefulness for understandlhfl '-hf
unifying features of capitalist develoP"‘°"f' hmaad ‘t
lllnctions merely as a tenninolo8lF°1lY mun“ “dos oi
bourgeois g°¢io]°gi¢al categories.

Similar approaches are to be found in theories ad-_
vanced by “marxist feminists" discussing, for instance.
the class position of housewives. or whether a woman's
class is determined by her own job or by that of her hus-
band or father. The New Left Review is a breeding ground
for new "scientific" structuralist delimitations of social
classes. which frequently imply that the (presumed) ideo-
logical viewpoint of a social group needs to be considered
in order to determine that group's class position. What the
theories l am talking about share is the view that class
position and ideology correspond. Sometimes this corre-
spondence is accomplished through definition. as in the
structuralist conception of class as constituted by the inter-
section of political. economic. and ideological structures.
or in Thompson's discussion of the working class "making
itself." Other approaches derive consciousness from an
objectively delineated class position, as the Ehrenreichs'
does. Despite their apparent differences. all these ap-
proaches attempt to use “class" as a concept immediately
applicable to the analysis of concrete conditions. lf only we
had the correct theory of class. they suggest. social and
political analysis would follow immediately. Thus argu~
ments about whether the working class is growing or
shrinking lead to discussions of whether socialist propa-
ganda should be aimed at the "workers" or the "people."
The analysis. that is. will allow the self-appointed van-
guard to find the correct point of intervention and the cor-
rect strategy to load the masses to the promised land.

Marx's approach, at least in his theoretical works.
was diametrically opposed to that described above. His
method was that of forming abstract categories that must
be combined with other, increasingly specific categories to
provide an understanding of any particular situation. As
this is only a special case of the method of science. an
example from physics can illustrate this point. The law of
gravity implies that objects fall toward the ground at a
certain rate of acceleration. Any particular object. how-
ever. will not fall at this rate. Hence. in order to under-
stand the behavior of a particular falling object, we are
forced to introduce other concepts such as those of friction.
air currents, etc. This in turn requires an analysis of the
particular properties of the object under consideration. as
well as the condition of the environing air at that moment.
None of this negates the generality of the law of gravity.
however: it simply indicates that its level of abstraction
must be recognized.

l. E.P. Thompson. The Making of the English Working
Claal [New York: Random House [Vintage]. 1955i. P- 13-

2. Barbara and John Ehrenreich, "The Professional-Manm
gerial Class" and “The New left and the Professional-Mans
gerial Class." Radial America lll2):7-3| and I3). 1977.

For an amplification of the argument made here. see G"! H°'-l'l-
"A New Class ltoot & Branch 5:37-40, 1978.



The situation is similar with Marx's definition of capi-
talist social classes in the course of his analysis of the laws
of motion of capitalist production. He begins in volume I of
Capital with the concept of “capital in general"; from this
perspective the working class appears as the collective
producer of surplus-value, even as the capitalist class
appears as its collective employer and exploiter. As the
analysis progresses, Marx refines the concept of the col-
lective laborer by distinguishing between productive and
unproductive labor. Only the fonner produces surplus-
value, while the latter performs duties (such as sales) that
are necessary for the capitalist system but don't produce
surplus-value. Both types of labor, however, are per-
formed by the working class, which still consists of all
those who work for wages lor salaries) at the discretion.
and for the benefit, of the owners of the means of produc-
tion, the capitalists. This remains true even as both the
working class and the capitalist class are shown to contain
many subgroups, with different conditions of life and even
conflicting interests. Class position is for Marx only one
aspect of the totality of social conditions that must be
understood if we are to analyze an individual's or a
group's likely activity in the social arena. He applies the
concept of class at the most abstract level of his analysis of
the social relations of bourgeois society; that is, his cate-
gory _of class fonns the foundation of his theoretical frame-
work for understanding the dynamics of capitalism.

The power of Marx's abstraction of class relations
may be demonstrated in the analysis of capitalist crises. In
normal circumstances workers share with everyone else
the fundamental ideas of bourgeois society. Marx saw
these ideas reproduced in theoretical form in the so-called
science of political economy. which his “critique of polit-
ical economy“ attacked as the reigning ideas of the bour-
geois epoch. Marx sought to expose the fundamental
opposition between the interests of workers and capital-
ists. which becomes manifest (in varying ways, depending
on the specific circumstances) in periods of crisis. The
division of society into capitalists and workers leads to
these recurring crises of profitability through the workings
of the laws of motion of capitalism. When the crisis shat-
ters the “community of interest," workers begin to act in
defense of their own interests. To exert an influence at the
social level, however, workers are forced to act collec-
tively. which leads to modifications of their ideas. As the
assumptions of political economy no longer correspond to
their experiences, they begin to question them and to
formulate new-ideas to explain their collective activity.
Since the working class is not homogeneous, the ideas that
diffvront workers put forth will vary depending on their

specific past ideas and contemporary activities. Leninists
tend to assume that such ideas are perfectly predictable
and are embodied in the current ideas of the revolutionary
vanguard. Marxists. however. see that one can only antici-
pate these ideas in their broadest outlines, on the basis of
an understanding of how the changed social conditions
brought on by the crisis are likely to lead to changed social
action.

The analysis of any specific situation requires a con-
ceptualization of its historical particularity within the
framework provided by the general theory. The manian
categories, such as that of class. can be applied directly
only at the level of analysis for which they were developed.

To deal with more concrete issues, categories more spe-
cific to the situation under study need to be developed. An
analysis of the New Left, for instance, would require a look
at the particular ideas of the participants, ideas which
were not predetermined by (though they were likely
influenced by) their class position. An adequate analysis
would also take into account other specific historical trends
—such as the changing character of higher education since
the Second World War, the impact of the draft and the
Viet Nam War, the evolution of race relations, the illusion
of pennanent prosperity, etc. On the other hand, the evo-
lution and relevance of these phenomena to the New Left
would be incomprehensible without an understanding of
the social context in which they occurred. Marx's theory
provides us with an understanding of the social context
within which movements such as the New Left develop.
The more abstract categories thus provide the context
within which particular categories must be developed in
order to understand specific situations.

The contemporary “Marxists” mentioned at the
beginning of this article follow in the wake of bourgeois
social science in their confusion of the abstractness of cate-
gories with the concreteness of reality. Their categories
are either too general or too specific: Either, like many
structuralists, they form ahistorical categories that are
presumed to be applicable to widely different types of
social system land consequently are more abstract than
Marx's historically specific concepts). Or they form con-
cepts that are so particular as to provide no understanding
of the relation of one situation to another within the same
system, as in the theory of a professional-managerial
class, which obscures the essential continuity of capitalism
and the particularity of the present at one and the same
time. l.n either case such theories cannot provide much
explanation, as they don’t tell us how a variety of social
situations are both alike and also different from other
social situations.

One last point needs to be made. All of Marx's con-
cepts are historically specific. They arise from the analysis
of certain social systems (modes of production) and their
usefulness in explaining other social systems remains an
open question to be answered on pragmatic grounds. This
holds true for the concept of class. The idea of social
classes arose out of capitalist development and is partic-
ularly suited to the understanding of capitalism. Despite
the assertion in the Communist Manifesto that "the his-
tory of all hitherto existing society is the history of class
struggles," the marxian method requires that we not
assume a prion‘ that the concept of social classes would be
useful in the analysis of all societies. The question as to
whether the concept of class would be useful in analyzing a
particular type of social system must remain an open one
until it has proved its value in that analysis. This can be
seen in anthropology, where the attempt to use the class
concept to analyze "primitive" societies has so far
resulted in a hopeless muddle, and other concepts appear
more applicable. It even remains an open question
whether feudalism is best analyzed in ten-ns of social class,
as the feudal orders had characteristics that made them
quite distinct from classes. In any case, my purpose here is
not to provide answers to these questions, but simply to
raise them.

Stephen Soldz



ROOT & BRANC
With the 1960s the eternal prosperity. the managed er-on.

orriy. and the attendant "death of ideology" of the post-World
War ll period came to an end. The combination of unemployment
and inflation in the capitalist West and the inability of the state-
nin systems of the East to satisfy their working classes are pro-
ducing unsettling effects throughout “industrial society": the
deterioration of conditions in the big cities, which nonetheless
draw an increasing proportion of the world's population; the br-u-
talization of the seemingly permanent army of the unemployed,
which has been accumulating in these urban centers; the instabil-
ity of governments in the democracies, in the absence of any clear
policy alternatives, inspiring a drift toward open authoritarian-
ism; the development of opposition to the party dictatorships in
the East. both in the form of liberalism among the intelligentsia
and. more significantly, in that of strike movements amongthe
working classes; and the continuing decay of ideologies and
social norms. All this testifies to the basic character of the “limits
of growth" that modern society is coming up against, and also
raises the possibility, as the situation continues to deteriorate, of
a revival of mass opposition to the existing social order.

Whatever disappointments Nature has in store for us in the
future. the limits we are encountering now ‘are not ecological but
social ones. It is not even socially caused environmental disaster
but the third world war that most directly threatens our extinc-
tion. That a fascination with zero-growth has replaced the nine-
teenth century's discovery of eternal progressive development is
only the ideological form of the experience of the bankruptcy as a
social system of capitalism and its state-run analog.

As yet we cannot speak of the existence anywhere in the
world of forces or social movements which represent a real possi-
bility of social revolution. But, while in no way inevitable, social
revolution is clearly necessary if possibilities for an enjoyable and
decent life are to be realized—and perhaps if human life is to be
preserved at all. For this reason we see the overthrow of the pres-
ent order of society as the goal to which we as a group wish to
contribute. While the ideal we aim for has been called by a vari-
Bty of names-communism, socialism, anarchism—what is im-
portant to us is the idea of a system in which social life is con-
sciously controlled by those who activities make it up. Capitalism
has created the basis of such a system by so int-erweflfi/iflg l-he
Production and consumption of .all producers that only collective
solutions are possible to meet the producers‘ need to cont-I01 the
means and process of production and distribution. To eliminate
we Pl'°blo1'ns caused by the subordination of social production to
cflPi'81's need for profit, the working class must I-like difetit
Peiponsibility for what it already produces. We must decide what
we will produce . and by what means and under what conditions to
Produce it. This means opposition not only to the existing ruling
Class of capitalists and politicians but to an)‘ fumre managers or
Pa"? leaders seeking to hold power in our na.rne. Root & Bl'8liChr
therefore, holds to the tradition of the workers’ movement ex-
Pressed in the Provisional Rules of the First Intemational, begill‘
ling with the consideration “that the emancipation of the work-
lng classes must be conquered by the Woflfinl Classes them‘
Selves." 'l‘h.is tradition we see embodied in the efforts workers
hive made to take direct control of the means of P|'°d““l°“ and
5°¢ial coordination: the Paris Commune. the Russian soviet-s and
f”'°|'3' Committees, the workers’ councils of German! and “j"]Y-
‘hf Spanish collectives of '36. the General Workers Council of
1956. '

From the past we draw not only inspiration and stil.l-mean-
ingfui ideas bug, 3|” 19550115 on mistakes to be avoided. The fun.
dhlnental idea of the old labor movement, that the working C1855

can build up its forces in large organizations in preparation for
the "final conflict." has proven false. Whether the organization
was that of reformist or of revolutionary parties. producer or con.
sumer cooperatives. or trade unions. its success has always
turned out to be a success in adapting to the exigencies of sur-
vival within capitalism. The Bolshevik alternative of the small
vanguard of revolutionaries preparing for the day when they
would lead the masses to the conquest of state power has also
proven useless for our purposes. Such parties have had a role to
play only in the unindustrialized areas of the world. where they
have provided the ruling class needed to carry out the work of
forced economic development unrealized by the native bour-
geoisie. ln the developed countries they have been condemned
either to sectarian insignificance or to transformation into reform-
ist parties of the social-democratic type. .

History has indicated that revolutionary movements cannot
be created by revolutionary groups, however correct their under-
standing or dedicated their will. While both theories and organi-
zations have roles to play. revolutions develop from the active
experience of masses of people confronted with social. economic.
and political crisis. Nevertheless, the principles of ‘such a future
movement must guide the current activities of those who wish to
contribute to its creation. These principles—in contrast to those
of the old labor movement—must signify a total break with the
foundation of capitalist society, the relation between wage~labor
and capital. As our goal is that of workers’ control over social life.
our principles must be those of direct, collective action. Direct,
because the struggle for control of society begins with the strug-
gle to control our fight against the current order. Collective.
because the only successes which have a future are those involv-
ing (if only in principle] theiinternational working class as a
whole. We recognize that the working class does not have one
uniform identity. and thus experiences oppression under capital-
ism differently according to age, sex. race, nationality, etc. How-
ever, what defines and thus unites the working class is its exploi-
tation by capital, even if the character of that exploitation varies
giving the appearance of separate problems and thus-separate
solutions. While it is true that the struggle against capitalism ,will
not by itself solve these problems. overcoming’ capitalist exploita-
tion raises the possibility of their solutions. Thus. each working-
class struggle, even if it does not address an issue experienced by
the class as a whole, must be aimed at the real enemy, capital.
and not other members of the class. ln the same way. we thinlt
workers must. overcome in action the division between employed
and unemployed, between unionized and non-unionized mem-
bers of their class. Such a view automatically brings us into oppo-
sition to existing organizations like trade unions. whichexist-by
representing the short-terrn interests of particular groups of
workers within the existing social structure. Similarly, we are in
conflict with the parties and sects which see their own dominance
over any future movement as the key to its success-

We see ourselves as neither leaders nor bystanders but as
part of the struggle. We are for the development of many groups
like ours and also for cooperation in common tasks. We initiate
and participate in activity where we work, study, and live. /to 8
group, we would like to be of some use in making information
available about past and present struggles and in discussing the
conclusions to be drawn from this history and its future exten-
sion. We organize lectures and study groups. Since 1969 we have
published a journal and series of pa.rnphlets.. We hope others will
join us to discuss the ideas and the materials we publish and that
they will help us to develop new ideas and moons '17 clmullw “fl
realize them.
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